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ABSTRACT

1) In anaesthetized rats, a focal electrode was developed to record activity from single 

sympathetic postganglionic neurones innervating the caudal ventral artery (CVA) and the 

lateral vein (LV) in the tail. Experiments were performed to characterize on-going activity 

in terms of patterning and rhythms so that they may be related to central mechanisms 

controlling sympathetic outflow and to neurotransmitter release and target organ response.

2) Initial experiments tested the hypothesis that on-going activity occurs in bursts. As this 

was found to be the case, in subsequent experiments the hypotheses were tested that this 

rhythm could be different from the central respiratory rhythm and was not reliant on 

feedback from afferent nerves in the aortic, sinus and vagus nerves. It was also 

hypothesized that the rhythmic sympathetic discharge would be influenced by 

physiological disturbances such as hyperthermia and baroreceptor stimulation. Thus, it 

was possible to compare characteristics of activity to the two vessels to highhght any 

differences in their control.

3) Four types of preparation were used when recording activity to CVA: spontaneously 

breathing (group 1), artificially ventilated (group 2), artificially ventilated with vagi cut 

(group 3) and artificially ventilated with vagus and sino-aortic denervation (group 4). 

Activity to LV was recorded from group 3 only.

4) On-going sympathetic unit activity was found to have a robust, dominant rhythm in 

units to both vessels, the frequency of which was not significantly different, although it 

was often different from that of the phrenic rhythm, regardless of the preparation type. 

This dominant sympathetic rhythm is referred to as the tail (or T-) rhythm.

5) In activity to both vessels the mean.T-rhythm frequency was not influencedMEDICAL UBRARY
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significantly by hypocapnic apnoea, but was decreased during hyperthermia whilst the 

phrenic rhythm frequency increased. Additionally, the T-rhythm frequency was always 

different from that of the artificial ventilation cycle.

8) Cardiac rhythmicity was usually absent in recordings from both vessels. However, 

electrical stimulation of an aortic nerve and blood volume expansion could influence T- 

rhythm frequency recorded from units to both vessels without influencing the phrenic 

rhythm frequency.

9) Characteristics of activity recorded from both vessels were similar, although activity 

recorded from units to LV appeared to be less rhythmical.

10) In conclusion, the frequency of the T-rhythm in activity recorded from both vessels 

can be different from that of central respiratory drive and is not ‘driven’ by afferent 

feedback via sinus, aortic and vagus nerves, although its frequency is influenced by 

stimulation of baroreceptors and by hyperthermia. Further, there is no clear evidence that 

control of activity to CVA is different to that of LV.

11) It is proposed that the T-rhythm is unlikely to be generated by a central respiratory 

oscillator.
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General background

The central nervous system is capable of generating complex and integrated

patterns of sympathetic nerve activity in order to maintain homeostasis of the internal

environment, both in the face of environmental or physiological perturbations and in the 

management of bodily functions on a second-to-second basis. These patterns may be 

evoked in response to specific refiex inputs, for example, somatic stimuli, changes in 

arterial blood pressure or concentrations of arterial blood gasses (Janig, 1985), or as 

components of an integrated behavioral and autonomic response, such as the defence 

reaction (Abrahams, Hilton and Zbrozyna, 1960). Many studies have characterized 

components of these responses to understand how the sympathetic nervous system 

controls target organs.

An important element in the maintenance of homeostasis is that of blood flow 

supplying organs of the body with oxygen and nutrients for metabolism and the removal 

of waste products. In addition, the peripheral circulation is important in maintaining 

arterial blood pressure, body temperature, distribution of blood flow and the performance 

of the heart (Rowell, 1986). Blood flow through different target organs is proportional to 

blood vessel diameter, which is, in turn, controlled by three major factors that are 

integrated by smooth muscle cells:

1) myogenic factors that determine basal tone of smooth muscle,

2) humoral factors mainly acting via endothelium,

3) neural factors which include autonomic innervation of blood vessels, primarily 

the sympathetic nervous system.

Separate vascular beds may respond in different ways to the same stimulus, and 

in many vessels differential control is achieved primarily through sympathetic innervation. 

‘Messages’ that sympathetic nerves convey to blood vessels via action potentials involve 

changes in firing rate and patterning of action potentials. These characteristics of nerve 

activity may be vital in determining the efficacy of neurotransmitter release and target 

organ response, intermittent bursts of action potentials being more effective than a
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constant train of action potentials at the same average rate (Nilsson, Ljung, Sjôblom and 

Wallin, 1985; Hardebo, 1992; Bao, 1993).

In several species respiratory modulation of activity has been shown in nerves 

regulating a number of different targets (for example, man: Delius, Hagbath, Hognell, 

and Wallin, 1972a; cat: Zhou and Gilbey, 1992; rat: Hâbler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1994). 

One role suggested for this modulation is that it produces bursts of sympathetic activity 

(Hâbler et al., 1994).

The present study is concerned with increasing our understanding of factors that 

determine patterns and rhythms of sympathetic activity in fibres supplying identified 

blood vessels. Many methods have previously been employed to gauge sympathetic 

activity, including indirect measurements such as blood flow conductance or resistance to 

a target organ, and direct recordings from sympathetic nerves. To correlate patterns of 

action potentials with central mechanisms and peripheral actions, the target to which the 

activity is directed must be known. With conventional recording techniques such as ‘fibre 

picking’ (see Jânig, 1985) or microneurography (see Macefield, Wallin and Vallbo, 1994) 

units can be identified only tentatively as innervating a specific vascular bed, as the actual 

vessel within that vascular bed is unknown (e.g., the target vessel may be artery, 

arteriole, anastomosis, venule or vein, etc.).

In this study a focal recording technique has been developed which is similar to 

that used in vitro to record excitatory junction currents (e.g.. Brock and Cunnane, 1987; 

Âstrand, Brock and Cunnane, 1988). The electrode is placed on to the surface of the 

blood vessel from which sympathetic activity is to be recorded. This has allowed, for the 

first time, recording of single postganglionic sympathetic neurone (PSN) activity to an 

identified blood vessel.

Using this recording technique, activity in single sympathetic units to the caudal 

ventral artery (CVA) and the lateral vein (LV) of the rat tail has been characterized in terms 

of both rate and patterning under control conditions and in response to various 

perturbations. This approach has provided insight into the central mechanisms that control
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sympathetic outflow and possible functional relevance of patterns in sympathetic activity 

in terms of transmitter release and target organ response.
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OVERVIEW OF THE INTRODUCTION

The following literature has been reviewed as a background to the work in this thesis:

Section 1. Control of sympathetic efferents innervating the cardiovascular system: 

development of concepts concerning differential control of the sympathetic nervous 

system in response to major reflex inputs.

Section 2. Central and peripheral mechanisms involved in generation of rhythms in 

sympathetic outflow.

Section 3. Features of anatomy and innervation of arteries and veins with reference to 

differences in their response to sympathetic stimulation.

Section 4. The role of cutaneous circulation in themoregulatory and non- 

thermoregulatory control and the use of the rat tail circulation as a model for human acral 

skin.
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1.1 SECTION ONE

CONTROL OF SYMPATHETIC EFFERENTS INNERVATING THE 

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

1.1.1 Development of knowledge of the autonomic nervous system

Although the first recordings from mammalian sympathetic nerves were made in 

the 1930’s (Adrian, Bronk and Philips, 1932), much of the conceptual groundwork for 

understanding the autonomic nervous system had already been laid before these studies, 

possibly beginning with Galen (Walzer, 1944), the Greek physician of the second century 

A.D. who first clearly described structures now recognized as nerve trunks and ganglia of 

the autonomic nervous system. He suggested that there was ‘sympathy’ or ‘consent’ 

between different parts of the body which was achieved by passage of ‘animal spirits’ 

through nerves, which he considered to be hollow tubes.

There were few major advances in the study of the autonomic nervous system 

until Whytt (1751, cited by Day, 1979) suggested that involuntary movements were 

initiated by local stimulation due to nerve irritation, citing peristaltic movements of the 

alimentary tract and the reaction of the pupil to light as examples. Furthermore, he 

suggested that ‘sympathy’ must originate from the central nervous system as it appeared 

in various organs that were not directly connected to each other.

As the technology of the microscope developed in the first half of the nineteenth 

century along with staining techniques, histology began to make contributions to the 

understanding of the autonomic nervous system. Remak (1854, cited by Pick, 1970) gave 

the first comprehensive description, observing the structure of white and gray rami 

communicantes and the course of sympathetic nerve fibres in spinal nerve roots and 

sympathetic trunk. In the 1840's the smooth muscle cell was discovered in a variety of 

tissues (Pick, 1970). Therefore, subsequent work could begin to unravel the target organs 

and function of the autonomic nerves.
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In 1851 Claude Bernard cut the cervical sympathetic nerve in the rabbit and 

observed reddening of ear vessels (Neil, 1986). In the next year Brown-Séquard 

described vasoconstriction of the ear in response to electrical stimulation of the cut 

cephalic end of the cervical sympathetic nerve. The concept of tonic drive maintaining 

vasoconstriction was supported by experiments performed by Ludwig (1874, cited by 

Neil, 1986). He noted a fall in blood pressure when the spinal cord was transected at a 

lower cervical or upper thoracic level. This was interpreted as being due to interruption of 

tonic vasoconstrictor activity between the brainstem and spinal sympathetic centers. In a 

cat with its brain removed to a level just rostral of the medulla, Ludwig discovered that 

stimulation of the central end of the sciatic nerve caused an increase in systemic blood 

pressure, but the stimulus was ineffective if the section was below the medulla. Studies 

by Ludwig and Owsjannikow (1871), by Owsjannikow (1871) and by Dittmar (1870; 

1873; all cited by Neil, 1986) in which lesions were made through the brain at different 

levels whilst blood pressure was monitored and identified a ‘medullary vasomotor center’ 

which was responsible for nervous tone that maintained resting arterial blood pressure. 

Ludwig and Cyon (1866, cited by Neil, 1986) also suggested that depressor nerves might 

convey signals from an overloaded heart during hypertension which produced 

vasodilatation of the systemic arterioles (and bradycardia), thereby offsetting increased 

blood pressure, and were first to suggest that the cardiovascular system may be controlled 

by reflexes.

Langley (1921, cited by Jânig and McLachlan, 1992) defined the autonomic 

nervous system as the outflow from the central nervous system to the vasculature and 

viscera in terms that are used presently. The autonomic outflow was separated into 

parasympathetic (craniosacral) and sympathetic (thoracolumbar) nervous systems. This 

division was originally made on the grounds of anatomical work by Gaskell (1916, cited 

Neil, 1986), but was confirmed by the physiological and pharmacological studies of 

Langley. His conclusions were based on several criteria such as the opposing effects of 

nerve stimulation, the embryological development of the two systems and the effects of
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exogenously applied substances (e.g. adrenaline, atropine). By stimulating ventral roots 

at different spinal levels and monitoring responses of different organs, spinal outflows to 

all the major peripheral tissues were identified, and ganglionic synapses of each pathway 

were distinguished by local application of nicotine.

At the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries advances 

were being made in the field of neurotransmission. Several workers hypothesized that 

nerves released chemicals (neurotransmitters) which stimulated the effector tissue, 

including adrenaline and acetylcholine (for example, Elliot, 1904; Dickson, 1906: see 

Brock and Cunnane, 1992), but the first unequivocal evidence was provided by Loewi 

(1921) by perfusing a frog heart with saline that had previously perfused the heart from 

another frog that was subjected to stimulation of the vagus nerve. The first heart slowed 

or stopped beating, the active chemical in the perfusate later being identified as 

acetylcholine.

Thus, by the 1930’s, many fundamental properties of function and control of the 

autonomic nervous system were known, and scientists began to synthesize this 

knowledge to provide a general scheme of autonomic control of bodily functions. Cannon 

(1929) developed the concept of ‘homeostasis’ as the ability of an organism to maintain 

‘stability and constancy of the internal economy’ which is achieved largely by the 

autonomic nervous system. This was based mainly on the theories of Claude Bernard and 

from his own experimental work in which some or all of the sympathetic system was 

surgically removed from cats and dogs and on how variables such as blood pressure, 

heart rate, rectal temperature, blood sugar and general behaviour varied in the conscious 

animal post-operatively (Caimon, Newton, Bright, Menkin and Moore, 1929; Cannon, 

1931). The most well-known of Cannon’s theories is that of the ‘fright, fight and flight’ 

response (Cannon, 1939), consisting of a number of sympathetically mediated reactions 

which include pupillary dilation, piloerection, hypertension with vasodilation in skeletal 

muscle, tachycardia, sweating and inhibition of gut motility. Due to the degree of 

coordination of this response, this was interpreted subsequently by scientists as a mass
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activation of the sympathetic nervous system in an all-or-none fashion without distinction 

between different effector organs. Subsequently, both in research and teaching a 

simplified and incorrect model of the autonomic nervous system was wide-spread and still 

persists today (e.g., Guyton, 1990).

The concept of a ‘medullary vasomotor center’ originating from the late 

nineteenth century was reinforced by the work of Alexander (1946) which combined 

controlled brainstem transections with localized electrical stimulation of parts of the brain 

stem and afferent nerves whilst recording arterial blood pressure and activity from the 

inferior cardiac nerve. He concluded that rostral pressor ‘centers’ were distinct from 

caudal depressor ‘centers’, each with its own spinal output, and each independently 

capable of tonic activity. Sympathoexcitatory or inhibitory reflexes were thought to act via 

pathways involving these two ‘centers’.

1.1.2 Overview of central control of the cardiovascular system

Since the work of Alexander (1946) many studies have provided evidence that 

the concept of a ‘medullary cardiovascular center’ is no longer valid. The following 

section gives an overview of the general features the role of the CNS in cardiovascular 

control that have emerged from research in more recent years.

Cardiovascular control is now considered to involve a series of individual 

reflexes which can act independently, can interact with one another or can be integrated 

into different patterns of response, depending on the stimulus. Cardiorespiratory afferent 

fibres terminate in the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS), and functionally different afferents 

terminate in different regions of the NTS. For example, antidromic mapping studies 

revealed that baroreceptor afferents arising from both the aortic arch and carotid sinus 

project predominantly to the lateral NTS, whereas carotid chemoreceptor afferents 

terminate mainly in the medial and commissural subnuclei of the NTS (Donoghue, 

Garcia, Jordan and Spyer, 1982a; 1982b; Donoghue, Felder, Gilbey, Jordan and Spyer,

1985). Although these and other studies (e.g., Mifflin, 1992) indicate limited overlap of
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terminal fields, and there is, at best, limited convergence of different afferent inputs onto 

postsynaptic neurones, this organization of afferent terminals may contribute to the 

integrative function of the NTS. Furthermore, the NTS receives afferent inputs from 

nuclei at several levels of the brain that may also influence NTS function. For example, 

Mifflin, Spyer and Whitington-Wray (1988) demonstrated that stimulation of the 

hypothalamic defence area evoked a long-lasting postsynaptic inhibition of all NTS 

neurones that received excitatory input from baroreceptors.

Neurones from the NTS relay to ‘premotor sympathetic neurones’ in the rostral 

ventrolateral medulla (RVLM) and cardiac vagal motor neurones via multisynaptic 

pathways. The NTS also projects to higher brain regions such as the hypothalamus and 

forebrain regions where afferent information can be integrated into more complex pattems 

of autonomic, endocrine and behavioural responses (Loewy, 1990)

The RVLM is thought to have particular importance in cardiovascular control 

(Guyenet, 1990; Guyenet, Koshiya, Huangfu, Baraban, Stometta and Li, 1996). 

Electrical or chemical lesions in this area reduce arterial pressure to levels similar to those 

produced by spinal transection (Ross, Ruggiero, Park, Job, Sved, Femandez-Pardal, 

Saavedra and Reis, 1984). These neurones are known to have axons projecting to regions 

of the spinal cord containing sympathetic preganglionic neurones (SPNs; e.g., Strack, 

Sawyer, Hughes, Platt and Loewy, 1989), and their basal discharge rate is related to 

mean arterial blood pressure in the same way as lumbar sympathetic discharge (Sun and 

Guyenet, 1986). Also, it has been suggested that some RVLM neurones can exhibit 

intrinsic pacemaker activity (Sun, Hackett and Guyenet, 1988).

The RVLM is known to be involved in mediation of responses to various types 

of stimulation. For example, neurones in this area mediate the somatosympathetic reflex 

(Morrison and Reis, 1989) and are involved in pathways of the baroreflex (Granata and 

Kitai, 1992). Additionally, spinally projecting neurones in this area have their activity 

modulated by central respiratory drive (Haselton and Guyenet, 1989). Thus, the RVLM 

plays an important role in mediation of tonic and phasic inputs to SPNs, although the
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other brainstem areas, such as the caudal raphae nuclei (e.g. McCall and Clement, 1989; 

Zhou and Gilbey, 1995), the paraventricular nucleus (Lovick and Coote, 1988; Strack, et 

al., 1989) amongst others, may also have regulatory roles.

Apart from ‘premotor sympathetic neurones’, other cell groups located at 

different levels of the neuraxis can profoundly alter cardiovascular fimction. For example, 

stimulation of arterial baroreceptors also leads to excitation of neurones in the parabrachial 

nucleus of the pons, hypothalamic nuclei, amygdaloid nuclei and in the insular cortex 

(Spyer, 1981; Coleridge, Coleridge and Jordan, 1991). Furthermore, it is known that 

baroreceptor stimulation may act at spinal and supra-spinal sites (Lewis and Coote, 

1994). Therefor, it is possible that these pathways form a longitudinal continuum 

throughout the neuraxis, and at each neural level, afferent inputs can integrate with other 

ascending and descending pathways in the neuraxis (Jordan, 1995). In this way, the 

neuraxis can modulate and integrate individual reflex responses into pattems of autonomic 

response that are appropriate to the environmental situation.

1.1.3 Some major reflex inputs to the cardiovascular system: 

differentiated responses in vascular targets

Sympathetic outflow is not controlled in a general manner as previously 

believed. The sympathetic response of various target organs to reflex inputs may be very 

different. The following section considers the effects of some major reflex inputs to 

sympathetic outflow to understand their contribution to cardiovascular control.

1.1.3a The arterial baroreflex

Indirect approaches

The existence of a ‘depressor reflex’ emanating from the aortic arch (Anrep and 

Starling, 1925) and carotid sinuses (Herring, 1923, cited by Heymans and Neil, 1952)
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was discovered by measuring the response of heart rate and arterial blood pressure in 

response to raising and lowering pressure within these areas. Since the discovery of 

arterial baroreceptors much work has focused on effects of their stimulation on different 

target organs, as gross indices of sympathetic activity such as systemic arterial blood 

pressure and heart rate provide no information as to reflex responses of individual target 

organs. Effects of arterial baroreceptor stimulation may be qualitatively similar in most 

sympathetically-innervated target organs, but quantitative differences have been 

demonstrated. An early example was provided by Lofving (1962) by recording blood 

flow in four vascular beds (two simultaneously in each experiment) in cats anaesthetized 

with chloralose. Carotid sinus baroreceptors were unloaded by partially occluding the 

iimominate artery to reduce pulse pressure but maintaining mean pressure in common 

carotid arteries. This caused a reflex increase in arterial resistance that was greatest in 

skeletal muscle, less in intestinal vessels and nutritional vessels in skin, and least in renal 

vessels. By stimulating the sympathetic innervation to these different vascular beds at 

different frequencies, he concluded that during baroreceptor unloading the increase in 

sympathetic neuronal firing rate to skeletal muscle was greater than to intestine, which 

was greater than in both kidney and skin.

Discrepancies in quantitative vascular responses have been reported from those 

found by Lofving (1962). For example. Bond and Green (1969) found that carotid 

occlusion (causing a decrease in carotid sinus pressure) in cats anaesthetized with 

pentabarbitone led to a greater increase in resistance of renal vessels as compared to 

skeletal muscle, where as resistance in skin vessels fell. These discrepancies may have 

been due to differences in experimental procedure, such as anaesthetic used and the 

method of unloading baroreceptors, and in the later study changes in organ perfusion 

pressure and release of catacholamines from the adrenal medulla were not accounted for.

Although there have been a number of studies that have investigated control of 

blood flow or perfusion pressure in arteries and veins in the same vascular bed, the 

contribution from neural innervation is seldom clear. Studies have demonstrated
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participation of veins in response to baroreflex stimulation, and have also found 

differences in vascular response. Hadjiminas and Oberg (1968) quantified the role of 

hind-limb skeletal muscle and intestinal veins in the cat baroreflex by comparing reflex 

responses of resistance and capacitance vessels with those obtained during direct 

stimulation of regional vasoconstrictor fibres. Constriction in muscle veins was less than 

in resistance vessels whereas constriction in both types of vessel in the intestine was 

similar. Responses of intestinal vessels was less than in muscle vessels. Stimulus- 

response curves produced by stimulating regional vasoconstrictor fibres indicated that 

veins in both tissues responded at lower frequencies. This was taken as evidence that 

activity in the innervation to muscle arteries and veins was different. Similarly, 

Hainsworth, Karim and Stoker (1975), reported that superficial hindlimb veins and the 

femoral artery participated in the response to increased aortic arch or carotid sinuses 

pressure. Stimulation of the lumbar sympathetic chains (LSCs) at 2-5 Hz produced a 

response in femoral artery similar to that seen during baroreceptor stimulation, whereas 

stimulation at 1 Hz produced venous responses that were four times as great as those 

produced reflexly. It was concluded that activity in nerves supplying arteries and veins 

must have been different In contrast, Brender and Webb-Peploe (1969) found no 

consistent response of dog saphenous vein to changes in baroreceptor activity, although 

increases in venous pressure of the isovolumetiic spleen and iliac artery perfusion 

pressure were seen.

Marshall and coworkers have used intravital microscopy to investigate 

baroreceptor stimulation on sympathetic control of skeletal muscle and mesenteric 

circulations in the rat (Hébert and Marshall, 1988a; 1988b). Each section of the vascular 

bed was investigated to assess its response to carotid baroreceptor stimulation. They 

concluded that in skeletal muscle the observed vasodilation was due to inhibition of 

sympathetic vasoconstrictor tone, although a secondary decrease in terminal arteriolar 

diameter was attributed to a fall in local concentration of vasodilator substances due to an 

increase in muscle blood flow (Hébert and Marshall, 1988a). In contrast, no venous
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vessels showed a change in diameter, congruent with a previous observation that veins in 

rat spinotrapezius muscle have no sympathetic innervation (Marshall, 1982). Similarly, 

increases in diameter of mesenteric arteries and veins were thought to be due to inhibition 

activity in sympathetic neurones in both vessels(Hébert and Marshall, 1988b).

Direct recordings from sympathetic nerves

From the studies outlined above it is obvious that measurement of perfusion 

pressures, flow rates and resistances do not provide a clear picture of sympathetic activity 

in nerves innervating different vascular beds and their component vessels. In parallel to 

indirect studies, much work has involved recording of whole nerve, few fibre and single 

fibre activity from sympathetic nerves. In the first recordings of activity from mammalian 

sympathetic nerves (Adrian, Bronks and Philips, 1932), cardiac-related rhythms were 

apparent and participation of arterial baroreceptors in this modulation was suspected. 

Subsequently, many studies in SPNs and PSNs recorded in several species have 

displayed cardiac-related activity (Alexander, 1946; Hagbarth and Vallbo, 1968; Polosa, 

1968; Koizumi, Seller, Kaufman and McBrooks, 1970; Cohen and Gootman, 1970; 

Mannard and Polosa, 1973; Coote and Westbury, 1974; Barman and Gebber, 1976; 

Gregor, Jânig and Wiprich, 1977; Blumberg, Jânig, Rieckman and Szulczyk, 1980; 

Yusof and Coote, 1988; Zhou and Gilbey, 1992; Hâbler, Jânig, Krummel and Peters, 

1994; Macefield, Wallin and Vallbo, 1994, amongst others) and reflects the powerful 

control of sympathetic activity by baroreceptor inputs (see section 1.2.1).

Differences in degree of cardiac-related rhythmicity (or cardiac rhythmicity) have 

been reported between vascular beds. For example, in a study by Hâbler, Jânig, 

Krummel and Peters (1994) in rat, most PSNs supplying skeletal muscle showed marked 

cardiac rhythmicity whereas cardiac rhythmicity was weak or non-existent in most PSNs 

to hairy skin, although some displayed similar cardiac rhythmicity to muscle 

vasoconstrictors. Visceral vasoconstrictor SPNs have also been found to exhibit a high 

degree of cardiac rhythmicity (Bahr, Bartel, Blumberg and Jânig, 1986; Boczeck-Funcke, 

Michaelis, Hâbler and Jânig, 1992b).
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Differences in the responses of activity in various types of sympathetic fibres 

have been found on stimulation of the baroreceptors. Jânig and co-workers (Gregor, 

Jânig and Wiprich, 1977; Blumberg, Jânig, Rieckman and Szulczyk, 1980) found that 

increasing pressure in the isolated carotid sinus of cats produced marked inhibition of 

PSNs supplying skeletal muscle and some PSNs supplying hairy skin, but the majority of 

cutaneous PSNs exhibited relatively weak responses. Cardiac rhythmicity of these 

neurones was highly correlated to their response to carotid sinus stimulation, and degree 

of cardiac rhythmicity has been used as a criterion (along with responses to 

chemoreceptors, cutaneous receptors, visceral receptors, and thermal inputs) for tentative 

functional identification of various sympathetic fibres studied by Jânig and co-workers 

(for examples, see Gregor, Jânig and Wiprich, 1977; Blumberg, Jânig, Rieckman and 

Szulczyk, 1980; Boczek-Funcke, Hâbler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1992; Hâbler, Jânig, 

Kummel and Peters, 1993; 1994; reviewed by Jânig, 1985, 1988; Jânig and McLachlan, 

1987, 1992, amongst others).

1.1.3b Cardio pulmonary receptors

The cardiopulmonary area is a constant source of afferent information that results 

in a tonic inhibition of central neurones controlling sympathetic outflow to most resistance 

and capacitance vessels. This conclusion was derived from experiments in which 

perfusion pressure of various vascular beds were monitored before and after cold block or 

lesion of cervical vagi in the dog after excluding afferent information from the aortic arch 

and abdominal viscera (Mancia, Donald and Shepherd, 1973; Mancia, Shepherd and 

Donald, 1976; Bishop and Peterson, 1978). On vagotomy there was tachycardia, a 

sustained rise in arterial pressure and vasoconstriction in both resistance and capacitance 

vessels in hindlimb, intestine and kidney. There was no change in tone of the saphenous 

(cutaneous) vein. However, this type of procedure represents the affects of interruption of 

all afferents in the cardiopulmonary area, and more refined techniques have been used to
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study the effects of stimulation of specific groups of receptors in this region.

Artial receptors

Interest in atrial receptors has continued since Bainbridge (1915) found that rapid 

intravenous infusions resulted in reflex tachycardia. Carswell, Hainsworth and Ledsome 

(1970) measured vascular resistance of the dog hindlimb that was perfused at constant 

flow in response to distention of pulmonary vein-left atrial junctions by inflation of small 

balloons. Tachycardia was induced but there was no lasting influence on vascular 

resistance. This observation was extended by Karim, Kidd, Malpus, and Penna (1972) 

who recorded activity from few-fibre preparations of cardiac, renal, lumbar and splenic 

sympathetic nerves. Cardiac sympathetic nerve activity increased and there was no change 

in lumbar and splenic sympathetic nerve activity, yet renal nerve activity decreased. Thus, 

the reflex response to left atrial receptor activation demonstrates marked differences in the 

response of the sympathetic nervous system, and the decrease in renal nerve activity may 

alter renal haemodynamics which may contribute to the diuretic response of left atrial 

receptor activation.

Ventricular receptors

Cardiac ventricles are innervated predominantly by vagal non-myelinated nerve 

fibres which have been classified as those which are excited mainly by mechanical 

stimulation and those which appear to be mainly chemosensitive, although many nerves 

can be excited by both stimuli (Thorén, 1979). Conducting experiments to selectively 

stimulate ventricular receptors, as is the case for atrial receptors, are notoriously difficult 

as other receptors may also be stimulated (Hainsworth, 1991). However, studies by 

Hainsworth and co-workers (Tutt, McGregor and Hainsworth, 1988) in which only 

pressures in coronary perfusion and left ventricle during systole were changed, there were 

no consistent changes in heart rate during steady state, but there was refiex vasodilation in 

limb circulation as well as systemic circulation as a whole. This stimulus was believed to 

be both localized and physiological.

In a study by Barron and Bishop (1982) stimulation of vagal afferents by
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injections of veratridine into coronary arteries caused a marked decrease in heart rate and 

mean arterial pressure, and a significant vasodilation in the hindlimb but not the renal 

vascular bed. Although the authors suspected that the difference in response of the two 

vascular beds was due to differences in sympathetic tone to the vessels in each vascular 

bed, they acknowledged that the degree of vascular resistance changes may also depend 

on the degree of autoregulation in the two regions.

Despite evidence that ventricular receptors may provide continuous inhibition of 

sympathetic outflow to blood vessels, their functions are not clearly understood, although 

it is thought that they may only be involved in certain pathological states; for 

example,venricular chemoreceptors may be stimulated in response to cardiac ischemia 

(Hainsworth, 1991).

Other cardiopulmonary receptors

Several other types of receptor have been found in the cardiopulmonary area. 

Reflex responses obtained from pulmonary vascular receptors are varied, and appear to be 

influenced by the type of preparation used. For instance, Daly and Hebb (1966) reported 

that general distention of the whole pulmonary vascular bed results in tachypnea, 

bradycardia and systemic hypotension, dependent on the integrity of the vagi. However, 

Ledsome and Kan (1977) found that distention of pulmonary arteries caused a 

proportional increase in systemic and hindlimb vascular resistance, but no change in renal 

resistance or heart rate.

Cardiopulmonary afferents have been found in sympathetic nerves and are 

excited by stimuli similar to those that excite vagal afferents, resulting in mainly excitatory 

effects and are involved in the sensation of cardiac pain (Malliani, Lombardi and Pagani, 

1987).

In lower airways of the lungs three functionally different groups of receptors are 

recognized (Daly, 1986) and include irritant receptors, alveolar nociceptive receptors and 

pulmonary stretch receptors. The latter, slowly adapting receptors with afferents in the 

vagi, respond to changes in lung volume and rate of change of volume and cause refiex
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apnoea, tachycardia and systemic vasodilation (Daly and Scott, 1963). Thus, they 

contribute to sinus arrhythmia (Daly, 1986), alter primary responses to chemoreceptor 

stimulation (see below) and are involved in respiratory modulation of sympathetic outflow 

(see section 1.2.2a).

1.1.3c Peripheral chemoreceptors

Patterns of responses to stimulation of carotid and aortic body chemoreceptors 

are different in artificially ventilated animals compared to spontaneously breathing 

animals. For instance, Daly and Scott (1962) showed that stimulation of carotid 

chemoreceptors in artificially ventilated dogs caused bradycardia and peripheral 

vasoconstriction (in the intact limb, muscle, skin and in the splanchnic vascular bed) due 

to increased sympathetic tone. When the dogs were allowed to breath spontaneously 

stimulation of carotid bodies caused an increase in respiration, a variable heart rate 

response, vasoconstriction followed by vasodilation in limbs and muscle and a 

predominant vasoconstriction in splanchnic and skin vascular beds. This was due to the 

primary responses being modified and sometimes overridden by secondary mechanisms 

resulting from concomitant hyperventilation, and from changes in arterial blood pressure 

and blood gasses (Daly and Scott, 1962,1963; see section 1.2.2). When these secondary 

factors are controlled the primary effects of carotid body stimulation are bradycardia, a 

reduction in the force of left ventricular contraction, decreased cardiac output and 

increased systemic and pulmonary vascular resistance (Daley, 1986).

Other studies have also shown marked differences in responses to 

chemoreceptor stimulation. Hilton and Marshall (1982) found that when carotid 

chemoreceptors were stimulated by injection of chemoreceptor stimulants in 

spontaneously breathing rats that were anaesthetized with Althesin, a visceral alerting 

response was evoked. There was marked hyperventilation, pupil dilation and retraction of 

the nictating membrane, and sometimes piloerection. The changes in blood pressure and 

heart rate were variable, but there was consistently a vasodilation in fore- and hind-limb
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muscles that was preceded by a small constriction, and a constriction in mesenteric and 

renal beds (as measured by changes in conductance and blood flow). The vasodilation 

recorded in muscle was substantially reduced or abolished on administration of atropine, 

indicating activity in cholinergic vasodilator nerve fibres. Administration of guanethidine 

(an adrenergic ganglion blocker) usually abolished atropine-resistant vasodilation, or 

when given as the first drug, reduced dilation. Thus, a portion of muscle dilation was due 

to inhibition of vasoconstrictor tone.

Other studies have provided information on the effect of chemoreceptor 

stimulation on different regions of the vascular tree. For example, an early study by 

Oberg (1964), using a technique that could gauge changes in vasomotor tone in arterial 

and venous parts of a hind-limb preparation, found that carotid chemoreceptor stimulation 

evoked substantial constriction of arterioles and a weaker constriction of venous vessels. 

However, the situation is not clear as venous vessels in skeletal muscle have little or no 

sympathetic innervation (Marshall, 1982) and when dog hind-limb was perfused at 

constant pressure, venous vessels showed no response to electrical stimulation of 

sympathetic nerves (Hainsworth, Karim, McGregor and Wood, 1983). Thus, changes in 

hind-limb volume in these circumstances are largely due to passive collapse of venous 

vessels as a secondary consequence of arteriolar constriction.

Responses in different sections of other vascular tissues appear to be less 

ambiguous. Splanchnic veins, which are known to be innervated (Furness and Marshall, 

1974), showed substantial constriction, along with constriction in larger arterioles and 

pre-capillary arterioles in response to chemoreflex stimulation (Oberg, 1964).

Hence, stimulation of peripheral chemoreceptors provides a stimulus that evokes 

marked differences in responses between different vascular beds and, possibly, between 

different sections of the same vascular bed.

Neural recordings of sympathetic activity have added more detail. Experiments 

in which recordings from muscle or visceral vasoconstrictor nerves have been made are in 

agreement with blood flow studies, chemoreceptor stimulation resulting in an increase in
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sympathetic activity (Iriki and Kozawa, 1975; 1976; Gregor and Janig, 1977; Blumberg, 

Janig, Rieckmann and Szulczyk, 1980, Bahr, Bartel, Blumberg and Janig, 1986). 

However, responses recorded from cutaneous vasoconstrictor neurones are not so 

straightforward. Janig and co-workers found that most PSNs supplying hairy skin of the 

cat hindlimb were excited by chemoreceptor stimulation, whilst a smaller population were 

inhibited (Gregor and Janig, 1977; Blumberg, Jânig, Rieckmann and Szulczyk, 1980). 

As this later population also displayed strong cardiac rhythmicity, they proposed that 

these fibres innervated arteriolar resistance vessels, whilst the former innervated larger 

venous vessels.

1.1.4 Respiratory-related patterns in sympathetic activity

Respiratory-related patterns in sympathetic outflow were observed in the first 

recordings from mammalian sympathetic nerves by Adrian, Bronk and Phillips, 1932. 

They recorded from whole cervical sympathetic nerves, hypogastric nerves and nerves 

emerging from the coeliac ganglion in cat and rabbit Rhythmical activity was in phase 

with respiratory movements of the chest but was independent of artificial ventilation 

cycle, and disappeared on hyperventilation. They concluded that this rhythm was related 

to central respiratory drive. Many subsequent studies have investigated respiratory-related 

patterns in sympathetic activity to understand the interaction of central respiratory and 

sympathetic drives. This section describes the marked variation of respiratory-related 

patterns that has been observed in different sympathetic nerves and amongst species, and 

in response to different influences. The central and peripheral mechanisms that may be 

responsible for these patterns are discussed in section 1.2.2.

Respiratory-related patterns in sympathetic activity are described with respect to 

their phase relationship with central respiratory drive, which has usually been assessed by 

recording discharge in the motor innervation of the diaphragm, the phrenic nerve. Richter 

and co-workers have proposed that there are three phases of the central respiratory cycle
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in both cat (Richter, 1982) and rat (Schwarzacher, Wilhelm, Anders and Richter, 1991). 

The inspiratory phase is indicated by a ramp-like discharge in activity imtil its rapid 

decline. There may be two phases of expiration: post-inspiration indicated by slowly 

dechning after-discharges in phrenic activity (often absent in the rat) and stage U (late) 

expiration indicated by phrenic silence.

Several different patterns of respiratory-related activity are frequently reported. 

For instance, inspiratory-related activity has been reported in the vagotomized dog (Okada 

and Fox, 1967), rabbit (Adrian et al., 1932;) and cat (Adrian et al., 1932; Cohen and 

Gootman, 1969, 1970). In conscious humans microneurographic recordings of activity 

from PSNs innervating skeletal muscle showed an expiratory-related peak (Hagbarth 

andVallbo, 1968; Ekberg, Nerhed and Wallin, 1985). Polosa and co-workers (Preiss and 

Polosa, 1977; Gerber and Polosa 1979; Bachoo and Polosa, 1986) have reported four 

major patterns in activity recorded from single cervical SPNs in cat: inspiratory burst, 

continuous with inspiratory peak, expiratory and non-modulated. Gilbey and co-workers 

have shown inspiratory, expiratory and non-modulated patterns in records from single 

lumbar SPNs in cat (Gilbey and Stein, 1991) and cervical SPNs in rat (Gilbey, Numao 

and Spyer, 1987), with an additional post-inspiratory pattern recorded from lumbar SPNs 

in rat (Zhou and Gilbey, 1992). All of these patterns have been recorded from PSNs (see 

Habler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1994).

1.1.4a Variation of respiratory-related patterns between different nerves 

and in different species

Numao, Koshiya, Gilbey and Spyer (1986), amongst others, have provided 

clear evidence of regional differences in respiratory-related patterns in sympathetic 

discharge. Recording from whole nerves (containing SPNs and PSNs) in rat, sometimes 

simultaneously from the same animal, they found that cervical and lumbar nerves 

discharged maximally during early expiration, whereas splanchnic, cardiac, renal and 

adrenal nerves had their peak activity during inspiration. Such regional differences may
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result from varying proportions of sympathetic neurones with a particular respiratory- 

related pattern contributing to each whole-nerve activity or due to SPNs and PSNs 

projecting into different nerves having characteristic respiratory-related patterns (e.g., 

Boczek-Funcke, Hâbler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1992a).

Single unit studies have also demonstrated differences of respiratory-related

patterns in various fibres. Jânig and colleagues (Boczek-Funcke et al., 1992) found that

most PSNs supplying cat skeletal muscle and viscera show a respiratory drive-dependent

activation during inspiration, whereas most PSNs supplying cat hairy skin exhibit no

respiratory-related patterning. They concluded that in cat, the type and degree of

respiratory-related patterning may vary according to the destination of sympathetic fibres.

However, in the rat, Hâbler, Jânig, Krummel and Peters (1994) found activity in single

sympathetic fibres to both skeletal muscle and skin displayed the same types and degree

of respiratory-related patterning, with the majority of units in both sub-populations

displaying a depression of activity during inspiration and a peak of activity during the

post-inspiratory phase. This pattern of respiratory-related activity has been found in

recordings from whole cervical and lumbar nerves in several studies (Numao, et al.,
mo

1987; Haselton and Guyenet, 1989; Damall and Guyenet^, occasionally with a second 

peak during late expiration (Czyzk-Krzeska and Trzebski, 1990; Trzebski, 1991).

1.1.4b Variation of respiratory-related patterns due to different 

experimental conditions

The state of the vagi may effect respiratory-related patterns in sympathetic 

nerves, with patterns being more pronounced in animals with vagi cut (Adrian, et al., 

1932; Cohen and Gootman, 1970; Koizumi, Seller, Kaufman and Brooks, 1971; Preiss, 

Kirchner and Polosa, 1975). This observation is discussed in section 1.2.2.

Several studies have shown that respiratory-related patterns can be influenced by 

the type and depth of anaesthesia used. Numao et al. (1987) foimd the appearance of 

post-inspiratory peaks or an accentuation of existing post-inspiratory peaks in rats
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changing from deep to light halothane anaesthesia and similar changes in degree of 

modulation have been reported in cats (Cohen and Gootman, 1970).

Changes in arterial concentrations of CO2  are known to affect the type and 

degree of respiratory-related patterns observed in sympathetic nerves. The amplitude of 

respiratory-related discharge is directly proportional to amplitude of phrenic nerve 

discharge (Cohen and Gootman, 1970; Bachoo and Polosa, 1987; Haselton and Guyenet,

1989), and can sometimes produce additional peaks (Czyzyk-Krzeska and Trzebski,

1990). Furthermore, populations of sympathetic neurones with respiratory-related 

patterns either fire tonically or become silent during hypocapnic apnoea (Preiss and 

Polosa, 1977; Connelly and Wurster, 1985; Gilbey, Numao and Spyer, 1986), although 

a slow rhythmic activity may sometimes be present during phrenic silence (Barman and 

Gebber, 1976; see section 1.2.2b).

1.1.5 Limitations of methods used to study sympathetic control of the 

cardiovascular system

The response of on-going sympathetic activity to various reflex stimuli and 

physiological perturbations may be very different in separate target organs. Although 

constant flow/perfusion pressure studies have provided much information concerning 

responses of the cardiovascular system to various perturbations, this information is 

incomplete in several respects. First, as sympathetic activity is not recorded directly these 

methods give little or no information on characteristics of activity in sympathetic fibres 

contributing to the response. Although speculation has been made about the rates of 

neuronal discharge on the basis of the vascular responses observed on stimulation of the 

nerve supply of the vascular bed or individual vessels concerned, (Folkow, 1952; 

Mellander, 1960; Furness and Marshall, 1974), as sympathetic activity has not been 

recorded, no absolute value of rate is known. In addition, these experiments involved 

mass activation of all the sympathetic fibres to the vascular bed or individual blood vessel,
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which may not be physiologically relevant Second, indirect methods give no information 

concerning the patterns of activity in sympathetic neurones. The significance of patterning 

of sympathetic discharge is considered in section 1.3.3. Third, the uniformity of 

sympathetic response is not known for certain: it is unknown to what extent different 

vascular beds, or different vessels within the same vascular bed, receive different patterns 

of action potentials. Fourth, due to the time-lag between action potentials in sympathetic 

fibres causing release of transmitter at the neuroeffector junction and the response of the 

vascular tissue, the actual role of changes in these adjustments is uncertain.

As vascular tone reflects a balance between a number of influences, the most 

effective way to assess sympathetic neuronal contribution to a vascular response is to 

record directly from sympathetic nerves. There are several problems with recording 

sympathetic activity from whole nerves/multiple fibres and single fibres using 

conventional methods. First, recordings of whole nerve/multiple fibre activity reflect 

activity in a mixed population of sympathetic fibres that innervate a range of target organs 

so that interpretation of results with respect to a specific target organ is limited. Similarly, 

interpretation of recordings from single sympathetic fibres is limited: the target organ is 

only tentatively identified and the actual section of the vascular bed that activity is directed 

to is unknown. Second, only single fibre recordings give any information about 

patterning and rate of activity, which is vital for understanding the central mechanisms 

that control sympathetic outflow during reflex responses and may affect release of 

transmitter at the neuroeffector junction (see section 1.3.3).
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1.2 SECTION TWO

THE PRESENCE OF RHYTHMS IN SYMPATHETIC DISCHARGE: 

MECHANISMS OF CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL CONTROL

In 1733, Stephen Hales was the first to recognise that oscillations in arterial 

blood pressure occurred in phase with respiration (Daly, 1986). Three types of oscillation 

are now widely recognized:

1) fluctuations in phase with each heart beat,

2) fluctuations in phase with each respiratory cycle,

3) fluctuations in blood pressure due to rhythmic variations in vasomotor tone generated 

by oscillations in central pre-sympathetic neurones which occur independently of 

respiration (referred to as Mayer waves) and may be present when the animal is hypoxic. 

They are taken as an indication that the animal is in poor condition (Daly, 1986) and wül 

not be considered further.

Many of the studies sited in the previous section involving direct recordings 

from sympathetic nerves included observations of rhythmical oscillations in activity, often 

related to respiration or the cardiac cycle. The question then remains as to what 

mechanisms are responsible for these rhythms in sympathetic outflow and these are 

considered below.

1.2.1 The baroreflex and cardiac-related activity

The occurrence of a cardiac cycle-related pattern in sympathetic nerves was first 

recorded by Adrian, Bronk and Philips (1932). There are two hypotheses for the 

generation of this rhythm. Classically, pulse-synchronous activity in baroreceptor 

afferents was thought to phasically inhibit tonic central drive to pre-sympathetic ‘centres’ 

(Adrian, Bronk and Philips, 1932; Heymans and Neil, 1958; Cohen and Gootman, 

1970). The second hypothesis is based largely on observations of Gebber’s group, that
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sympathetic discharge shows a shifting phase relationship with cardiac cycle at different 

heart rates and that sympathetic activity displays rhythmical activity at a similar frequency 

(2-6 Hz, as seen by power spectrum analysis of sympathetic activity) to that of the cardiac 

cycle when baroreceptors are totally denervated (Gebber, 1976; Gebber and Barman, 

1977) or other procedures are performed to dissociate baroreceptor feedback from the 

centrally-generated rhythm (cardiac pacing : Morrison, Barman and Gebber, 1984). Thus, 

it was proposed that this rhythm is generated by a brainstem sympathetic network and 

then entrained in a 1:1 relationship to the cardiac cycle by baroreceptor reflexes, but 

persists after complete baroreceptor denervation (for example, Gebber, 1976; Gebber,

1990). Many subsequent studies from Gebber's group have concentrated on a 2-6 Hz 

rhythm in sympathetic nerve activity. Based on the coherence of medullary unit or 

population discharge and sympathetic nerve discharge in both cat and rat, the 2-6 Hz 

rhythm is viewed as an emergent property of a network of brainstem neurones, (Gebber, 

Barman and Kocsis, 1990; Zhong, Huang, Gebber and Barman, 1993).

1.2.2 Possible origins of respiratory-related activity 

1.2.2a Peripheral mechanisms

Several studies have shown that inflation of the lungs can influence respiratory- 

related patterning through excitation of slowly adapting pulmonary stretch afferents. 

Gootman, Feldman and Cohen (1980) showed that in vagi intact cats, when lung inflation 

was stopped for one inspiratory phase the Hering-Breuer inspiratory-inhibitory reflex did 

not occur: there was inspiratory prolongation of phrenic nerve activity but no change in 

the slope of integrated phrenic activity. In contrast, the slope of integrated sympathetic 

activity increased. This indicated that inflations during control inspiratory phases inhibited
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sympathetic discharge, and supported an earlier observation that maintained inflation 

caused an reduction of splanchnic nerve discharge (Gootman and Cohen, 1974). Thus, 

vagal afferent information associated with lung inflation may directly affect sympathetic 

activity, or indirectly via the Hering-Breuer reflex that acts on central respiratory drive 

(Gootman, Feldman and Cohen, 1980), and can account for some of the effects of 

hyperventilation observed in spontaneously breathing animals on stimulation of the 

chemoreflex (see section 1.1.3c). Also, animals on intermittent positive-pressure 

ventilation usually show a l:n synchronization between the inflation cycle of the lungs 

and discharge in phrenic motor nerves (Koizumi, Seller, Kaufman and Brooks, 1971; 

Petrillo, Tripenbach and Glass, 1983). Thus, there is disruption of the close temporal 

relationship seen in spontaneously breathing animals between central inspiratory neuronal 

activity increasing sympathetic discharge and pulmonary stretch afferent activity tending 

to inhibit it (Gootman and Cohen, 1974; Gootman, Feldman and Cohen, 1980; see 

below).

Other workers acknowledge that respiratory-related fluctuations of activity in 

arterial baroreceptors evoke an inhibitory reflex component of respiratory modulation in 

sympathetic activity (Okada and Fox, 1967; Connelly and Wurster, 1985; Wurster and 

Connelly, 1987). Wurster and Connelly (1987) suggested ‘slow wave’ activity around 

the same frequency as central respiratory drive may not represent an independent 

brainstem oscillator but represent an oscillation due to delayed inhibitory feedback from 

baroreceptors. Jânig and colleagues claimed that in cat, at least, this mechanism is the 

principal peripheral component of respiratory-related patterns imder normal respiration 

(Gregor, et.al., 1977; Boczek-Funcke, Dembowsky, Habler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1992; 

Boczek-Funcke, Hâbler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1992).

1.2.2b Central mechanisms

Respiratory patterns in sympathetic nerves recorded by Adrian et al. (1932) 

confirmed the classical view derived from the work of Traube (1865) and Hering (1869;
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both cited by Hâbler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1994) that examined the relationship of 

respiratory movements with rhythmical variations of blood pressure. They speculated that 

‘vasomotor’ and ‘respiratory centres’ in the brain stem were separate. Activity in the 

‘respiratory centre’ (destined for the respiratory muscles) was thought to ‘irradiate’ over 

to the ‘vasomotor centre’ to produce rhythmical variation in blood pressure and 

sympathetic nerve activity associated with central respiratory drive (see Koepchen, 

Kliissendorf and Sommer, 1981). Thus, the slow rhythmical discharge of sympathetic 

nerve activity originally observed in vagotomized cats (Cohen and Gootman, 1970; 

Connelly and Wurster, 1985; Bachoo and Polosa, 1987) were thought to be the result of 

the imposition of elements of the central respiratory oscillator on to sympathetic outflow.

The results of several studies are not consistent with this classical view. Barman 

and Gebber (1976) recorded whole sympathetic nerve activity (external carotid) in 

vagotomized cats. They observed that changes in respiratory (phrenic nerve) rate were 

associated with changes in the phase relationship between sympathetic and phrenic nerve 

discharge; second, the rhythm in sympathetic activity was not always locked 1:1 with 

phrenic nerve activity; third, the rhythm in sympathetic activity persisted during 

hyperventilation. They concluded that slow periodic components of sympathetic and 

phrenic nerve activity are generated by two separate oscillators that are normally entrained 

to each other.

In contrast, Bachoo and Polosa (1987) conducted experiments which were 

specifically designed to demonstrate behaviour expected of a system of coupled oscillators 

in the activity of phrenic and whole or single preganglionic cervical sympathetic fibres in 

cat. They examined the phase relationships between the two nerve activities over a wide 

range of respiratory frequencies and in response to stimulation of the superior laryngeal 

nerve to reset the respiratory cycle. The phase relationship was, essentially, unchanged by 

any of these perturbations. They concluded that their experiments provided no evidence 

for independent respiratory and sympathetic oscillators and suggested that their results 

were compatible with the hypothesis of a common oscillator that drives both sympathetic
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and phrenic discharge.

Early studies by Koepchen (see Koepchen, Kliissendorf and Sommer, 1981) 

have also demonstrated that activity recorded from sympathetic nerves may have a 

rhythmicity that is sometimes different from the respiratory rhythm. Under these 

circumstances the two rhythms display ‘sliding coordinations’ (see Koepchen, 

Kliissendorf and Sommer, 1981) with varying phase relations or integer 2:1 or 3:1 

relationships, exactly as has been predicted for coupled oscillators in theoretical models 

(Pavlidis, 1973; see also Bachoo and Polosa, 1987) and isolated preparations in various 

species (Stein, 1976: Jalife, 1984).

1.2.3 Interactions of central respiratory drive and cardiovascular reflexes

Studies by Koepchen and co-workers demonstrated that electrical stimulation of 

the carotid sinus nerve caused bradycardia, but only when the stimulus was delivered 

during the expiratory phase of the respiratory cycle (Koepchen, Lux and Wagner, 1961, 

cited by Spyer, 1981) and this respiratory modulation of the effectiveness of the 

baroreflex control of heart rate has been confirmed in cats, dogs and humans (see Daly,

1986). Lopes and Palmer (1977) suggested a ‘gating’ mechanism controlling the passage 

of impulses from NTS to nucleus ambiguus which is reliant on central respiratory drive 

and lung inflation. A similar mechanism of inhibition has been suggested for other reflex 

inputs to the cardiovascular system, for example, the chemoreflex (Lipski, McAllen and 

Spyer, 1977).

The affects of baroreceptor or chemoreceptor stimulation on sympathetically 

mediated heart rate changes are known to be greater during expiration than inspiration 

(Davis, McCloskey and Potter, 1977). Direct evidence of respiratory-related changes of 

sympathetic responses to baroreceptor stimulation was found by Koepchen and co

workers (Seller, Langhorst, Richter and Koepchen, 1968, cited by Habler, Jânig and 

Michaelis, 1994). In dog, depression of activity in the LSC (and vasodilation in muscle)
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due to electrical stimulation of the carotid sinus was less when applied during inspiration 

than expiration. However, this effect was much less pronounced in cervical SPNs in the 

cat, as judged by the degree of cardiac rhythmicity (Boczek-Funcke, Habler, Jânig and 

Michaelis, 1991).

It is also established that baroreceptor stimulation can depress respiration (Biscoe 

and Sampson, 1970; Sapru, Gonzalez and Krieger, 1981). Thus, baroreflex stimulation 

may affect sympathetic outflow via suppression of respiratory cycle-related activity 

(Gerber and Polosa, 1978). However, Numao and Gilbey (1987) reported that activity in 

rat cervical SPNs was depressed when central respiratory drive was apparently unaffected 

by aortic nerve stimulation.

1.2.4 Models to account for rhythms observed in sympathetic outflow

In contrast to the model of ‘central irradiation’ (section 1.2.2b), Koepchen 

(1962, cited by Koepchen, Kliissendorf and Sommer, 1981) postulated an unspecific 

‘common central rhythmicity’ which was not directly related to respiration but generated 

rhythmicity in respiratory muscles and cardiovascular target organs. He developed this 

concept to include seperate oscillators for respiratory and sympathetic outputs, suggesting 

that the oscillators may become entrained, partly due to input from cardio-respiratory 

afferents (Koepchen et al., 1981; Koepchen, 1983), similar to the seperate oscillator 

model proposed by Barman and Gebber (1976).

The concept of ‘common central rhythmicity’ has been retained in more recent 

models of central circuits controlling cardiovascular and respiratory systems. Richter and 

Spyer (1990) proposed a model in which five subsets of interconnected neurones, 

identified on the characteristics of their intracellular recordings in relation to phrenic 

discharge, constitute a ‘common cardio-respiratory oscillator’ which generates rhythmic 

discharges in the respiratory motor neurones, sympathetic neurones and in cardiac vagal 

motor neurones. This model can explain several of the respiratory patterns that have been
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reported previously in various sympathetic outflows of the rat and cat (see Jânig, 1985; 

Hâbler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1994).

1.2.5 Functional significance of rhythms in sympathetic discharge

As changes seen in respiratory and cardiovascular parameters often occur in 

parallel, it is possible that respiratory-related inputs to sympathetic outflow may provide a 

mechanism by which changes in central respiratory drive can elicit concurrent changes in 

cardiac performance and vasomotor drive, e.g., as seen during exercise (Rowell, 1986). 

However, considering peripheral delays in action potential conduction, kinetics of 

vascular tissue response to sympathetic stimulation and changes in regional blood 

pressure, it seems unlikely that the sympathetic nervous system is involved in moment-to- 

moment matching of cardiovascular and respiratory functions. Yet, respiratory-related 

patterns are often associated with the occurrence of bursts of action potentials which are 

likely to affect ganglionic transmission, neuroeffector transmission and target organ 

response (see section 1.3.3). Indeed, Bachoo and Polosa and (1985) estimated that 25 % 

of neurogenic vasoconstrictor tone in hindlimb of the cat was attributed to the inspiration- 

synchronous component of sympathetic discharge.
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1.3 SECTION THREE

ANATOMY AND INNERVATION OF ARTERIES AND VEINS - BASES 

OF DIFFERENCES IN VASCULAR RESPONSES TO SYMPATHETIC 

ACTIVITY

Diameter of blood vessels is controlled by myogenic, humoral and neural 

influences. In the latter, influences can be divided into those occurring centrally (centrally- 

dictated rates and patterns of sympathetic activity) and peripheral factors that contribute to 

differentiated responses to release of transmitters from sympathetic nerve fibres. Division 

of the two types of influences is necessary to clarify which factors contribute to vascular 

responses on activation of sympathetic fibres. This section describes general features of 

anatomy and innervation of arteries and veins so that neural influences on transmitter 

release discussed subsequently can be put into context.

1.3.1 General anatomy of arteries and veins

The basic structures of all arteries are similar, but the proportion that each 

component layer contributes to the overall vessel diameter varies with size and function of 

the artery. Each layer contains passive components such as elastin and collagen which 

contribute to its viscoelastic properties. Smooth muscle cells contribute to their passive 

properties, but their main function is to provide active changes in tension that can lead to a 

constriction or dilation, so that vessels do not function simply as passive tubes. Each 

artery possesses a tunica intima, consisting of a single cell layer of endothelium which 

surrounds the lumen, a layer containing collagen and elastin fibres and some smooth 

muscle cells and an internal elastic lamina (Gabella, 1995). The tunica media largely 

consists of circular, concentric elastic lamellae separated by layers of fibrous tissue 

containing collagen and elastin fibres, between which are circularly orientated smooth 

muscle cells. The number of these constituents, especially the lamellae varies with arterial
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pressure in the vessel. Smooth muscle cells in medium and small muscular arteries are 

arranged in tight helices. The tunica adventitia contains mainly collagen and elastin fibres 

and often an external elastic lamina at the medial-adventitial border. The outer-most parts 

of the adventitia tend to merge with surrounding connective tissue. Vascular smooth 

muscle cells are connected by specialized junctions (gap junctions) which constitute the 

morphological basis of the low resistance pathways that allow electrotonic coupling 

between cells (Dewey and Barr, 1964; Bumstock, 1975).

The structure of veins is generally similar to that of arteries, except that veins 

possess thinner walls relative to their diameters, and have larger diameters than their 

arterial counterparts in the vascular tree. Veins consist of the same three tunica layers, the 

major difference being that the media has a lower content of muscle and elastic fibres, 

reflecting lower venous pressures. Most veins have a helical-circular coat of smooth 

muscle cells in the media and some have an additional longitudinal layer arranged in 

bundles, external to the underlying circular coat (Shepherd and Vanhoutte, 1975). The 

number of smooth muscle cells varies with location and function of the vein.

1.3.2 Innervation of arteries and veins - are they different?

1.3.2a General characteristics of vascular innervation

In most vessels an approximately two-dimensional plexus of fibres (perivascular 

plexus) is found at the medial-adventitial border which does not usually extend into the 

media. These fibres are distinguished from larger bundles of fibres (paravascular fibres) 

which run in the outer adventitia and innervate more distal parts of the same blood vessel 

or non-vascular tissue.

Bumstock (1975) proposed a general model of blood vessel innervation. 

Transmitter is released en passant from varicosities in terminal portions of sympathetic 

nerve fibres on conduction of a nerve impulse. Transmitter interacts with receptors on the
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postjunctional membrane and leads to changes in membrane potential, and electrotonic 

conduction of activity via gap junctions leads to activation of muscle bundles. During 

excitation, depolarization of directly-innervated cell leads to depolarization of coupled 

cells and propagates potentials in muscle bundles. Thus, although many muscle cells are 

not directly innervated they can still be influenced by nerves.

Within this general model there are wide variations in patterns of response to 

stimulation of sympathetic nerves innervating vessels in the same vascular bed, between 

different vascular beds in the same animal and in the same vascular beds between species, 

some reasons for which are discussed below.

1.3.2b Density of innervation

Most elastic arteries are sparsely innervated, but as size of vessel decreases the 

innervation density increases, with small arteries and large arterioles receiving the richest 

innervation, and muscular arteries are more densely innervated than elastic arteries 

(Bumstock, Griffith and Sneddon, 1984).

Functionally, density of innervation is significant as studies have shown that it is 

proportional to the size of neurogenic response, and influences the amount of neuronal 

uptake of transmitter, thereby decreasing the apparent sensitivity of the smooth muscle 

tissues (Bell, 1975). Similarly, the distribution of sympathetic innervation influences the 

response to sympathetic innervation, as vessels in which innervation extends into medial 

layers have a steeper frequency-response curve that begins at a lower frequency than for 

vessels innervated at the medial-adventitial border (Ljung, Bevan, Pegram, Purdy and Su, 

1975). In general, veins have a less dense innervation than arteries. For example, in rat 

mesentery, collecting venules of the microvasculature were not innervated, but most veins

larger than 30 pm internal diameter were accompanied by one or two adrenergic fibres

(Furness and Marshall, 1974). Principal veins (100-560 pm internal diameter) appeared 

to be surrounded by a perivascular network sparse relative to the principle arteries. In
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contrast, no venules or veins in spinotrapezius muscle showed any signs of innervation 

(Marshall, 1982). Recent studies using the neuronal marker, horseradish peroxidase, 

have shown a similar variation of innervation density between cutaneous and muscular 

veins. (Chen and Ta, 1994).

1.3.2c Neurotransmitters and receptor types

Adrenergic nerves are generally the most important components involved in 

neurogenic control of vasomotor tone (Bumstock, Griffith and Sneddon, 1984) acting by 

release of the catecholamine, noradrenaline. There are two major families of adrenergic

receptor sub-types, a  and 6. The presence of adrenaline at a-adrenoceptors usually

results in vasoconstriction where as its presence at B-adrenoceptors usually results in 

vasodilation. Thus, the net response of a vessel with both types of adrenoreceptors is 

considered to depend on the relative magnitude of the two receptor-mediated subtypes 

(Bevan, 1979). In different vessels there is a wide variation in the ratio of the two, and 

their position relative to the sympathetic neuroeffector junction (see Morris and Gibbins, 

1992).

Cholinergic vasomotor control exists in some vascular beds (such as brain, 

tongue, salivary glands, external genitalia) and in most mammals is predominantly 

vasodilatory and of parasympathetic origin (Bevan, Bevan and Duckies, 1986). 

However, cholinergic vasomotor nerves of sympathetic origin are found in skeletal 

muscle in some animals, where they are involved in the defence response (Hilton, 1975).

Nonadrenergic, noncholinergic nerves have been demonstrated in a wide variety 

of blood vessels (Bumstock, Griffith and Sneddon, 1984). These include nerves utilizing 

adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP), 5-hydroxytryptamine (5-HT), dopamine and peptides, 

some of the most widespread including vasoactive polypeptide (VIP), neuropeptide-Y 

(NPY) and Substance P (SP).

The concept that nerves may synthesize, store and release more than one 

transmitter, known as co-transmission, is now firmly established, and nerves to different
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types of vessels may have distinct combinations of co-transmitters (Morris and Gibbins, 

1992). For example, in large elastic arteries noradrenaline may be co-released with VIP 

and NPY, where as in muscular arteries, notably the rat tad artery there is evidence that 

ATP is a co-transmitter with noradrenaline (Bumstock, Griffith and Sneddon, 1984). 

Thus, the differential sensitivity of veins and arteries to sympathetic activity may relate to 

release of different co-transmitters.

1.3.3 The role of sympathetic discharge patterns in neurotransmitter 

release and target organ response

Folkow (1952) studied neuroeffector organization in the vasculature of skeletal 

muscle (hind-limb) in anaesthetized cats. Amongst the main observations were, first, that 

normal peripheral resistance could be maintained by stimulation frequencies of 1-2 Hz; 

second, a large vasoconstriction in resistance vessels responding to ‘strong’ reflex 

activation (occlusion of common carotid arteries producing withdrawal of baroreceptor 

inhibition and an increase of chemoreceptor stimulation) was equivalent to that produced 

by electrical stimulation of the regional nerves at a continuous rate of 6-8 Hz; third, the 

vasoconstrictor response could not be maintained at frequencies greater than 15 Hz. 

Folkow concluded that the sympathetic discharge rate in skeletal muscle would not exceed 

10 Hz, even under severe stress. Although his study considered stimulus parameters only 

in terms of mean rate of stimulation, his results gave an early indication of the efficacy of 

short, high frequency trains of stimuli.

Recent literature suggests that the patterns of impulse traffic, when analyzed in 

terms of the interspike relationships and rhythmicity, appear to be important in transmitter 

release at the neuroeffector junction. In both animals and man the mean firing rate of the 

sympathetic postganglionic neurones is low - around 0-3 Hz (e.g., man: Hallin and 

Torebjork, 1974; Macefield, Wallin and Vallbo, 1994; cat: Jânig, 1985; rat: Hâbler, 

Jânig, Krummel and Peters, 1994). Yet the simple analysis of the mean firing rate
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conceals the fact that sympathetic unit activity often consists of bursts of action potentials 

separated by periods of silence (e.g., Hallin and Torebjork, 1974; Macefield, Wallin and 

Vallbo, 1994). The instantaneous frequency of action potentials within a burst can be as 

high as 20-50 Hz even at low mean rates of around 1 Hz (Hallin and TorebjOrk, 1974).

The functional significance of high frequency bursts of action potentials has 

become apparent from experiments in which sympathetic nerves supplying a range of 

blood vessels have been electrically stimulated in vitro and in vivo. Anderson (1983) 

compared effects of low frequency continuous, and high frequency burst stimulation 

(with various intraburst frequencies or interburst intervals) of sympathetic vasoconstrictor 

fibres on resistance and capacitance vessels in cat skeletal muscle in vitro, in an attempt to 

simulate patterns recorded in vivo. He found that blood vessels have a sustained response 

to high frequency discharges as long as they occur in bursts and that the most effective 

control was achieved by shortening the burst interval. He also reported that veins were 

more sensitive to low frequencies of stimulation when compared to arteries, agreeing with 

other stimulation studies performed in vitro (e.g., Kreulen, 1986; Hardebo, 1992) and in 

vivo (e.g., Hainsworth, Karim and Stocker, 1975; Karim and Hainsworth, 1976; see 

section 1.1.3).

Using a different approach, Nilsson, Ljung, Sjôblom and Wallin (1985) 

recorded action potentials from cutaneous fibres in an unanaesthetized human to provide a 

source of irregular bursting activity which was applied to an in vitro preparation of rat 

mesenteric vessels. Again, the irregular stimulus was more effective in eliciting a 

response in the arteries than was a continuous train stimulus delivered for the same 

amount of time and with the same mean frequency. They concluded that the normal 

irregular sympathetic discharge pattern in itself has an influence on the physiology of 

neuroeffector control mechanisms.

Patterns of impulse traffic are important in determining the contribution of 

different transmitters and receptor activation to responses of arteries. For example, the 

relative size of ATP- and adrenaline-induced components of neurogenic contraction is
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inversely related to stimulation frequency in arteries of rabbit ear (Kennnedy, Saville and 

Bumstock, 1986) and jejunum (Evans and Cunnane, 1992) and CVA of the rat tail (Bao, 

Ganon and Stjame, 1993a; 1993b). Release and action of transmitters has been examined 

extensively in the CVA of the rat tail and are considered further in section 1.4.4. The 

influence of sympathetic discharge pattern on the proportion and action of transmitters 

have been demonstrated in vessels from other tissues (dog skeletal muscle and spleen, 

Pemow, Schweiler, Kahan, Hjemdahl, Oberle, Wallin and Lundberg, 1989).

1.3.4 Evidence for differences in innervation to arteries and veins

Several studies have noted that in their peripheral pathways, nerves innervating 

veins do not always run together with nerves to arteries in the same vascular bed 

(Zimmerman 1966; Hammond, Davies and Dow, 1968; Rolwicz, Whitmore and 

Zimmerman, 1969; Aboud, 1972). However, although vein innervation may have a 

different anatomical route than for arteries, this does not prove that these veins are 

innervated by fibres with different firing characteristics to those innervating arteries.

Recently, immuno-histochemical techniques have been used to demonstrate 

anatomically distinct innervation of the femoral artery, vein and footpad in rat hind-limb 

(Dehal, Karsteva and Weaver, 1992). Retrograde transport of fluorescent dyes applied to 

the three target organs indicated that venous vasomotor neurons were found mostly in LI 

and L2 ganglia and the majority of arterial vasomotor neurons were distributed more 

caudally in L1-L3 ganglia, although there was no topographical distinction in the ganglia. 

Veins and arteries were not innervated by the same cells. 94 % of arterial neurones 

contained neuropeptide-Y (NPY) immunoreactivity as compared to 17 % of vein neurons 

and 24 % of footpad neurones. VIP was found in 3 % and 8 % of vein and artery 

neurones, respectively, and in 44 % of footpad neurones (probably controlling sweat 

gland function).
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1.4 SECTION FOUR

FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF CUTANEOUS CIRCULATION: USE OF 

THE RAT TAIL AS A MODEL

This final section considers functions of cutaneous circulation in general and 

with specific reference to the rat tail to illustrate the reasons for choosing the rat tail 

circulation as a model in which sympathetic control of cutaneous vessels may be 

examined.

1.4.1 Thermoregulation

The cutaneous circulation is intimately involved in thermoregulation. 

Thermoregulatory reflexes can cause skin blood flow to vary from almost zero during 

cold stress to maximal values during hyperthermia. This can account for around 60 % of 

cardiac output in resting supine humans (Rowell, 1986), and in the muskrat, the tail alone 

may receive around 10 % of cardiac output during hyperthermia (Johansen, 1962). 

Studies in various animal species indicate that the most important mechanism in heat loss 

is withdrawal of sympathetic vasoconstrictor tone to cutaneous blood vessels (e.g. rat: 

O’Leary, Johnson and Taylor, 1985; cat: Gregor, Janig and Riedel, 1976; Jânig, 1985; 

sheep: Hales, Iriki, Tsuchiya and Kozawa, 1978), although there is evidence for an active 

cutaneous vasodilator system in some species (e.g. cat: Gregor, Jânig and Riedel, 1976; 

dog: Schonung, Jenssen, Wagner and Simon, 1972; humans: Fox and Endholm, 1963). 

Thermoregulatory responses are dependent on supraspinal circuits which may project 

directly from the hypothalmus to SPNs within the spinal cord or via areas of the brain 

stem such as the RVLM (Key and Wigfield, 1994; McAllen and May, 1994; Grewe, 

Jânig and Kiimmel, 1995).
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1.4.2 Non-thermoregulatory reflexes

Because the cutaneous circulation has potentially large conductance, blood flow 

and blood volume, control of resistance and compliance vessels within the skin may play 

a major role in systemic haemodyamics. Thus, thermorgulatory control of skin blood 

flow is subject to modification by or competition from non-thermorgulatory reflexes. 

Sympathetic control of skin blood vessels by arterial baroreceptors, chemoreceptors and 

respiratory-related factors have been discussed in previous sections (sections 1.1.3 and 

1.1.4). However, cardiopulmonary reflexes are also known to significantly affect skin 

blood flow, at least in humans: for example Johnson, Rowell, Niederberger and Eisman 

(1974) demonstrated that mild levels of lower body negative pressure (LBNP) caused a 

reduction of right atrial pressure but no change in mean arterial pressure (MAP), pulse 

pressure or dP/dr, i.e. selective stimulation of cardiopulmonary baroreceptors. These 

changes were accompanied by a significant vasoconstriction in skin and skeletal muscle, a 

small decrease in splanchnic blood flow and no change in heart rate. However, when 

LBNP is applied during hyperthermic conditions a reduction in forearm skin blood flow 

was still observed, although skin blood flow remained higher than during normothermic 

conditions (Johnson, Rowell, Niederberger, Eisman and Brengleman, 1973).

Evidence for the involvement of cutaneous vasoconstrictor fibres in the 

baroreflex of the rat has been found whilst recording from single PSNs putatively 

innervating hairy skin of the hindlimb in response to raised arterial pressure by infusion 

of vasoactive drugs (Yusof and Coote, 1988; Hâbler, Jânig, Krummel and Peters, 1994). 

However, the contribution of tonic input from the baroreceptors is less clear. Previously, 

ECG-triggered histograms of unit or whole-nerve activity have been constructed to assess 

cardiac-related modulation of activity, or ‘cardiac rhythmicity’ and, hence, baroreceptor 

modulation of sympathetic outflow (Blumberg, Jânig, Rieckmann and Szulczyk, 1980). 

In the study by Yusof and Coote (1988) all units were found to display cardiac 

rhythmicity. However, Hâbler et al. (1994) found most (80 %) units recorded showed 

weak or no cardiac rhythmicity. Thus, it is possible that the baroreflex may provide little
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or no tonic inhibitory modulation of cutaneous vasoconstrictor activity, yet activity may 

be modified when activation of the reflex is higher than normal.

1.4.3 Anatomy and innervation of arteries and veins in the rat tail

Thorington (1966) provided a detailed description of vessels in the rat tail. The 

main arterial supply is via the caudal ventral artery (CVA), arising as the mid-ventral 

sacral artery near the bifurcation of the abdominal aorta, and travels the length of the tail in 

a ventral groove (which may be 15-20 cm in young adult rats). Within the ventral groove 

are two much smaller collateral ventral arteries which bifurcate and rejoin at intervals. 

Two small lateral arteries travel the length of the tail and supply a small dorsal artery via 

anastomoses. The main venous drainage is via two large lateral veins which are 

superficial to the lateral arteries, and smaller veins are present in the ventral groove lying 

under the CVA and running with the dorsal artery. There are many artery-artery and vein- 

vein anastomoses throughout the tail, and the distal half of the tail is especially well- 

endowed with arterio-venous anastomoses. This arrangement of vessels reflects the 

crucial role of the tail in thermoregulation (Thorington, 1966; Young and Dawson, 1981; 

O’Leary, Johnson and Taylor, 1985).

An histological examination of rat CVA was provided by Sittiracha, McLachlan 

and Bell (1987). In young adult rats (150-2(X) g) the wall of the proximal part consists of 

an endothelial layer, an elastic lamina and a tunica media of 12-15 muscle cells thick. The

artery decreases in diameter from about 300 pm at the base of the tail to about 250 pm

near the tip, where the media is only 8-10 cells thick. No such information exists for the 

LV.

Cell bodies of PSNs innervating the CVA have been labeled by retrograde 

transport of the neuronal marker, horseradish peroxidase, apphed to isolated segments of 

the CVA (Sittiracha, et al., 1987) and reside almost totally (95-98 %) in sacral gangha Sl- 

S4 and the coccygeal ganglion, whereas the motor and sensory nerve cell bodies reside
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more caudally, in ganglia S2- Co3. From the paravertebral chains the axons enter the tail 

mainly (80 %) via two ventral collector nerves (VCNs), but also via two dorsal collector 

nerves (20 %). Fibres join the CVA at intervals of up to 5 mm where they course along 

the adventitia for a few millimetres before making functional contact with smooth muscle 

for 3-4 mm, forming a predominantly two-dimensional plexus at the medial-adventitial 

border (Todd, 1980; Cheung, 1982; Sittiracha et al., 1987). The route by which 

paravascular nerves join the perivascular nerve plexus is uncertain. The density of the 

perivascular nerve plexus is high (10,000 varicosities per mm^, Astrand and Stjame, 

1989; 40,000/mm^, Luff and McLachlan, 1989) and decreases towards distal tail regions. 

The majority of vesicles form ‘junctions’ with smooth muscle which are probably sites 

for nerve impulse-induced transmitter release (Luff and McLachlan, 1989). There is 

evidence that fibres course some way into the media (Cheung, 1982; Sittiracha et al.

1987). Muscle cells in the media are electrically coupled, possibly via gap junctions, to 

form electrical syncytia (Sittiracha et al., 1987: Luff and McLachlan, 1989).

Much less information is available on the anatomy and innervation of the LV in 

the rat tail. One study has examined its innervation (Andrews, 1993). Glyoxylic acid 

fluorescence histochemistry and PGP-immunohistochemistry revealed a moderately dense 

noradrenergic perivascular plexus surrounding the vessel. Retrogradely transported dyes 

(Fast Blue and Diamidino Yellow) were used to label the PSNs supplying the LV and 

were shown to reside in lower lumbar sympathetic ganglia.

1.4.4 Transmitters and receptors in rat tail blood vessels

Two transmitters, noradrenaline (NA) and adenosine 5'-triphosphate (ATP) are 

released from the sympathetic fibres as co-transmitters and both have an action on the 

smooth muscle cells of the CVA (Sneddon and Bumstock, 1984; Bao, Eriksson and 

Stjame, 1990; Msghina, Ganon and Stjâme, 1993; Brock, McLachlan, Jobling and 

Lewis, 1995). ATP mediates the fast electrical response to sympathetic nerve stimulation
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i.e., excitatory junction currents or potentials (EJCs or EJPs, which are produced when 

transmitter binds to a postsynaptic site on the smooth muscle), and noradrenaline a slow, 

long-lasting depolarization (Cheung, 1982; Sneddon and Bumstock, 1984; Âstrand and 

Stjâme, 1989). ATP acts via the Pj^-purinoceptor subtype and causes calcium entry via 

voltage-dependent Câ "̂  channels (electro-mechanical coupling: see Hoyle, 1992) usually 

resulting in an EJC (when recording extracellularly) with a short duration (1(X) ms) and

contraction (Bao, Ganon and Stjâme, 1993b). Noradrenaline acts via a^- and tt 2  -

adrenoceptors. Binding to a^-adrenoceptors causes calcium entry via receptor-operated

Câ * channels (pharmo-mechanical coupling, see Brock and Cunnane, 1992) resulting in

contraction but is not thought to be preceded by an EJC. However, «^-adrenoceptor

stimulation may cause smooth muscle contraction by several mechanisms (Brock and 

Cunnane, 1992). In studies by Bao and co-workers (Bao, Ganon and Stjâme, 1993a; 

1993b), it was reported that burst stimulation of different frequencies release different 

amounts of ATP and noradrenaline and altered the effects of receptor stimulation. A pure

« 1  -ardrenoceptor-mediated response to 2 pulses at 20 Hz is contraction beginning around

500 ms after the stimulus and lasting up to 10 seconds. A pure Oj-ardrenoceptor-mediated

response to the same stimulus is contraction beginning more than 1 second after the 

stimulus, lasting up to 40 seconds and with a relative peak force of contraction of twice

that of the «^-mediated response, but shghtly less than the Pg^-mediated response. They

concluded that the effectiveness of neuromuscular transmission is mainly regulated by 

nerve activity-induced suppression of released noradrenaline clearance, and by depression

of release via prejunctional 0 2 -adrenoceptors and postjunctionally by ATP release. In

addition, NPY has been shown to be present in sympathetic perivascular nerves in the 

CVA, but its role in transmission is unclear (Bao, 1993). Thus, contractions by short 

trains of electrical stimuli are mediated by post-junctional actions of noradrenaline and
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ATP. However, when train duration is increased the component of contraction that is 

sensitive to purinoceptor blockade wanes, the sustained component of contraction being

almost entirely sustained by activation of a-adrenoceptors (Bao, Ganon and Stjâme, 

1993a; 1993b)

1.4.5 Functional role of the rat tail: thermoregulatory and cardiovascular 

homeostasis

The rat tail has been studied extensively as a model for thermoregulatory 

investigations (Rand, Burton and Ing, 1965; Young and Dawson, 1981; O’Leary et al, 

1985). The response of blood flow to the tail during hyperthermia is vasodilation which is 

thought to be due to withdrawal of sympathetic tone, as is thought to be the case in human 

apical skin (e.g. hands, feet, lips, nose, ears: see Gaskell, 1956), rather than active 

vasodilation. Young and Dawson (1982) demonstrated both by measurement of skin 

temperatures from thermocouples placed directly above the major blood vessels in the tail 

and by angiography that during hyperthermia the main supply of blood to the tail is via the 

CVA and predominantly drains via the two large LVs, and dilation is seen in all three 

vessels in response to body warming. They estimated that up to 10 % of cardiac output 

can be directed to this vascular bed during hyperthermia. Thus, the innervation of the 

circulation to the tail may be considered as a cutaneous vasoconstrictor nerve supply. 

However no direct recordings of neural activity from nerves known to supply blood 

vessels in the tail have been made, so that the neural contribution to this response is 

unconfirmed.

O’Leary and Johnson (1989) clearly demonstrated that the rat tail circulation is 

involved in the baroreflex. In both anaesthetized and conscious animals increased MABP 

induced a reduction in tail perfusion pressure or vascular conductance, indicating a 

vasodilation in tail vessels. This was thought to occur due to a decrease in the level of 

background sympathetic vasoconstrictor nerve activity. This response was diminished
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during hyperthermia, and it was concluded that the participation of the baroreflex in 

control of cutaneous circulation is dependent on the thermal status of the animal. 

Similarly, Aukland and Wiig (1984) noted a 30-40-fold increase in blood flow through 

the rat tail in response to infusion of plasma expander, due to vasodilation in both CVA 

and LV.

1.4.6 Reasons for studying sympathetic activity from nerves supplying 

blood vessels in the rat tail

In the present study the vasculature of the tail was chosen to be studied for a 

number of reasons:

1) previously, the CVA has been extensively used to study neuroeffector control in vitro, 

so that information regarding the firing characteristics of single PSNs to tail vessels may 

be related to the existing knowledge on control of neurotransmitter release;

2) the tail circulation may be considered as a dedicated cutaneous vasoconstrictor 

circulation and contains many arterio-venous anastomoses. Therefore it may also be 

considered as a model for human acral skin (skin of the extremities, including hands, feet, 

ears, nose and lips);

3) previous studies have shown a particularly dense innervation of the CVA, increasing 

the chance of successfully recording single sympathetic fibre activity;

4) vessels in the tail (notably the CVA and LVs) are very long and provide plenty of target 

tissue on which attempts to record sympathetic activity can be made.
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1.5 AIMS OF THE PRESENT STUDY

In the present study, experiments were conducted to characterize patterns of 

firing in sympathetic fibres innervating identified blood vessels to relate their properties to 

central control of sympathetic output and peripheral control of vascular tone. This was 

achieved by the novel application of a focal recording technique which enabled recording 

of activity from single PSNs on the surface of blood vessels - the CVA and LV of the rat 

tail.

Initial experiments were conducted to test the hypothesis that on-going activity 

occurs in bursts. As this was found to be the case, in subsequent experiments the 

hypotheses were tested that this rhythm could be different from the central respiratory 

rhythm and was not reliant on feedback from afferent nerves in the aortic, sinus and 

vagus nerves. It was also hypothesized that the rhythmic sympathetic discharge would be 

influenced by physiological disturbances such as hyperthermia and baroreceptor 

stimulation. Thus, it was possible to compare characteristics of activity to the two vessels 

to highhght any differences in their control.
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CHAPTER 2

GENERAL METHODS
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2.1 ANIMALS

Successful experiments were performed on a total of 81 male Sprague-Dawley 

rats weighing between 190-350 g which previously had been kept under a 12 hour 

light/dark cycle at 21±2°C, with free access to food and water.

2.2 ANAESTHESIA

Induction of anaesthesia was achieved by an intra-peritoneal injection of sodium 

pentobarbitone 60 mg/kg by weight (Sagatal, May & Baker Ltd., 60 mg.ml^).

Anaesthesia was maintained by intravenous (i.v.) injection of a-chloralose (bolus doses

of 10-40 mg.kg'^; Sigma, UK). a-Chloralose was prepared to a concentration of 50

mg/ml as follows: 1 g of sodium tetraborate was dissolved in 20 ml of distilled water

using a magnetic stirrer and hot-plate (set at 50°C), followed by 1 g a-chloralose and the

resulting solution was then filtered. At the end of an experiment animals were killed by an 

overdose of sodium pentobarbitone. Depth of anaesthesia was judged by monitoring 

stability of blood pressure, heart rate and phrenic nerve activity. Occasionally a hindlimb 

or forelimb was pinched to deliver a noxious stimulus and depth of anaesthesia was 

considered adequate if limb withdrawal in unparalyzed animals (see below) was weak and 

sluggish and the response seen in blood pressure, heart rate, phrenic nerve activity or 

pupillary size returned to prestimulus levels within thirty seconds of the stimulus.

2.3 IMMOBILISATION OF THE PREPARATION

In some experiments paralysis was induced by neuro-muscular blockade (after 

initiating artificial ventilation: section 2.4.4b) to prevent any muscular contraction in 

response to electrical stimulation of nerves and to prevent movement artefact and to 

provide stable recording conditions. Rats were paralysed by a bolus injection of gallamine
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triethiodide (16 mg.kg \  i.v.; Flaxedil, May & Baker, U.K.), which was repeated every 

60 minutes. During paralysis, adequate depth of anaesthesia was confirmed by a stable 

blood pressure, heart rate and phrenic nerve discharge. Occasionally animals were 

allowed to recover from paralysis and depth of anaesthesia was assessed as above.

2.4 INITIAL SURGERY AND ANIMAL MAINTENANCE

2.4.1 Arterial and venous cannulation

When the initial dose of sodium pentobarbitone had taken effect, the left femoral 

artery and vein were cannulated. Polythene tubing with an external diameter of 0.8 mm 

(Portex, U.K.) was used for the artery and filled with heparinized (10 units/ml) 

physiological saline; the external diameter of the venous cannula was 0.96 mm (Portex, 

U.K.) and was filled with normal saline. The arterial line was used to monitor blood 

pressure and was connected to a pressure transducer in series with a pressure amplifier 

which was, in turn, connected to a computer display (detailed later) and chart recorder (4 

channel chart recorder, Lectromed, U.K.). This line was also used to take arterial blood 

samples for blood gas analysis. The venous catheter was used for administration of 

drugs.

2.4.2 Tracheal cannulation

An incision approximately 3 cm long was made in skin overlying the trachea. 

Neck muscles were then separated laterally and the trachea intubated.

2.4.3 Vagotomy

Cervical vagi were isolated bilaterally as follows: neck muscles were retracted to 

allow easy separation of the vagus from underlying tissue. Using a dissecting microscope 

and fine glass hooks, the vago-sympathetic trunk was isolated and the vagus was
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separated from the cervical sympathetic nerve and cut.

2.4.4 Ventilation and control of blood gasses

2.4.4a Spontaneously breathing preparation

In animals that were allowed to breath without the aid of an artificial respirator, 

the trachea was cannulated and oxygen-enriched air passed across the cannula to ensure 

adequate oxygenation of arterial blood (PO  ̂within 100-200 mmHg).

2.4.4b Artificially ventilated preparation

Paralysed animals with a bilateral pneumothorax were positive pressure- 

ventilated with oxygen-enriched room air using a volume- and rate-controlled respirator 

(Small Animal Respirator, Harvard Apparatus, USA). Ventilation rates were between 50- 

150 cycles/minute and tidal volumes were 0.5-1.5 ml. These two variables were 

controlled (see section 2.5) to maintain an peak expiratory COg value of around 4% 

monitored by a fast response CO  ̂ analyzer (FMI, Analytical Development Co. Ltd, 

U.K.). Tracheal pressure was monitored via a pressure transducer which was connected 

in series to a pressure amplifier using the same arrangement as for blood pressure (see 

section 2.9). This was maintained within 5-10 mmHg.

2.4.5 The pneumothorax

To reduce movement artefact and abolish intrathoracic pressure changes caused 

by artificial ventilation a bilateral pneumothorax was made. After removing approximately 

1 cm  ̂of skin between the 8th - 10th ribs, a hole was made between the ribs by blunt 

dissection to allow passage of air into the thoracic cavity. These areas were loosely 

covered with saline-soaked gauze. A thread was passed through the rib cage and tied to a
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bar above the animal to lift the chest waU and reduce chest movement associated with 

artificial inflation of the lungs. An end-pressure of 2-3 cmH^O was applied to the 

expiratory line to prevent atelectasis.

2.5 PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING

To maintain the physiological condition of the preparation blood pressure, 

tracheal pressure and phrenic nerve activity were monitored continuously via a 4-channel 

chart recorder (4 channel recorder, Lectromed, U.K.), or on an IBM-compatible 

computer (Viglen 486, U.K.) using a software package that simulated a chart recorder 

(Chart, Cambridge Electronic Design (C.E.D., U.K.). Analog and digital signals were 

received by the computer via a lab interface (1401 Plus, C.E.D., U.K.). Oesophageal or 

abdominal temperature was continuously displayed on the heating-blanket control 

module. Peak expiratory CO2  was displayed on the CO2  monitor. Arterial blood samples

were taken periodically using heparinized capillary tubes (75 ill, Hawksley & Son, U.K.)

and during control conditions arterial pH and gas tensions kept within the following 

ranges: pH, 7.3-7.45; PCO2 , 35-48 mmHg; PO2  100-200 mmHg. Arterial bicarbonate 

concentration and base excess were also monitored and maintained within normal 

physiological ranges by adjusting the respiratory pump and intravenous administration of 

sodium bicarbonate (IM).

In most experiments core temperature was monitored using a thermocouple 

inserted 4-5 cm into the oesophagus. This was connected to a thermostatically controlled 

heating blanket (Harvard Apparatus, USA) placed underneath the animal which 

maintained core temperature at 37°C (± 0.5°C).

In experiments in which activity was recorded from the CVA and core 

temperature was raised (up to 40°C) in the experimental protocol, the thermocouple was 

placed over the abdominal aorta following a ventral laparotomy (see section 2.8.2). To aid 

the increase in core temperature when required, cotton wool was placed loosely over the
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animal.

2.6 CONSTRUCTION OF PHRENIC AND LSC STIMULATING AND 

RECORDING ELECTRODES

Bipolar implantable electrodes that could be used for nerve stimulation or 

recording were constructed as follows: teflon-coated silver wire (Ag-3T, Clark & Son, 

U.K.) was threaded through polythene tubing (internal diameter 0.28 mm, external 

diameter 0.61 mm; PI 10, Portex, UK). At one end the wires were attached to a bipolar 

plug; at the other, the wires protruded from the tubing by about 5 mm and teflon was 

removed over the last 3 mm.

2.7 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TAIL BATH

Tail surgery and tail nerve recordings were carried out in a transparent Perspex 

bath with the following dimensions: length: 23 cm; breadth: 8 cm; height: 2.5 cm. The 

bath was filled to a level of 1 cm with black silicone rubber (Sylgard, Dow Coming, 

Belgium). To accommodate the tad in the bath, at one end there was a hole of 1 cm 

diameter above the mbber to insert the tad.

2.8 EXPOSURE OF NERVES AND ELECTRODE ATTACHMENT

2.8.1 The phrenic nerve

The left phrenic nerve was exposed using a ventral approach. A 2 cm incision 

was made in skin directly overlying the left clavicle and retracted to reveal muscle above 

the clavicle and jugular vein. Muscles and vessels surrounding the clavicle were 

cauterised and tied off, respectively, so that the clavicle could be removed. Tissue
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between the cervical plexus and brachial plexus were separated and the phrenic nerve was 

dissected clear of surrounding tissue using fine glass hooks. The distal end was crushed 

before the recording electrode was attached. The wire tips were hooked around the un-cut 

nerve. Electrode tips and nerve were hfted clear of surrounding tissue and both nerve and 

electrode tips were embedded in dental impression material (Coltène President, Coltène, 

Switzerland). The surgical area was then covered with saline-soaked gauze. The electrode 

was used only for recording whole nerve activity.

2.8.2 Lumbar sympathetic chains

A mid-line ventral incision approximately 5 cm long was made through skin and 

abdominal muscle. Skin and muscle of the abdominal wall was retracted to reveal the 

abdominal cavity. Abdominal viscera (colon and intestine) were exteriorized and retracted 

and the left iliolumbar vein and artery were tied and cut. The LSCs are embedded in the 

retroperitoneal space behind the aorta and vena cava. These two vessels were carefully 

retracted and the L5 ganglia (which usually hes rostral to the aortic bifurcation) was 

identified. Using fine glass hooks, chains between L3 and L4, or L4 and L5 ganglia 

(depending on the ease of access to the chains) was carefully separated from surrounding 

tissue. Wire electrode tips were wrapped around the LSC between either L3-L4 or L4-L5 

ganglia and embedded in dental impression material. This electrode was used both for 

stimulation of the LSC for identification of sympathetic fibres in the tail, and for recording 

whole LSC activity. The intestines were then replaced and the bladder was cannulated to 

allow free passage of urine, before the laparotomy was repaired.

2.9 SIGNAL PROCESSING AND STORAGE

Phrenic nerve, LSC and ECO (via two needle electrodes inserted in the 

forelimbs) recordings were made via a headstage (NLIOO, Digitimer Ltd., UK), an AC
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preamplifier with a gain of 1-10 K (NL104, Digitimer Ltd., U.K.), occasionally with 

additional amplification of lOK, and a filter with a band width of 0.1-5000 Hz (NL125, 

Digitimer Ltd., U.K.). The amplifiers and filters were set as follows: phrenic gain 5-100 

K, filters 500-1500 Hz; LSC gain 5-10 K, filters 5-2000 Hz. Phrenic nerve activity was 

rectified (full-wave rectification) and smoothed (NL703, Digitimer Ltd., U.K.) with a 

time constant of 50 ms. Arterial blood pressure and tracheal pressure were recorded by 

pressure transducers and amplifiers (NL108A and NL108, respectively; Digitimer Ltd, 

U.K.)

Nerve activities, blood pressure, tracheal pressure, EGG and trigger signals (see 

below) were led to a distribution board for subsequent storage and analysis (see Figure 

2.1). Stored data were converted to digital signals by digital interface (sampling frequency

11.8K samples/sec/channel; VRIOO-B, Instrutech Corp., USA) and stored on video tape 

by a standard video recorder (Panasonic, NV-SD25, Japan).

2.10 ON- AND OFF-LINE ANALYSIS

ECO, tracheal pressure and rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve activity were 

fed into an interface (NL515, Digitimer Ltd., U.K.) to generate transistor-to-transistor 

logic (XXL) pulses which were fed to the computer. The various XXL pulses were used to 

trigger the computer to produce on-line autocorrelograms and peri-triggered histograms of 

sympathetic unit activity (see Chapter 4, section 4.2.3a) using Spike 2 software (C E D. 

Ltd., Cambridge, U.K.). Trigger data and their analysis on-line were checked off-line 

using a discriminator program (‘Levels’) in Spike 2. A block diagram of the various 

connections between the equipment used in data processing and recording is shown in 

Figure 2.2. Neural recordings from the tail are described in Chapter 3 (section 3.2)

2.11 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
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Data are expressed as means ± S.E.M.. When appropriate, differences in means 

were tested for statistical significance and the test is given each time used. Significance 

was taken at the 5 % level (P < 0.05) and the level of significance is given when 

significance was reached. Statistical tests were only performed when n > 5.
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Figure 2.1

General animal preparation.

See text for details. Neural recordings from the tail are described in Chapter 3
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Figure 2.2

Block diagram of various connections between equipment used.

See text for details.
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF THE FOCAL RECORDING TECHNIQUE FOR 

RECORDING SINGLE SYMPATHETIC FIBRES TO IDENTIFIED

BLOOD VESSELS
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the technique for recording from single PSNs in vivo to identified 

blood vessels is described. This involved the adaptation of a focal extracellular electrode 

that was originally used to study neurotransmitter release at the skeletal muscle motor end- 

plate, (Fatt and Katz, 1952) and more recently, at the autonomic neuroeffector junction in 

smooth muscle tissue (Âstrand and Stjâme, 1989; Brock and Cunnane, 1987, 1988). In 

these latter in vitro studies when guinea-pig vas deferens was stimulated via an intact 

hypogastric nerve trunk, the recording trace from the focally applied extracellular 

electrode showed both a nerve terminal action potential and EJCs. Therefore, it seemed 

reasonable to expect that a similar electrode would be able to record action potentials in an 

in vivo preparation. Two previous reports concerning sympathetic activity recorded from 

fibres running along the surface of mesenteric arterioles in guinea-pig and rat have been 

made (Meehan, Kreulen, Johnson, Liu, Hirst & Cunnane, 1991; Cunnane and Moss, 

1992). In these studies only multiunit recordings were made and activity was identified as 

sympathetic by its abohtion on injection (i.v.) of the ganglion blocker, chlorisondamine. 

No analysis was carried out on rate and patterning of on-going activity. The present study 

used a similar electrode to record from single fibres innervating identified blood vessels in 

the tail of the rat in vivo, with an identification process to confirm both that recordings 

were made from single fibres and that these fibres were sympathetic.

Initially, conventional techniques (platinum hook electrodes) were used to record 

evoked whole-nerve activity and action potentials from single PSNs picked from the 

VCN, as no information was available on characteristics of evoked or on-going activity to 

rat tail vessels. This nerve has a mixed population of neurones and contains the majority 

of PSNs that innervate the CVA (Sittiracha, McLachlan and Bell, 1987; see Chapter 1, 

section 1.4.3). Latencies were recorded from whole nerves and picked fibres to give an 

indication of the range of latencies that may be expected from activity evoked in single
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fibres. These latencies could then be compared to evoked activity from tail vessels using 

the focal electrode to help verify that recordings using both techniques were from similar 

populations of fibres.

Previously, Sittiracha et a l, (1987) found that cell bodies of PSNs that innervate 

the CVA in female Long-Evans rats are predominantly found in sacral sympathetic ganglia 

(see Chapter 1, section 1.4.3). Therefore, by placing electrodes on the LSC between L3- 

L5, the sympathetic pathway to the tail may be stimulated at a preganglionic level (see 

Fig. 3.1). That this was the case for male Sprague-Dawley rats used in the present study 

was examined in early experiments by addition of a nicotinic ganglion blocker to interrupt 

ganglionic transmission of evoked activity following LSC stimulation and recorded at a 

postganglionic level in the tail, either from whole VCN or from picked fibres. This being 

the case, then the procedure would be a suitable test to confirm the sympathetic nature of 

subsequent recording from fibres to tail blood vessels using the focal electrode. In some 

experiments trans-tail electrodes were used to stimulate at a postganglionic level.

Further criteria were then developed to ensure that action potentials recorded 

from blood vessels using the focal electrode were from a single fibre. An additional test 

was included to discount the possibility that the focal electrode was recording EJCs, and 

not action potentials.
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3.2 METHODS

Recordings from whole nerves and picked fibres were made in artificially 

ventilated preparations with vagi intact. Focal recordings from individual blood vessels 

were made in a number of preparations ranging from spontaneously breathing animals 

with all buffer nerves intact to artificially ventilated animals with all buffer nerves cut, 

reasons for which are outlined in the next Chapter (see Chapter 4, section 4.2). General 

surgery and maintenance of the animal is outlined in Chapter 2. The overall preparation is 

represented in Figure 2.1. Figure 3.1 shows a cartoon of sites of nerve stimulation and 

recording which are described below.

3.2.1 Construction of recording electrodes

3.2.1a Whole nerve/picked fibre recording electrode

Conventional bipolar platinum wire electrodes were used to make differential 

recordings from either whole nerves or from picked fibres. Each pole of the electrode 

comprised of a 1.5-2.5 cm length of platinum wire mounted at the end of a 12 cm glass 

tube (external diameter 0.75 cm) and held in place at the end of the tube by epoxy-resin 

glue (Radio Spares (RS) Components, Ltd., UK). The platinum wire was connected to a 

single core screened wire that led to the headstage pre-amplifier (see section 3.2.2a). 

Wires screening the two poles of the electrode were attached to the earth connection of the 

head-stage along with a platinum earth connection placed in the bath near the recording 

site.

3.2.1b Focal recording electrode

Capillary tubing (GT-150, Clark, U.K.) was drawn through the heated coil of a 

vertically mounted electrode puller (Narashige, U.K.) to produce a short but fine tip. This
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tip was then broken back using fine forceps under a dissecting microscope to an internal 

diameter of 80-150 |im. For most electrodes, this tip was angled to around 10-30° to 

allow the electrode to approach the vessel at an angle, allowing clear visibility of the 

recording site. The tip was then flame-polished to leave an internal diameter of 20-80 pm 

with smooth edges.

3.2.1c Trans-tail stimulation electrode

This consisted of two curved surgical needles that were connected to an isolated 

stimulator (DS2A, Digitimer, U.K.) via insulated wire.

3.2.2 Exposure of the nerves and attachment of electrodes

Exposure of lumbar sympathetic chains and attachment of implantable electrode 

have been described in Chapter 2, section 2.8.2. In addition, the following preparations 

were made.

3.2.2a Ventral collector nerve

With the rat in a supine position, the tail was positioned in a Perspex bath and 

the distal end was pinned down. The proximal end of the tail was sealed in the bath using 

quick-setting dental impression material (Coltène President, Coltène, Switzerland). An 

incision of 5-10 cm was made slightly to one side of the ventral midline (to avoid the 

underlying vessels) starting at the proximal end of the tail. The skin either side of the 

incision was retracted and pinned to the silicone rubber. A microcautery (C-Line Accu- 

temp, Xomed, USA) was run along the inner surfaces of the retracted skin to minimize 

bleeding. Tendons of flexor muscles that run along the tail length in the left ventral bundle 

were cut and removed to reveal a thin layer of inter-vertebral muscle underneath. The left 

ventral collector nerve runs in the middle of this muscle, which was carefully cut along
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the length of the incision. A 2-3 cm section of the VCN was separated from the 

underlying tissue. The distal end was cut and placed on a small sheet of black plastic to 

aid visualization of the nerve. After desheathing, recordings could then be made from 

either the whole nerve or from very fine strands of nerve (containing single or a few 

fibres). With this preparation the bath was filled with liquid paraffin.

Each part of the bipolar electrode was mounted independently on manually- 

operated micromanipulators (P0022, Prior Scientific Instruments, U.K.). The crushed 

distal nerve was placed on one pole. The other pole was positioned so that the central end 

of whole nerve or fibre strands could be wrapped around the platinum hook. 

Micromanipulator mounting enabled a caudal-rostral movement of the second pole as 

more nerve was dissected in the search for a good recording site. A ground electrode was 

placed in the bath close to the second pole.

3.2.2b Preparation of Caudal ventral artery and lateral vein

The CVA

An initial incision was made as above. The CVA lies under a layer of connective 

tissue in the ventral groove along the tail length. The left edge of the connective tissue was 

cut and lifted clear of underlying vessels so that it pulled on intermediate connective tissue 

between the tough top layer and the adventitia of the CVA. A second cut was made along 

the right edge of the ventral groove connective tissue. This procedure removed most 

connective tissue surrounding the CVA. However, to enable recording, sometimes it was 

necessary to remove more connective tissue using very fine forceps. The bath was filled 

with a standard Krebs solution comprised as follows: NaCl, 118.8 mM; NaHCOj, 25.0 

mM; NaH^PO^, 1.13 mM; KCl, 4.7 mM; MgClg, 1.3 mM; CaCl2 , 2.5 mM.

The LV

The left LV lies in a small lateral groove along the tail length but has no tough 

superficial layer of connective tissue covering it. The same initial procedures as above 

were used to expose the vessel, except that the left skin flap was retracted slightly further.
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Fine forceps were used to remove surrounding connective tissue and to separate the 

vessel from the adjacent lateral artery.

Placing the focal electrode

The focal recording electrode was mounted in a holder (MEH2SW15, WPI, 

USA) with a side-arm so that suction could be applied by means of a 2 ml syringe 

connected by tubing. This allowed the electrode to be filled with Krebs directly from the 

bath and the tip to be attached to the vessel wall with a good ‘seal* (see Fig. 3.1), which 

provided a stable recording site despite the pulsatile movement of the vessel wall 

(especially arteries) and possible variations of vessel diameter due to vasoconstriction or 

vasodilation. The electrode holder was connected to the head-stage pre-amplifier which 

was mounted on a micromanipulator. This facilitated movement of the electrode up and 

down the vessel when searching for a recording site. A reference electrode was placed 

near the recording site.

3.2.2c Trans-tail stimulation electrode

Curved needles were inserted into tendons under the ventral tail surface, either 

side of the mid-line. Care was taken not to insert needles too deep into tendons, thereby 

damaging the VCN.

3.2.3 Estimation of conduction velocities

When activity was evoked in a whole VCN, picked fibre or tail vessel, the 

latencies of the evoked responses were noted and the conduction distance measured using 

a ruler. The error in the measurement was approximately ± 5 mm (around 3-8%). Activity 

was evoked presynaptically from the LSCs which travelled via the ganglion to the PSN 

from which the recording was made (see Fig. 3.1), introducing a small variation in 

conduction time of around 2 ms (< 2%). Consequently, values calculated for conduction 

velocities are referred to as ‘estimated conduction velocities’. In whole nerve, estimated
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conduction velocities were calculated from the highest, lowest and mid-range latencies 

measured from an averaged trace of 100 trials. Conduction velocities for single action 

potentials (from picked and focally recorded fibres) were made from single trials.

3.2.4 Signal processing and storage, and nerve stimulation

In addition to signals outlined in Chapter 2, nerve recordings were made using 

the same apparatus with amplifiers and filters routinely set at 10 K and 0.1-1500 Hz, 

respectively, for whole nerve, and at 10-100 K and 300-1200 Hz, respectively, for both 

picked fibre and focal recordings. PSN activity was delivered to the spike processor 

(D130, Digitimer Ltd., U.K.) to produce TTL pulses that were led to a pulse generator 

(Master 8, Intracel, Israel) which fed further TTL pulses simultaneously to the computer, 

tape (via the digital recorder) and an oscilloscope (VC-6023A, Hitachi, Japan) so that 

peri-triggered sweeps of unit activity could be used to monitor shape and amplitude of on

going activity on-line (see Chapter 2, Fig. 2.2).

Stimulation of sympathetic nerves using LSC- or trans-tail electrodes was 

initiated by a TTL pulse from the pulse generator triggering a pulse from an isolated 

stimulator (DS2A, Digitimer Ltd., U.K.). TTL pulses from the pulse generator were sent 

simultaneously to the computer and oscilloscope to initiate sweeps, and to tape. 

Frequency characteristics of stimuli were controlled by the pulse generator, and voltage 

and pulse duration characteristics of stimuli were controlled by the isolated stimulator.

3.2.5 Statistical analysis

All data are expressed as means ± S.E.M. Statistical significance was tested 

using paired Student's r-tests and one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA).
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RESULTS

3.3.1 Establishing the sympathetic nature of recordings

To confirai the sympathetic nature of evoked activity, estimated conduction 

velocities were calculated to check that they were congruent with activity being recorded 

from (sympathetic) C-fibres (within the range0.5-2m.s \  and the effect of nicotinic 

ganglion blocker was investigated as described below.

3.3.1a Evoked activity recorded from whole VCN and single picked fibres

Evoked activity was recorded from whole VCN in twelve animals. When LSCs 

were stimulated at supramaximal intensity (5-10 V, 1 ms pulse) a mass of activity was 

evoked consisting of many superimposed action potentials to produce an envelope of 

activity (Fig. 3.2A, trace a). From averaged evoked potentials the estimated conduction 

velocity range was 0.44 ± 0.02 m.s^ to 0.72 ± 0.03 m.s \  Mid-range latencies of evoked 

potentials produced a mean estimated conduction velocity of 0.53 ± 0.02 m.s \

In nine animals, fibres were separated from the central end of the VCN and 

attached to the recording electrode. LSCs were stimulated as above to provide a ‘hunting’ 

stimulus. Initially, activity from several fibres could be evoked (Fig. 3.2Ba). The bundle 

was then split further until a single evoked potential could be clearly discriminated (Fig. 

3.2Bb). Evoked activity was recorded from nine single fibres picked from a whole VCN 

which produced mean estimated conduction velocities of 0.45 ± 0.04 m.s  ̂ (range, 0.34- 

0.60 m.s*̂ ).

3.3.1b Evoked activity recorded focally

The CVA

To determine the sympathetic nature of focally recorded activity, single action 

potentials (see section 3.3.2a) had to be evoked consistently in response to supramaximal 

stimulation of preganglionic axons in LSCs. To achieve this the focal electrode was
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placed on the CVA or LV starting at the distal end of the vessel and the tip was moved by 

very small amounts (‘tweaking’ the micro-manipulator) in different directions, until a 

discriminated single action potential could be evoked from LSCs or tail (see section 

3.3.2a; stimulation parameters as above). Suction was then applied to the electrode tip to 

provide a better ‘seal’ between the vessel and electrode and hence, a better signal-to-noise 

ratio with increased amplitude and stabihty. No fibres could be seen on the vessels so that 

attachment of the electtode was a blind ‘hit-or miss’ process. It appeared that by moving 

away from an area from which multiple fibres were recorded, single fibres could be 

discriminated. In some attachments other action potentials were also evoked, but there 

were sufficient differences in their amphtudes to ensure that the discriminator window 

could be set to register events from one unit (see section 3.3.2a). The signal to noise ratio 

was typically 2:1 or greater. Evoked activity was most likely to be found in the area 

directly over where each segmental branch of the CVA coursed into the caudal vertebrae, 

the area extending 3-5 mm along the vessel either side of each junction.

LSC-evoked single action potentials were recorded from 53 fibres (from 43 

animals) to the CVA (Fig. 3.3b). These fibres had a mean estimated conduction velocity 

of 0.48 ± 0.01 ms'  ̂ (range, 0.33-0.72 ms^) which is in the C-fibre range. Additionally, 

in 15/21 of these cases an action potential was evoked from the trans-tail electrodes (10- 

100 V, 1-10 ms pulse; Fig. 3.3A). The mean estimated conduction velocity was 0.47 ms'  ̂

± 0.02 (range, 0.32-0.61 ms*̂ ), and this value was not significantly different from the 

value calculated from LSC-evoked values in the same preparation (paired Student’s t- 

test). Estimated conduction velocities measured using latencies from whole nerve, picked 

fibre and focally recorded activity were not significantly different (one-way ANOVA). 

Failure to activate the remaining 6/21 fibres was taken to indicate that stimulus strength 

was insufficient.

The lateral vein

Action potentials in LV were evoked using either stimulation from LSCs 

exclusively, or trans-tail stimulating electrodes exclusively (same Fig. 3.4A). Unlike
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fibres to CVA, it appeared that the probability of recording from fibres to different parts 

of the LV was equal, i.e., there were no ‘hot-spots’. Evoked activity was recorded from 

seventeen fibres (in 12 animals; Fig. 3.4a), 5/17 by stimulating LSCs and 12/17 by using 

trans-tail stimulating electrodes. Estimated conduction velocities were 0.39 ± 0.01 ms'  ̂

(range, 0.37-0.42 ms^) and 0.39 ± 0.02 ms^ (range, 0.30-0.50 ms'^), respectively. 

Although these two values were not significantly different, comparison of values between 

artery and vein using either LSC stimulation or trans tail stimulation were significantly 

different (P < 0.01 and P < 0.05, respectively; unpaired Student’s r-test).

3.3.1c The effect of ganglion blocker on evoked from LSCs and on-going 

activity

On injection of hexaméthonium (6-12 mg.kg \  i.v.) the evoked potential in 

whole VCN was abolished or greatly reduced (n=6; see Fig. 3.2A, trace b; range 68-100 

%; median 80 %). Action potentials evoked in all nine single fibres picked from VCN 

were sensitive to hexaméthonium.

In recordings of unit activity to the CVA using the focal electrode, 7/10 fibres 

were sensitive to hexaméthonium (6-12 mg.kg'\ i.v.), but 3/10 fibres were unaffected. 

As the correct dose of hexaméthonium to ensure ganglionic block had not previously been 

tested in this preparation, the effect of cumulative addition (i.v.) of hexaméthonium on 

amplitude of evoked potential recorded from whole VCN was investigated in four 

preparations. Dose regimens were not consistent and so four separate dose-response 

curves are shown in Figure 3.5A. From these rudimentary experiments it was seen that a 

dose of 6-12 mg kg'* was close to the amount necessary to reduce the amplitude of the 

evoked activity by 50 % (ECgg) for hexaméthonium. Much higher doses were necessary 

to produce maximum effect. For this reason another blocker of nicotinic ganglion 

receptors was used in subsequent experiments. An initial experiment was conducted in 

which one bolus dose of chlorisondamine (3 mg kg'*, i.v.) completely abolished the 

evoked potential recorded from a whole VCN (Fig. 3.5B). This dose of chlorisondamine
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blocked evoked (from LSCs) and on-going activity recorded focally from 10/10 fibres 

supplying the CVA and from 6/6 fibres supplying the LV. In addition, for three LV fibres 

in which activity was evoked from the trans-tail stimulating electrode, on-going activity 

was blocked by chlorisondamine injection, but the evoked action potential was unaffected 

as activity was evoked from a postganglionic site.

3.3. Id The effect of blocking neuroeffector transmission on activity 

recorded

To confirm that imitary events were action potentials and not EJCs (see Chapter 

1, section 1.4.4), activity was recorded from CVA on three occasions with amplifier

filters set to a band width 0.1-1500 Hz, and in the presence of a,B-methylene adenosine

5'-triphosphate in the tail bath (Sigma, U.K.), which de-sensitizes the Pj^-purinoceptor at 

a concentration of 10 ̂  mM. Under these circumstances the action potential was 2-4 ms 

duration and bi- or triphasic, rather than a monophasic EJC with a duration of tens of 

milliseconds (Âstrand and Stjâme, 1989; Bao, 1993; Âstrand, Brock and Cunnane, 

1988).

3.3.2 Criteria for identification of single sympathetic units

In addition to identification of the sympathetic nature of activity, recordings were 

studied to ensure that they were from single units, detailed below.

3.3.2a From the CVA

For action potentials to be considered as having been recorded from single 

sympathetic fibres, the shape, amplitude and duration of on-going action potentials had to 

be similar to the discriminated evoked potential when the two were inspected visually 

(Fig. 3.3). Latencies of LSC-evoked action potentials varied by up to 2 ms due to 

transmission across lumbar sympathetic ganglia (Fig. 3.3b). Some variation in amphtude
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of the action potential was allowed as it varied plus or minus the prevailing level of 

background noise (typically around 5 |iV). In fibres recorded from CVA, trans-tail

stimulation was used as an additional test to examine the single unit nature of activity 

(section 3.3.1b). Latencies of action potentials evoked with this electrode were constant 

as there was no synaptic transmission involved (Fig. 3.3a).

An example of single sympathetic fibre identification is given in Figure 3.3. The 

top trace (Fig. 3.3a) shows potentials evoked from the trans-tail stimulating electrode 

(postganglionic stimulation) and a constant latency is apparent. Action potentials are then 

shown from the same fibre (Fig. 3.3b) in response to LSC (preganglionic) stimulation 

and a variation in latency of response by a few milliseconds can be seen. In Figure 3,3c 

on-going action potentials are shown from the same fibre, the amplitude, shape and 

duration of which are similar to the evoked action potentials. Hence, by strictly applying 

the criteria above, recordings were determined to have been made from single sympathetic 

fibres.

3.3.2b From the LV

Single imits recorded from LV were identified in a similar way to imits from the 

CVA, except that activity was evoked using either stimulation from LSCs exclusively, or 

using trans-tail stimulating electrodes exclusively (Fig. 3.4a), and the shape, amplitude 

and duration of on-going action potentials had to be similar to the evoked action potential 

(Fig. 3.4b). On-going activity recorded from fibres in which no action potentials could be 

evoked using trans-tail stimulation were discounted from subsequent analysis.

3.3.3 Examples of focally recorded on-going action potentials

Some examples of different action potentials are given in this section, and further 

explanation of their forms are included in the discussion (section 3.4.2). Note that filters 

were always set at 300-1200 Hz during standard recordings so that differences in action
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potential shape were not due to differences in filtering. Most action potentials were 

triphasic (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4), but biphasic action potentials were also encountered 

(Fig.3.6A). In some recordings pairs of action potentials were seen. If they were of 

similar amplitude (Fig. 3.6C) they were rejected for analysis of firing pattern and rate. On 

other occasions there was a sufficient difference in amplitudes to be able to discriminate 

the larger action potential with confidence, and so it was accepted for further analysis 

(Fig. 3.6B).
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3.4 DISCUSSION

In these experiments on stimulation of LSCs between L3-L5 ganglia evoked 

activity was recorded from whole VCN and single fibres picked from VCN using 

conventional methods. The evoked activity was blocked on injection of ganglion blocker. 

Action potentials evoked by LSC stimulation and recorded focally from CVA or LV were 

also blocked. For each recording method estimated conduction velocities for action 

potentials were similar and in the C-fibre range. By comparing characteristics of the 

focally recorded evoked action potential with that of on-going activity the unitary nature of 

the fibre from which the recording was taken could be confirmed. The technique of focal 

recording has the major advantage over conventional methods of recording PSN activity 

as the electrode is placed on the surface of the CVA or the LV, greatly reducing the 

problem of identifying the target organ to which the activity is directed. Both the vascular 

bed and the section of the vascular tree from which the recording has been made is 

known. Use of the focal electrode to record single PSN activity is discussed in following 

sections.

3.4.1 Can the focal electrode record from single sympathetic fibres 

innervating identified blood vessels ?

To answer this question fully it is helpful to split the question into three parts:

3.4.1a Are these fibres sympathetic ?

All fibres recorded from CVA and almost one third recorded from LV were 

identified by comparing on-going action potentials with action potentials evoked from 

LSCs, so it likely that these fibres were sympathetic. It is unlikely that fibres were 

afferents travelling to the spinal cord via sympathetic nerves (as with some cardiac nerves 

- see Chapter 1 section 1.3.1b) as ganglion blocker prevented evoked action potentials, 

implying that the route between stimulating electrode and recording site contained a
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nicotinic-cholinergic synapse, i.e., a characteristic of sympathetic ganglia.

Twelve fibres recorded from LV were identified by trans-tail stimulation only. It 

would appear reasonable to assume that these fibres were also sympathetic due to 

similarity of shape, amplitude, duration and estimated conduction velocities of evoked 

activity as compared to fibres in which activity was evoked from the LSCs. Additionally, 

on-going activity from each vessel was blocked by ganglion blocker, and the patterns and 

rhythms in on going activity in fibres identified with both methods were the same (see 

Chapters 4, 5, and 6).

Estimated conduction velocities for evoked action potentials recorded from CVA 

and LV were in the C-fibre range, which is compatible with these fibres being PSNs. 

They were also similar to those previously reported for cutaneous vasoconstrictor fibres 

supplying the hairy skin in rat hindlimb (0.59 m.s^; Hâbler, Jânig, Krummel and Peters, 

1994). The slight difference in estimated conduction velocities between CVA and LV is 

discussed in section 3.4.4.

Confirmation that recordings were not ATP-related EJCs from the surface of 

smooth muscle was gained by the finding that action potentials were triphasic and had 

durations of 2-4 ms: unfiltered EJCs are monophasic and have durations of 40-100 ms.

Also, activity was recorded in the presence of a,B-methylene adenosine 5-triphosphate

which blocks EJCs (Âstrand, Brock and Cunnane, 1988), and followed faithfully 1 Hz 

stimulation of the LSCs (or during trans-tail stimulation) which is not seen with EJCs 

(Âstrand and Stjâme, 1989).

3.4.1b Are recordings from single fibres ?

With fibres accepted for analysis, at least two lines of evidence support the 

contention that action potentials were recorded from single fibres. First, the shape, 

amplitude and duration of the evoked action potential was constant, accepting a variation 

in latency due to ganglionic transmission when stimulating from LSCs, and a variation in 

amplitude equivalent to the amplitude of background noise. Second, PSNs responded to
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stimulation in an all-or-none fashion as intensity of stimulus delivered from the trans-tail 

electrode was varied. If action potentials had arisen from two or more fibres they would 

be seen as either two discrete action potentials with different thresholds for stimulation or 

as a variation in shape, amplitude and duration of a ‘single’ action potential with stimulus 

intensity when latencies of action potentials from separate fibres were very close.

3.4.1c Did fibres innervate the vessel from which they were recorded ?

As sympathetic fibres run along the CVA for a few millimeters before 

innervating it (Sittiracha et al., 1987), and in the present study it was possible to track 

areas on the CVA from which recordings could be made for up to 2 mm, it is unlikely that 

recordings were made from fibres of passage that innervated some other target organ. 

However, as no detailed information exists on anatomy of LV innervation, conclusions 

concerning the target organ of fibres recorded from the surface of the LV must be made 

with due caution. Only when the innervation of LV has been studied to the same extent as 

the CVA can conclusions be made with the same degree of certainty. Nonetheless, activity 

recorded from LV could be tracked in the same way as with the CVA and the shapes of 

action potentials encountered were similar, so it would seem reasonable to assume that 

fibres recorded from the surface of LV innervated this vessel.

3.4.2 What determines shape of action potentials recorded ?

As signals recorded from the surface of blood vessels was routinely recorded 

with filters at the same settings, variation in action potential shape was not due to ‘filter 

artifact’. The shape of action potentials recorded in different attachments of the focal 

electrode may well reflect recordings made from different regions of the sympathetic 

nerve plexus. The size of action potential is proportional to net current flow across the 

membrane within the electrode tip (see Brock and Cunnane, 1992). Polarity of the 

potential is positive during outward flow of current and negative during inward flow. For
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a focally recorded action potential propagating uniformly along an axon, the action 

potential is expected to be triphasic (Brock and Cunnane, 1992), as seen in the majority of 

single unit recordings in this study (Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). Occasionally, biphasic action 

potentials were recorded (Fig. 3.6a) which may reflect that the electrode tip has been 

placed over a terminal portion of nerve fibre (Brock and Cunnane, 1992) so the axon 

enters the tip but does not leave it. Some recordings showed more complex action 

potentials which may represent recordings from two or more fibres with di- or triphasic 

action potentials recorded from (Fig. 3.6b; see Âstrand and Stjâme, 1989). However, if a 

single action potential was reliably discriminatable from this complex then the fibre could 

be used for further analysis.

The size of action potential is dependent on seal resistance around the rim of the 

electrode tip: the tighter the seal, the greater the size of signal. The amount of connective 

tissue present under the electrode tip is a major influence on seal resistance as it reduces 

signal size (Asrtand et al., 1988), and this varied between attachments. The plane of the 

electrode tip varied relative to the vessel surface, depending on whether recordings were 

made from the center of the vessel or towards the edges, which may also have affected 

seal resistance.

Another major influence on the amplitude of the signal recorded by a focal 

electrode is the diameter of the tip. In a theoretical and experimental model of a smooth 

muscle syncytium, Bennett, Gibson and Poznanski (1993) reported that an EJC is of 

maximum amplitude when a varicosity is near the inside of the electrode rim and 

decreases as the varicosity moves towards the tip center. Consequently, smaller diameter 

tips produce signals of greater amplitude. The amplitude of the action potentials recorded 

in the present study would have been influenced by the tip size, which varied between

experiments. The optimum tip size in the present study was found to be 20-40 pim, as this

produced a good signal-to-noise ratio, it was small enough to record from single fibres 

without too much ‘contamination’ from other fibres, but was also large enough to 

maintain a reasonable chance of finding an area with fibres to record from.
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Numerous other factors may influence the size and shape of the signals 

recorded, suffice to say that absolute comparisons between different attachments have 

little quantitative meaning, but the qualitative features of the action potentials may be used 

to decide whether or not recordings are being made from single fibres.

3.4.3 From what part of the innervation are recordings taken ?

Were recordings made from perivascular nerves at the medio-adventitial border, 

or were they paravascular nerves coursing along the vessel surface ? The various forms of 

signals recorded using the focal electrode may provide clues as to which parts of the 

innervation are under the electrode tip. On occasions multiple action potentials were 

recorded from an initial attachment, and by moving the electrode tip by small amounts (< 

1 mm) in a certain direction, single action potentials visible in the multifibre recording 

could be discriminated. In this situation it is possible that the initial attachment was over a 

fibre where the individual fibres began to branch as single fibres prior to joining the 

terminal nerve plexus. Subsequent attachments moved along the bundle and onto this area 

of arborization or onto the terminal nerve plexus, from which single fibres could be 

discriminated. This is supported by peri-triggered recordings of on-going activity that 

contained two or more action potentials firing 1:1, which may be taken as evidence for a 

recording from two branches of the same axon (Figs. 3.6b & c). Alternatively, this may 

be interpreted as a single fibre that courses in, then out and then back in the area within 

the electrode tip.

It is worth noting that in the study by Âstrand and Stjâme (1989) they estimated 

that a tip size of 40-80 pm would contain around 3-6 sympathetic nerve fibres when 

recording from the terminal nerve plexus. Most electrodes in the present study had tips 

with an internal diameter of less than 40 pm so that if recordings were made from the 

terminal nerve plexus, three fibres or less might be expected to be within the tip. This was
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often the case, as judged by the number of action potentials that could be evoked. 

However, if the terminal nerve plexus was exposed sufficiently to record from it then it 

should have been relatively easy to record activity, as the terminal nerve plexus is dense 

with sympathetic nerve fibres and extends all over the vessel. In practice, in any one 

preparation it appeared that activity could be recorded from relatively few sites, which 

suggests that the terminal nerve plexus was not uniformly exposed around the vessel. 

Furthermore, in the CVA at least, most fibres were recorded from a ‘hot-spot’ around the 

area that the CVA fed a segmental artery into the center of the tail. This suggests that the 

sympathetic fibres from the VCN joined the vessel via this route and recording activity 

was most likely from this area as the density of the paravascular nerves may have been 

greater. Yet, it is possible that the increased probability of recording fibres from these 

sites reflected better clearance of connective tissue, possibly due to some anatomical 

feature of these sites.

It is likely that recordings in this study have been made from several different 

regions of the neural tree, but precise interpretation of where recording were made is not 

possible without histological confirmation of the recording site. Furthermore, there is no 

information from past studies where the arborization of the paravascular nerves occur - do 

they start to divide whilst running along the adventitia and before they move through the 

adventitia to join the terminal nerve plexus, or do they divide only when approaching the 

terminal nerve plexus within the adventitia? Without this information the exact part of the 

terminal portion of innervation that was recorded from is uncertain. For the intention of 

the present study, this consideration was not important, provided units innervated the 

vessels from which they were recorded. Nevertheless, histological confirmation of the 

recording site would add assurance that recorded fibres innervated the vessel in question. 

There is need of a basic histological investigation of the vessels of interest using 

conventional methods such as the glycoxalic acid technique or immunohistochemistry, 

paying special attention to the way in which fibres travel from paravascular nerves to the 

perivascular plexus. Identification of the recording site might be achieved by staining
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tissue surrounding the electrode tip by applying an appropriate stain with the electrode in 

place, leaving unstained the section of vessel from which the activity was recorded. 

Alternatively, an appropriate marker might be introduced to the tip of the electrode to stain 

the recording site specifically.

3.4.4 Estimated conduction velocities in fibres to CVA and LV

It was noted that estimated conduction velocities in fibres to LV were 

significantly slower than in CVA. This may be due to the temperature of the CVA, and 

hence, the temperature of its innervation being near to core temperature and LV being near 

to the bath temperature, as venous blood temperature would have more time to equilibrate 

with the surrounding bath temperature. Alternatively, the difference may reflect different 

properties of two seperate sub-populations of PSNs innervating the two vessels. 

However, this seems less likely considering the similarities in the characteristics of on

going activity which are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

3.4.5 Trans-tail vs. LSC stimulation in PSN identification

Stimulating postganglionic fibres in identification of single fibres had the 

advantage over stimulating LSCs for a number of reasons. First, it avoided the chance of 

rejecting fibres when using chain stimulation when two or more action potentials were 

evoked: it is possible that in this situation, multiple action potentials may have arisen due 

to the chain stimulus evoking a burst of action potentials in a single PSN. Second, there 

was no synaptic transmission involved, thus, avoiding ambiguity arising from variable 

latencies encountered with chain stimulation. Third, an invasive laparotomy is not 

required. However, the trans-tail stimulating electrode was not always effective in 

evoking activity despite large stimulating voltages and pulse durations (up to 100 V and 

10 ms), in which case the single sympathetic nature of on-going activity could not be
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confirmed.

3.4.6 Summary

By strict application of criteria outlined in section 3.3, the conclusion that 

recordings made using the focal electrode are from single sympathetic fibres can be made 

with a high degree of confidence. The focal recording technique is highly effective in 

recording activity from PSNs innervating identified blood vessels. It is now possible to 

record from these fibres during control conditions and in response to various stimuli to 

provide insight into control of sympathetic outflow and functional significance of activity 

patterns recorded from PSNs, as described in the remaining Chapters.
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Figure 3.1

Cartoon of the arrangement of stimulating and recording electrodes to pre- and 

postganglionic fibres involved in the innervation of tail blood vessels.

Electrodes were positioned to stimulate sympathetic preganglionic fibres (SPNs) to tail 

vessels in lumbar sympathetic chains (LSCs, implanted electrode) and to stimulate 

postganglionic fibres (PSNs) to tail vessels in the ventral collector nerves (VCNs; trans

tail stimulating electrodes). Postganglionic sympathetic fibre activity could be recorded 

from whole VCN, or from fibres picked from it using conventional electrodes (not 

shown), or using the focal electrode to record from fibres as they course along the blood 

vessel (see insert).
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Figure 3.2

Evoked activity in a whole VCN and in picked fibres

Aa, evoked activity recorded from the central end of a cut VCN in response to stimulation 

of LSCs (indicated by stimulus artifact at the beginning of the trace; supramaximal 

stimulus at 1 Hz, 1 ms pulse duration, average of 100 trials shown).The recording 

distance was approximately 12 cm and estimated conduction velocities were in the range 

0.4-0.6 m.s \

Ab, this response was markedly reduced by addition of hexaméthonium (6 mg.kg \  i.v.) 

confirming that the evoked action potential was recorded from PSNs and that the 

stimulating electrode was placed on LSCs at a preganglionic level.

Ba, evoked activity (stimulus parameters as above) was initially recorded from multiple 

fibres separated from VCN before being split further. The single fibre seen below is clear 

in this multi-fibre recording

Bb, evoked activity recorded from a single fibre picked from VCN in the same 

preparation. The latency of this unit was 55 ms and the conduction distance was 35 mm, 

so the estimated conduction velocity was 0.63 ms'\
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Figure 3.3

Single unit identification in activity recorded focally from the CVA.

A, activity evoked in response to trans-tail stimulation (3 trials, sweep delay 105 ms, 

conduction distance = 60 mm, estimated conduction velocity = 0.52 ms'^).

B, activity evoked (same unit as shown in ‘A’) in response to LSC stimulation (3 

consecutive trials shown separately, sweep delay 205 ms, conduction distance = 110 mm, 

estimated conduction velocity = 0.51 ms^).

C, three superimposed on-going action potentials of discriminated unit shown in A & B 

(TTL-pulses generated from action potential used to trigger computer).

As shape and amplitude of evoked and on-going action potentials were similar (taking into 

account background noise, especially when evoked from LSCs), latencies of LSC-evoked 

potentials varied by only a few milliseconds, and there was no variation in latencies of 

tail-evoked action potentials, the recording was considered as being made from a single 

unit.

Note, in part A there is a second smaller unit indicated by the arrow that is also 

evoked by stimulation of the postganglionic fibres using the trans-tail stimulating 

electrode. This action potential may also be present in activity evoked from the LSC (in 

part B) but did not appear to have on-going activity synchronous with the main action 

potential displayed in part C.
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Figure 3.4

Single unit identification of activity recorded focally from the LV.

A, activity evoked in response to trans-tail stimulation (3 trails) of postganglionic fibres. 

The sweep was delayed by 185 ms and the conduction was 80 mm, so the estimated 

conduction velocity was 0.40 ms \

B, on-going action potentials of a discriminated unit (3 peri-triggered sweeps) from the 

same unit as shown in A.

Activity was not evoked from LSCs in this preparation. Note that there was very little 

variation in latency of potentials evoked from the tail (as postganglionic fibres were 

stimulated), and that amphtude, shape and duration were almost identical to on-going 

action potentials. Therefore, the recording was considered to be from a single fibre.
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Figure 3.5

Evoked activity was sensitive to ganglion blockers.

A, dose-response curve of hexaméthonium on the amplitude of LSC-evoked potential 

recorded from whole VCN. Four separate experiments are shown. On average the EC# 

was around 6 mg kg % although much higher doses were required to block the evoked 

potential completely.

Ba, evoked potential recorded from the central end of a cut VCN in response to LSC 

stimulation (indicated by the arrow; supramaximal stimulus at 1 Hz, 1 ms pulse duration, 

average of 100 trials shown).

Bb, evoked potential was completely abolished by injection of chlorisondamine (bolus of 

3 mg.kg \  i.v.).
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Figure 3.6

Examples of on-going action potentials recorded from tail vessels using the focal 

recording electrode (5 sweeps superimposed in each example.

A, a single fibre recorded from CVA with a biphasic form recorded from CVA, possibly 

recorded from a terminal region of the neurone (see section 3.4.2). The amplifier was 

accidentally inverted for this recording,

B, a multiphasic recording from LV which represents two (or more) fibres firing 

synchronously and with a slight difference in latency (approximately 2 ms). As the larger 

action potential could always be clearly discriminated, this recording could subsequently 

be used for analysis of rate and patterning,

C, recordings were rejected when two action potentials were of similar amplitude. In this 

example from CVA, on-going activity is shown and two similar action potentials were 

evoked in response to trans-tail stimulation (postganglionic fibres), confirming that the 

action potentials are from two fibres, although the two fibres could not be discriminated 

by their stimulus thresholds.
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CHAPTER 4

PATTERNS AND RHYTHMS IN ACTIVITY RECORDED 

FROM SINGLE POSTGANGLIONIC FIBRES INNERVATING 

THE CVA DURING CONTROL CONDITIONS AND IN 

RESPONSE TO HYPOCAPNIC APNOEA AND 

HYPERTHERMIA
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4.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter it was established that use of the focal recording 

technique is effective in recording activity from single PSNs innervating identified blood 

vessels. Experiments described in this Chapter examined some basic characteristics of 

activity recorded from PSNs innervating CVA, i.e., rate and patterning. Such 

characteristics are considered in the context of their possible functional significance. 

Based on previous observations of on-going activity in vivo and the effects of bursting 

activity on transmitter release and end-organ response in vitro (see Chapter 1, section

1.3.3) the primary hypothesis was that on-going activity recorded from PSNs innervating 

the CVA would occur in bursts.

Preliminary experiments were conducted in anaesthetized, paralysed and 

artificially ventilated animals demonstrated that activity in PSNs innervating the CVA 

occurred in rhythmical bursts, the frequency of which was similar, if not identical to the 

frequency of rhythmical phrenic discharge (referred to as the phrenic rhythm, taken as an 

indication of central respiratory drive). Examination of the phase relationship between 

sympathetic activity and central respiratory drive showed that the greatest probability of 

unit firing occurred during expiration. These initial observations were taken to indicate 

that the respiratory-related rhythm in activity recorded from the CVA and the central 

respiratory rhythm originated from a common oscillator. They also supported the 

contention that one physiological role of respiratory modulation of sympathetic activity is 

to produce rhythmical bursts of action potentials (see Chapter 1, section 1.3.3).

As studies were continued autocorrelation analysis was used to compare 

frequencies of the dominant frequency of rhythmical bursts of activity recorded from 

single PSNs (the dominant sympathetic rhythm) and phrenic rhythms as this analysis 

indicates the rhythmical nature of the activity (Marmard and Polosa, 1973). It emerged 

that on occasions the dominant sympathetic rhythm and the phrenic rhythm could be 

different - a 1:1 relationship between the two rhythms was not obligatory. This indicated
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that the dominant sympathetic rhythm in activity recorded from these imits may not have 

arisen solely due to imposition of elements of the central respiratory oscillator on 

sympathetic outflow (see Chapter 1, section 1.2). Therefore, the frequency relationship of 

the dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms was studied further. Experiments were 

designed to test the hypotheses that frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm:

i) can be different from the frequency of central respiratory rhythm;

ii) is independent of afferent feedback carried in aortic, sinus and vagus nerves.

These hypotheses were tested using three different approaches. First, the 

frequency of the dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms were examined in different 

preparations that had undergone varying degrees of deafferentation. This interrupted 

afferent feedback from the thorax associated with the artificial ventilation cycle (that might 

influence sympathetic outflow directly or by entrainment of central respiratory drive) and 

the cardiac cycle (see Chapter 1, section 1.2). Second the frequency of the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm was examined during hypocapnic apnoea (indicated by an absence of 

phrenic nerve discharge). The presence of a slow sympathetic rhythm during apnoea has 

previously been taken as evidence that rhythmicity in sympathetic outflow can be 

independent from central respiratory drive (Barman and Gebber, 1976). Third, the effect 

of hyperthermia on frequency of the dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms was 

observed. It was predicted that the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm would 

fall whilst that of the phrenic rhythm would increase in response to hyperthermia (Fadic, 

Larrain and Zapata, 1991). It was also predicted that sympathetic activity to the CVA 

would be withdrawn during hyperthermia (see Chapter 1, section 1.4.5).

Experiments in this study were designed to investigate frequency relationships 

between phrenic and dominant sympathetic rhythms. Their phase relationships have not 

been considered in detail as such data are not critical to test the hypotheses posed.
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4.2 METHODS

4.2.1 General animal preparation

Animal maintenance under anaesthesia, preparation of LSCs and 

phrenic nerve for stimulation/recording, preparation of the CVA for recording sympathetic 

activity and identification of single units have been described in Chapters 2 and 3.

4.2.2 Types of preparation

Four types of preparation were used. Group 1 animals (n=5, mean arterial blood 

pressure (MABP)=98 ± 5 mmHg) were spontaneously breathing (Oj-enriched room air, 

PaOj 100-200 mmHg). Group 2 animals (n=18, MABP=92 ± 3 mmHg) were paralysed, 

artificially ventilated and given a pneumothorax. Group 3 animals (n=17, MABP=95 ± 3 

mmHg) in addition had their vagi cut. Group 4 animals were vagotomized and had sinus 

and aortic nerves cut (n=ll, MABP=87 ± 2 mmHg). Sinus denervation was performed 

by stripping the area of the carotid bifurcation of connective tissue and applying methanol. 

Baroreceptor denervation was verified by the failure of an increase in systolic blood

pressure (40-50 mmHg) induced by i.v. phenylephrine, 5-10 pg.kg^) to induce a 

decrease in lumbar sympathetic nerve activity and heart rate (Fig. 4.1).

4.2.3 Protocols

4.2.3a Assessment of pattern and rhythmicity in sympathetic unit and 

phrenic nerve activity

Analysis was carried out on 300 second data sets (except where specified). 

Spike trains of unit activity were converted to standard TTL pulses (see Chapter 3, section 

3.2.4) and described by average firing rate, interspike-interval histograms (ISIH’s) and
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autocorrelograms. From inspection of the neurogram and ISIH analysis (50 ms bins over 

5 seconds), patterns of unit activity were categorized as one of three types (A, B or C; see 

Results). Firing patterns were described in terms of frequencies calculated from interspike 

intervals derived from ISIH’s (1 ms bins). Autocorrelation analysis indicated firing 

probabilities up to 5 seconds after a spike. A periodic grouping could often be observed, 

indicating that unit activity was rhythmical. Note the first 50 ms bin in all 

autocorrelograms shown was left empty by the computer software to ensure appropriate 

scaling of the Y-axis, otherwise the first bin would contain at least the number of counts 

equivalent to the total number of sweeps for the 300 second data set. Modal frequency of 

the dominant sympathetic rhythm was calculated from the reciprocal of peak to peak time. 

The frequency of phrenic nerve bursts was calculated in the same way (using a TTL pulse 

generated from rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve activity - see Chapter 2, section 

2.10). Autocorrelograms were used to judge whether frequencies of the dominant 

sympathetic and phrenic rhythms were the same or different. For units that fired with 

clear bursting activity (type B firing pattern - see section 4.3.2b) unit burst duration was 

estimated by measuring the time from the trigger to the first zero count bin or nadir in the 

autocorrelogram. When necessary, a trend line was estimated to smooth random 

fluctuations to determine modal latency and burst duration.

4.2.3b Assessment of stability of the sympathetic unit activity

Data sections of 300 seconds were analyzed in 20 second sets to identify 

transient rhythm and pattern changes on more of a second-to-second basis. This was the 

smallest length of data set that could detect changes in pattern in ISIHs but still show 

rhythmicity, when present, in the autocorrelogram.

To estimate amount of time that a unit fired rhythmically in group 3 preparations, 

rhythmicity was examined in unit autocorrelograms from six consecutive data sets of 50 

seconds (i.e., 300 seconds). The number of autocorrelations that were judged as 

‘rhythmical’ were counted and expressed as a percentage of the total number of
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autocorrelograms.

4.2.3c Assessment of respiratory-related discharge

Phrenic-triggered cross-correlograms were constructed using the trigger from 

rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve activity with the sympathetic unit event (see Chapter 

2, section 2.10). In addition, an averaged, smoothed and rectified phrenic nerve signal 

was plotted above the cross-correlogram in order to determine the phase relationship 

between phrenic nerve discharge and unit activity. As there is a delay in the conduction of 

the sympathetic imit activity to the lumbar spinal cord of around 100 ms (Guyenet and 

Brown, 1986), and then from lumbar sympathetic ganglia to the recording electrode in the 

tail, phrenic activity was advanced by 100 ms plus the latency of action potential evoked 

from LSCs.

4.2.3d Assessment of the influence of hypocapnic apnoea

In group 3 preparations the frequencies of phrenic and dominant sympathetic 

rhythms, along with unit firing rate during normocapnia were analyzed for a 300 second 

data section. Hypocapnic apnoea (as gauged by lack of phrenic nerve activity) was then 

induced by increasing rate of artificial ventilation. A 300 second data section was analyzed 

from a period commencing five minutes later after blood gases had equilibrated. Unit 

firing rate and frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm were then compared in the 

two conditions.

4.2.3e Assessment of the influence of hyperthermia

Core temperature was measured using a thermocouple placed in the abdomen 

above the abdominal aorta. Hyperthermia was achieved by increasing the temperature of 

the heating blanket underneath the rat and covering the preparation in cotton-wool. This 

procedure produced an increase in core temperature at around 0.1 °C.min‘\  Data was 

recorded continuously during a normothermic control period of 5-10 minutes prior to
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heating, during warming and in some cases during recovery as body temperature returned 

to the control level. Each animal was warmed until activity in the sympathetic unit 

switched-off. The artificial ventilation rate was kept constant throughout the procedure. 

Frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was calculated in the control period and in 

subsequent 100 second data sections prior to switch-off (see results). Data sections of 

100 seconds were analyzed, not 300 seconds (as with analysis in previous sections) 

because: i) a change in frequency could be detected before the unit switched off; ii) 

smaller data sections were needed to show clearly a change in the unit rhythm as it 

slowed, avoiding a ‘blurring’ of rhythm peaks as frequency changed during the heating 

‘ramp’. Groups 3 and 4 were used.

4.2.4 Statistical analysis

All results are expressed as means ± S.E.M.. One way analysis of variance 

(ANOVA), Chi-square test, paired- and un paired Student's f-tests and one-sample t-tests 

were used to assess significance (P < 0.05) when comparing groups of n > 5.
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4.3 RESULTS

4.3.1 General characteristics of the dominant sympathetic rhythm

The outstanding feature of on-going activity recorded from units supplying the 

CVA was its rhythmical nature, seen in 51/53 units recorded. However, the firing 

patterns associated with such rhythmical discharges varied between units and within each 

unit recording. In addition, transient changes and/or loss of rhythmicity were seen in most 

units in each preparation.

4.3.2 Firing Patterns and unit rates associated with the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm

4.3.2a Classification

Unit firing patterns were classified as one of three types following examination 

of neurograms and ISIHs. Each of these firing patterns gave rise to characteristic ISIHs.

Type A firing (n=9, 18 %) consisted of rhythmical discharges involving single 

spikes that gave rise to a single principal peak in the ISIH (Fig. 4.2) with a mean modal 

frequency of 0.82 ± 0.08 Hz. In 3/9 unit ISIHs some spikes occurred with an interspike 

interval of around twice that of the first peak modal interval (Fig 4.2E).

Type B firing (n=15, 30 %) was characterized by rhythmical bursts of action 

potentials that gave rise to two major peaks in the ISIH (Figs. 4.3F and 4.9Af). The peak 

at short interspike intervals indicated intra-burst intervals. The mean modal frequency of 

intraburst activity was 16.91 ± 2.15 Hz (mean range 4.11 ± 0.35 Hz to 33.27 ± 1.69 Hz) 

with an mean burst duration of 0.38 ± 0.03 seconds. The second peak at longer inter

spike intervals (see Fig. 4.3E) related to the interburst interval.

Type C firing (n = 27,52 %) consisted of bursts of action potentials interspersed 

with single spikes (Fig. 4.4E). The majority of ISIHs (18/27) contained the two major
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peaks seen with type B firing but as action potentials occurred between bursts, these gave 

rise to interspike intervals between the two major peaks. The mean modal frequency of 

intraburst activity in these units was 21.87 ± 2.22 Hz (n=18). As the number of action 

potentials that occurred between bursts or variation in the time between bursts increased, 

definition of the two peaks decreased (e.g., Fig.4.8E). The majority of unit firing patterns 

were classified as type B or C (see Fig. 4.5).

The mean unit firing rates from all preparations was 2.14 ± 0.18 Hz (median 

2.10 Hz, range 0.40-5.90 Hz; n=51) which are represented in a frequency histogram 

(Fig. 4.6). Most unit rates were between 0.5 and 4 Hz. Only four unit rates fell outside 

this range. The unit firing rates of the two units with no ihythmicty were 1.30 Hz and 

0.72 Hz, recorded from group 4 preparations. Data from one of these units is shown in 

Figure. 4.12B. The mean unit firing rates for each preparation were as follows: group 

1=2.36 ± 0.64 Hz (n=5), group 2=2.23 ± 0.28 Hz (n=18), group 3=1.78 ± 0.24 Hz 

(n=17), group 4=2.09 ± 0.52 Hz (n=ll). There were no significant differences in firing 

rates between preparations (ANOVA).

4.3.2b Stability

As described above, the predominant firing pattern type (i.e.. A, B or C) was 

ascribed following analysis of 300 second data sets. However, by examining smaller data 

sets (20 seconds) transient changes in firing pattern were observed (50/51 units), which 

quickly reverted back to the dominant pattern. An example is shown in Fig. 4.7a. The 

firing pattern recorded in only one unit (group 3) remained constant (type B) throughout a 

300 second data set.

4.3.3 Frequency and stability of the dominant sympathetic rhythm

In 51/53 preparations rhythmicity of sympathetic unit discharge was usually 

apparent from neurograms and was highlighted by construction of autocorrelograms.
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During normocapnia and normothermia, mean frequencies of the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm were: group 1, 0.91 ± 0.12 Hz (n=5); group 2,0.81 ± 0.04 Hz (n=18); group 3, 

0.83 ± 0.03 Hz (n=17); group 4, 0.95 ± 0.06 Hz (n=ll). There was no significant 

difference between means of each group (ANOVA).

When 300 second data sections were analyzed in 20 second sets, transient 

changes in rhythm were seen in 50/51 units (Fig. 4.7b) which were not associated with 

transient changes in phrenic burst rhythm. In ten group 3 preparations it was estimated 

that activity lost rhythmicity for approximately 15 ± 8 % (range 0-39 %) of the 300 

second data set.

4.3.4 Relationship between the frequency of the dominant sympathetic and 

phrenic rhythms

4.3.4a Frequencies of the dominant sympathetic rhythm and phrenic 

rhythm during control conditions

In the first experiments (in group 2 preparations) only PSN activity was 

analyzed using autocorrelograms. The frequency of the phrenic rhythm was calculated 

from inter-phrenic burst intervals, which appeared to be similar to, if not the same 

frequency as that of the rhythmical activity that was apparent in PSN activity. Yet, as 

more experiments were carried out in this group and in other preparations it became 

apparent that the frequency of the phrenic rhythm could be noticeably different to that of 

the rhythm in PSN activity, and this became striking when an autocorrelogram of phrenic 

burst activity was compared to the autocorrelogram of unit activity. Therefore, results 

described in this section demonstrate that a 1:1 relationship between the frequencies of the 

two rhythmic discharges is not obligatory.

Group 1

Recordings of sympathetic unit activity were made in five spontaneously
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breathing animals purely to ascertain whether the dominant sympathetic rhythm was 

present in these ‘intact* preparations. In this group the lung inflation cycle was in phase 

with central respiratory drive (i.e., spontaneously breathing) so that group 1 was 

fundamentally different from other experimental groups (2,3 and 4).

In two cases the frequencies of the dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms 

were identical (1 Hz, see the scatter diagram in Fig. 4.10). In the remaining three cases 

the dominant sympathetic rhythm had a frequency (1.05, 0.74 and 0.45 Hz) that was 

different from that of the phrenic (1.54,1.05 and 0.90 Hz, respectively). Note that in the 

latter case the dominant sympathetic rhythm had a frequency half that of the phrenic.

In two cases there were smaller peaks in sympathetic unit autocorrelograms that 

had the same periodicity as that seen in the phrenic autocorrelogram, in addition to the 

peak of the dominant sympathetic rhythm (Fig. 4.8). In these two cases twenty second 

data sets were examined which indicated that the second peak was not due to a transient 

change in the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm.

Group 2

Analysis of autocorrelograms of sympathetic unit activity and phrenic nerve 

activity demonstrated that in 8/18 cases frequencies of the dominant sympathetic and 

phrenic rhythms were the same (mean frequency 0.84 ± 0.06 Hz for both; Fig. 4.2). 

However, in each of the other 10 cases the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm 

(mean frequency 0.80 ± 0.05 Hz) was different from that of the phrenic rhythm (0.78 ± 

0.10 Hz; see Figs. 4.3 and 4.10): since in 6/10 preparations the phrenic rhythm frequency 

was slower than that of the dominant sympathetic, and in 4/10 preparations the phrenic 

frequency was faster, the mean frequencies of the two rhythms were not statistically 

significant (paired Student’s f-test; see Fig. 4.10). However, the absolute differences 

between the two frequencies were significantly different from zero {P < 0.001, one 

sample Mest). An example of such dissociation in a group 2 animal is shown in Figure. 

4.3. The frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was not significantly different in 

cases in which it was the same as the phrenic rhythm frequency compared to preparations
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in which the two frequencies were not the same (un-paired Student’s f-test).

Group 3

In 6/17 cases the frequencies of the dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms 

were identical (0.80 ± 0.07 Hz for each rhythm). In 11/17 cases the two frequencies were 

different (Fig. 4.9). In these cases mean frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm 

(0.85 ± 0.04 Hz) was significantly different from that of the phrenic rhythm (0.59 ± 0.06 

Hz; P < 0.(X)1, one sample f-test). The phrenic rhythm was slower in nine of these cases. 

The frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was no different when locked to that 

of the phrenic as compared to when the two frequencies were different (un-paired 

Student’s r-test). An example of such dissociation in a group 3 animal is shown in Fig. 

4.9. Two rhythms were apparent in the autocorrelogram in activity of one unit. One peak 

corresponded to the dominant sympathetic rhythm and the other was at the same 

frequency as the phrenic rhythm.

Group 4

In all 11 cases in group 4 preparations the frequency of the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm was slower than the phrenic rhythm (means 0.95 ± 0.06 Hz and 0.47 

± 0.05 Hz, respectively; see Fig. 4.4 for example, and Fig. 4.10). In one unit both a 

dominant sympathetic rhythm and another rhythm at the frequency of the phrenic rhythm 

were present.

4.3.4b Assessment of the influence of hypocapnic apnoea

In five group 3 preparations hypocapnic apnoea was induced by increasing 

respiratory pump rate from 75 ± 3 cycles.min^ to 86 ± 2 cycles.min \  This lowered 

arterial PCO2  from 46 ± 3 mmHg during normocapnia to 31 ± 3 mmHg during 

hypocapnia but did not affect MABP (98 ± 2 mmHg vs. 97 ± 3 mmHg, respectively). 

Unit firing rate during normocapnia (2.05 ± 0.43 Hz) was not significantly altered during 

hypocapnia (1.97 ± 0.46 Hz; paired Student’s r-test). Hie dominant sympathetic rhythm 

persisted during hypocapnia with a frequency that was not significantly different
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compared to normocapnia (0.86 ± 0.02 Hz vs. 0.83 ± 0.03 Hz, respectively; paired 

Student’s r-test). Data from a representative experiment are given in Figure 4.9.

4.3.4c Relationship between frequencies of dominant sympathetic and 

phrenic rhythms in individual cases

The scatter diagram (Fig. 4.10) shows the relationships of frequencies of the 

dominant sympathetic rhythm and the frequencies of the phrenic rhythm in individual 

cases for all groups under control conditions and for group 3 preparations during 

hypocapnia. During control conditions, in 16/51 cases the two frequencies were identical 

(see the 1:1 ratio line). In the remaining 35 cases the two rhythm frequencies were 

different, integer and non-integer relationships being apparent: a few cases fell on or close 

to integer ratio lines (i.e., 3:1, 2:1 or 1:2 lines), but most fell in between integer ratio 

lines. During hypocapnic apnoea the scattergram demonstrates that the range of dominant 

sympathetic rhythm frequencies was similar to the range of frequencies during 

normocapnie conditions.

4.3.5 Respiratory-related firing patterns in unit activity

In all types of preparation used phrenic-triggered cross-correlograms showed 

respiratory-related activity. When dominant sympathetic rhythm and phrenic rhythm 

frequencies were the same, most units showed a respiratory-related pattern (13/15 units). 

This consisted of a peak in unit firing during the post-inspiratory or early expiratory phase 

of phrenic discharge with little or no firing during early and mid-inspiration (Fig. 4.11 A).

When the frequency of the two rhythms were on or close to integer 

relationships of 2:1 (n = 4) and 3:1 (n = 2) phrenic-triggered cross-correlation showed 

two and three peaks, respectively (Figs. 4.1 IB and 4.11C). In both cases the first peak 

appeared during the late expiratory phase and the last peak during the post- 

inspiratory/early expiratory phase of the phrenic cycle. When the frequencies were 3:1
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there was an intermediate, expiratory peak (Fig. 4.11C).

Of the cases with non-integer ratio relationships between the dominant 

sympathetic and phrenic rhythms, the majority (11/17) of unit activity showed no 

respiratory-related pattern. Due to the cyclical phase shifts in dominant sympathetic and 

phrenic rhythm frequencies phrenic-triggered cross-correlogram were flat (Fig. 4.1 ID 

and Discussion, section 4.4.4). Units with a respiratory-related pattern showed a peak in 

firing in post-inspiration or early expiration, but these peaks were less defined (Fig. 

4.12A).

Of the two preparations that had no rhythm present in unit autocorrelograms, 

both showed respiratory-related activity: one case showed an inspiratory peak and one 

showed both an inspiratory and an expiratory peak (Fig. 12B).

4.3.6 Assessment of the influence of hyperthermia

The effect of hyperthermia was investigated in five units from five group 4 

preparations (see Fig. 4.13). As core temperature rose, unit activity remained unchanged 

until a ‘critical’ temperature was reached, at which point unit activity declined over 2-3 

minutes to zero. This temperature ranged between 38.7-40.0°C (mean 39.4 ± 0.2°C). 

Phrenic nerve activity gradually increased during heating (see Fig. 4.13). In all cases the 

frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm during the 100 seconds before total silence 

of sympathetic activity had slowed significantly compared with that seen during the prior, 

normothermic control period (1.02 ± 0.13 to 0.69 ± 0.08 Hz; P < 0.01, paired Student’s 

r-test; see Fig. 4.13). In contrast, the frequency of the phrenic rhythm increased 

significantly (0.30 ±0.12 Hz to 0.73 ±0.11 Hz; P < 0.05, paired Student's r-test; see 

Fig. 4.13). In 3/5 cases sympathetic and phrenic nerve activities were recorded during a 

return to normothermia. The mean frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm slowed 

0.97 ± 0.21 Hz during normothermia to 0.67 ± 14 Hz in hyperthermia and total recovery 

was observed on return to normothermia (see Fig. 4.13). In these cases the frequency of
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the phrenic rhythm increased from 0.31 ± 0.04 Hz in normothermia to 0.61 ±0.11 Hz 

during hyperthermia. A return to normothermia saw the frequency of phrenic rhythm 

slow to 0.45 Hz ± 0.14 Hz; the phrenic rhythm recovered partially in 2 cases and no 

recovery was observed in the third (see Fig. 4.13).

The effect of hyperthermia in 3/3 units recorded from group 3 animals was 

essentially the same as in group 4. Unit activity decreased to zero by 39 ± 0.3 °C. The 

frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm decreased from 0.86 ± 0.09 Hz in 

normothermia to 0.60 ± 0.07 Hz in hyperthermia, whereas the frequency of the phrenic 

rhythm increased from 0.52 ± 0.16 Hz to 0.74 ± 0.11 Hz (n=3). On return to 

normothermia the frequency of the dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms returned to 

control values in two cases with partial recovery in one.

Figure 4.13 demonstrates one further point: during recovery from hyperthermia 

the phrenic and dominant sympathetic rhythms had the same frequency for around 500 

seconds before the two frequencies ‘separated’. This observation was made in one other 

group 4 preparation and in one group 3 preparation, and is commented upon in the 

Discussion (section 4.4.6).

4.3.7 The artificial ventilation cycle and the dominant sympathetic rhythm

In all preparations examined the frequency of the phrenic and dominant 

sympathetic rhythms were different from that of the artificial ventilation cycle (see Figs.

4.3 and 4.9 for examples). This is highlighted in the scattergram (Fig. 4.14). No cases 

fell on the 1:1 ratio line and six cases fell on or near to the integer ratio lines. The majority 

of cases fell clearly in between integer ratio lines. Removal of afferent input from lungs 

by vagotomy did not significantly influence the frequency of the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm (see above). In addition, increasing ventilation to induce apnoea had no effect on 

the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm (see Fig.s 4.14 and 4.9).
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4.4 DISCUSSION

This study has described rhythmical discharges of single sympathetic 

postganglionic neurones that can be independent of central respiratory rhythm. 

Autocorrelation analysis revealed that in nearly all cases (96 %) unit activity occurred with 

a robust rhythmical discharge, the frequency of which was not significantly different in 

the four preparations used. However, when the same analysis was performed on phrenic 

discharge recorded concurrently with that of the sympathetic units, the frequency of the 

dominant sympathetic rhythm was often different from that of the phrenic rhythm, i.e. a 

1:1 relationship between the two rhythms was not obligatory. Furthermore, the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm remained unperturbed during hypocapnic apnoea and during 

hyperthermia its frequency was changed in the opposite direction as compared to the 

phrenic rhythm frequency. The dominant sympathetic rhythm frequency was also 

unaffected by the type of preparation used. Therefore, these observations are consistent 

with the hypotheses in the introduction, that i) the frequency of the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm can be different from that of central respiratory rhythm; ii) the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm may be independent of afferent feedback carried in aortic, sinus and 

vagus nerves in these conditions.

4.4.1 Types of firing pattern

Unit activity was characterized by examining ISIHs and neurograms primarily to 

help describe on-going activity. Three main patterns were described. Common to each 

was a rhythmical mode of firing i.e., a cyclical variation in the probability of firing. In the 

type A pattern the probability of firing was low - around one action potential per cycle of 

the dominant sympathetic rhythm, although occasionally it appeared that a cycle was 

missed, leading to a second peak in the ISIH. In the type B pattern there was an increased 

probability of firing that resulted in more than one action potential per cycle, i.e., bursts 

of action potentials. In the type C pattern the probability of firing was higher, with firing
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occurring between bursts. Thus, this classification represents the dominant firing pattern, 

although transient changes could occur. The firing pattern was not fixed over time and 

this classification represents three arbitrary patterns on a continuum of firing patterns, 

with probability of firing increasing from one action potential or less per cycle to bursts of 

action potentials every cycle, with action potentials between bursts. It is possible that 

these different firing patterns were recorded from sub-populations of PSNs. This is 

unlikely as any one unit could fire with two or more types of pattern within 300 seconds, 

which also supports the contention that the classification represents average firing on a 

continuum of patterns.

4.4.2 Firing rates

The mean firing rate for all units studied (2.14 Hz) was higher than values 

reported for cutaneous vasoconstrictor fibres supplying hairy skin of rat hind-limb 

(median of 1 Hz, Hâbler, Jânig, Krummel and Peters, 1994; mean of 1.0 Hz, Yusof and 

Coote, 1988). Mean firing rates recorded in PSNs to skin in other species were also 

lower than in this study (hairy skin of the cat hindlimb: 1-2 Hz, Jânig, 1985; human skin: 

<1 Hz; Hallin and TorebjOrk, 1971). There may be several reasons for this: 1) 

considering the thermoregulatory function of the rat tail, a high basal vasoconstrictor tone 

would be advantageous in cold or thermo-neutral conditions to ensure maximal 

vasoconstriction and minimal blood flow through the tail; conversely, in hyperthermic 

conditions when there is a need for the tail to vasodilate, high basal tone ensures a 

sensitive control system, so that withdrawal of vasoconstrictor tone results in a swift 

increase in blood flow (Young and Dawson, 1982; O’Leary and Johnson, 1989); 2) 

oesophageal temperature (representing ‘core’ temperature) was kept around 37°C, 

assuming that this value would be 1°C lower than the normal abdominal temperature 

(Green, 1979; O’Leary and Johnson, 1989). In some experiments in which abdominal 

temperature was measured in addition to oesophageal temperature, a difference of only
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0.5°C was found. Thus, rats may have been slightly hypothermic in control conditions 

and a vasoconstrictor response may have contributed to high unit rates/basal tone; 3) 

previous studies have used different techniques to the present study to record unit activity 

which may have a bias to slower-firing units (e.g. fibres with smaller diameters or less 

insulation); 4) previous studies have recorded from units which have been cut distal to the 

recording site. The resultant neuronal damage and interruption of afferent signals carried 

in the intact nerve bundle may have reduced on-going activity.

4.4.3 On the relationship between frequency of the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm and phrenic rhythm

The observation in this study that a 1:1 relationship between the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm and central respiratory drive at all times was not obhgatory is contrary 

to the classical theory of ‘irradiation’ of central respiratory drive, in which respiratory- 

related activity seen in sympathetic nerves was thought to result from the imposition of 

elements of the central respiratory oscillator onto sympathetic outflow (see Chapter 1, 

section 1.2.2). The results are in contrast to those of Bachoo and Polosa (1987) in which 

rhythmical activity recorded from whole cervical sympathetic trunk as well as single fibres 

(SPNs) was seen to follow a 1:1 relationship with phrenic nerve discharge over a wide 

range of phrenic periodicities. The present study supports the idea of separate oscillators 

in the CNS that can be coupled. Both integer (1:1, 2:1, 3:1, etc.) and non-integer 

relationships (3:2,4:5, etc.) between the two rhythms were observed. This is a property 

of coupled oscillators which has been predicted from oscillator theory (Pavlidis, 1973; 

Bachoo and Polosa, 1987) and demonstrated in isolated preparations from various species 

(Stein, 1977; Jalife, 1984).

Two further hues of evidence that the dominant sympathetic rhythm is 

independent from central respiratory drive were provided in this study. First, the 

frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm remained unchanged during hypocapnic
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apnoea when central respiratory drive may have been switched off. This observation has 

been made in previous studies (Barman and Gebber, 1976; Yu, Huang, Cohen and 

Gootman, 1995). However, it is known that rhythmical activity can be recorded from 

respiratory motor neurones (recurrent laryngeal nerve) during phrenic silence (Richter, 

Spyer, Gilbey, Lawson, Bainton and Wilhelm, 1991). Thus, the possibility remains that 

rhythmical activity recorded from sympathetic outflow during phrenic silence may be 

derived from central respiratory circuits that are different to those contributing to phrenic 

motor activity. Second, in the current study the dominant sympathetic rhythm frequency 

was seen to decrease during hyperthermia whilst the frequency of the phrenic rhythm 

increased.

That the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm did not share a 1:1 or 

other integer relationships with the frequency of the lung-inflation cycle (Petrillo, Glass 

and Trippenbach, 1983) provides further evidence that rhythmical afferent feedback 

associated with the lung-inflation cycle (see Chapter 1, section 1.2.2a) was not 

responsible for, nor did it entrain the dominant sympathetic rhythm.

4.4.4 Respiratory-related activity

Experiments in this study were designed to test the hypothesis that the frequency 

of the dominant sympathetic rhythm found in single PSNs supplying the CVA in the rat 

tail could be different to the frequency of the central respiratory rhythm. In the light of 

autocorrelation that showed the two frequencies could clearly be different, complications 

arise when relating sympathetic activity to central respiratory drive. The difficulty lies in 

the ability to distinguish between two explanations of their relationship: conventionally, 

respiratory-related firing observed in sympathetic unit activity has been seen to represent a 

true ‘modulation’ of sympathetic activity by central respiratory networks (Bachoo and 

Polosa, 1987); second, respiratory-related firing may simply reflect a mutually 

independent interaction of the two rhythms that have two separate frequencies, without
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implying a common origin of the rhythms. In this case, respiratory-related patterns would 

be strongest when the two frequencies were similar/the same or at an integer ratio. When 

the two frequencies do not share an integer relationship, phase shifts between the two 

rhythms would occur in a cyclical manner, resulting in a more complicated, or even flat 

phrenic-triggered cross-correlogram. Thus, the term ‘respiratory-related’ is ambiguous as 

it can imply either mechanisms above.

This point is illustrated in the current experiments. When the frequencies of the 

dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms were the same (i.e. 1:1 ratio), phrenic- 

triggered cross-correlograms revealed that sympathetic unit discharges reached a peak 

during early expiration, which may conventionally be interpreted as respiratory 

modulation. However, as autocorrelation analysis showed that the two rhythms could be 

separate, then this respiratory-related activity could simply be coincidental. Data from the 

present study can support both these possibilities. On the one hand, a single rhythm in 

sympathetic unit activity was visible in the unit autocorrelogram in the majority of units 

(92 %), suggesting that if central respiratory drive was present in these units, its overall 

contribution to unit firing pattern was small. On the other hand, in at least 8% of PSNs in 

which the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was different to that of the 

phrenic rhythm and an additional rhythm was visible in the autocorrelogram with the same 

frequency as phrenic rhythm. Therefore, in some circumstances PSN activity may also be 

modulated by central respiratory drive.

Barman and Gebber (1976) observed that changes in respiratory rate were 

accompanied by dramatic shifts in the phase relationships between external carotid 

postganglionic nerve discharge and phrenic nerve discharge in the cat. This is also a 

reported property of coupled oscillators (Pavlidis, 1973; Bachoo and Polosa, 1987). In 

the present study, although there was some variation in the frequency of phrenic rhythm, 

there was little evidence of phase differences between sympathetic and phrenic activities 

when the frequencies of the two rhythms were the same - respiratory-related patterns in 

sympathetic activity appeared to be relatively consistent in these circumstances. However,
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slight errors in calculating peripheral delay for sympathetic nerve activity relative to 

phrenic discharge may have obscured such differences, and no procedure was taken to 

systematically change the frequency of phrenic nerve activity to observe the effect on the 

phase relationship with sympathetic nerve activity, or vice-versa (see Chapter 7, section

7.3).

4.4.5 Assessment of the effect of hypocapnic apnoea

The observation that rhythmicity in sympathetic fibre discharge remains during 

hypocapnic apnoea is not new. Previous studies have recorded this rhythm either as an 

integrated waveform of multi-unit activity in cat (Barman and Gebber, 1976) or as peaks 

in power spectral analysis of whole-nerve in rat (Yu, Huang, Cohen and Gootman, 

1995). The present study has, for the first time, shown evidence of rhythmical activity 

recorded from single sympathetic postganglionic units during hypocapnic apnoea that can 

be seen in single unit neurograms.

4.4.6 Assessment of the effect of hyperthermia

That vasodilation observed in the rat tail in response to hyperthermia (Young and 

Dawson, 1981; Raman, Roberts and Vanhuyse, 1983; O’Leary, Johnson and Taylor, 

1985; O’Leary and Johnson, 1989) is due to withdrawal of sympathetic activity to tail 

vessels was confirmed unequivocally in the present study. Switch-off of sympathetic 

activity occurred over a period of 2-3 minutes which supports the contention that blood 

flow in the tail is controlled in an on-off fashion (Young and Dawson, 1981; O’Leary, 

Johnson and Taylor, 1985) rather than in a graded manner (Raman, Roberts and 

Vanhuyse, 1983).

These results are different from those obtained in a recent study in which whole 

nerve activity was recorded from rat LSCs (Kenney, Barney, Hirai and Gisolfi, 1995).
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Activity in this nerve increased progressively as the temperature of the animal rose, and a 

shift in the profile of autospectra of nerve activity was observed, so that a greater 

proportion of the activity was at frequencies greater than 6 Hz. Although the level of the 

LSCs from which recordings were made was not stated, one may predict that the nerve 

contained a significant proportion of fibres that innervate tail blood vessels. The present 

study has demonstrated that during normothermia sympathetic fibres innervating the CVA 

have rhythmical activity (the dominant sympathetic rhythm) with a relatively low 

frequency (< 1 Hz) and that this activity is switched off in response to hyperthermia. This 

may explain why the frequencies in the autospectra of LSC activity during hyperthermia 

observed by Kenney et al. (1995) shifted towards higher frequencies.

Some degree of variation in ‘switch off temperature was observed in the present 

study and may be explained by a number of factors. First, the position of the 

thermocouple used to measure core temperature may have varied relative to the under

lying heating blanket and surface of the abdomen, so that there may have been some 

experimental error in measurement of core temperature. Second, it is possible that 

different sympathetic fibres innervating the CVA may have different temperature 

thresholds.

As noted in section 4.4.3, different responses of the dominant sympathetic and 

phrenic rhythms due to hyperthermia demonstrates that the frequency of the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm can be seperate from that of central respiratory drive. However, on a 

number of occasions during hyperthermia when central respiratory drive was high and 

drive to sympathetic outflow to the tail was low, frequencies of the dominant sympathetic 

and phrenic rhythms could ‘lock’ for some time. When this occurred it is possible that the 

oscillator responsible for the dominant sympathetic rhythm had switched off, and the 

rhythm remaining in sympathetic outflow was purely of central respiratory origin. This 

point of ambiguity is discussed further in Chapter 7.
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4.4.7 Summary - the ‘T-rhythm ’

Single PSNs to the CVA in the rat tail fired with a robust rhythm (the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm) which was not ‘driven’ by afferent feedback relayed in the sinus, 

aortic and vagus nerves. This rhythm is unlikely to be generated by a central respiratory 

oscillator. Relating these firing characteristics to in vitro studies on the same vessel, it is 

possible that the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm, intraburst frequency 

characteristics and disruption of rhythmic discharge may be important in determining the 

efficacy of neurotransmission and, therefore, the influence of the nervous system on 

vascular tone (see Chapter 7, section 7.7). This would appear to be the case during 

hyperthermia, and is investigated further (Chapter 6). As the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm can have a different frequency to central respiratory drive and the two rhythms can 

be influenced independently, the dominant sympathetic rhythm will be given the generic 

term, the tail (or T-) rhythm when discussed in subsequent sections.
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Figure 4.1

Verification of baroreceptor denervation in a group 4 preparation: intravenous injection of 

phenylepherine.

Data collected in part A are from a preparation with vagi and sino-aortic nerves intact, and 

in part B with these nerves cut in the same animal. Traces in A and B are as follows:

a, heart rate.

b, arterial blood pressure.

c, rectified and smoothed LSC activity (time constant=20 ms, gain: 1 division on Y- 

axis=5 mV).

Phenylephrine was injected (i.v.) at the time indicated by arrows in parts A and B. Before 

denervation there was a sharp decrease in heart rate and LSC activity in response to a brief 

increase in arterial blood pressure. After buffer nerves were cut arterial blood pressure 

rose by a similar amount on injection of phenylepherine, but pressure remained elevated 

for much longer, and effects on heart rate and LSC activity were abolished. The pressure 

trace in B was slightly damped and showed respiratory-related variation as no 

pnuemothorax had been performed at this stage.
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Figure 4.2

Type A firing pattern (in a group 2 animal) where the modal frequencies of the dominant 

sympathetic and phrenic rhythms are the same (0.87 Hz).

A, neurogram of unit activity where the dominant sympathetic rhythm presented as single 

action potentials. The inset shows each on-going spike in the neurogram superimposed 

over a faster time-base.

B, rectified and smoothed phrenic activity over the same period as that shown in A.

C, autocorrelogram of unit activity shown in A (247 triggers over 300 seconds).

D, autocorrelogram of phrenic bursts over same period as C (257 triggers over 300 

seconds).

E, ISIH of unit activity over same period as in C.

This type of firing produced a characteristic single major peak. Note the occurrence of 

latencies at approximately twice that of the first peak. In this case the frequency of 

rhythmical discharge of both unit activity and phrenic nerve appear to be the same. By 

comparing the neurogram (A) with phrenic activity (B) and allowing for a greater delay in 

sympathetic outflow as compared to phrenic (approximately 400 ms in this preparation; 

see section 4.2.3c), sympathetic discharges occur mainly in early expiration. However, it 

must be noted that no phase relationship information can be gained by comparison of unit 

and phrenic activity autocorrelograms.

Note that the first 50 ms bins of these and subsequent autocorrelations is empty 

because the computer software does not count activity in this bin to ensure appropriate
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scaling of the Y-axis.
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Figure 4.3

Type B firing pattern (group 2 animal) where the modal frequency of the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm is different from that of the phrenic rhythm.

A, neurogram of sympathetic unit activity showing discharges occurring in characteristic 

bursts. The inset shows each on-going spike in the neurogram superimposed over a faster 

time-base.

B, rectified and smoothed phrenic over the same period as that shown in A.

C, autocorrelogram of unit activity shown in A (783 triggers over 300 seconds).

D, autocorrelogram of phrenic bursts over same period as in C (236 triggers)

E, autocorrelogram of lung inflation over same period as in C (derived from tracheal 

pressure, 368 triggers).

F, ISIH of unit activity over same period as C.

The two major peaks in the ISIH of unit activity reflected the intraburst interval (first 

peak) and the interburst interval (second peak). It is clear from the unit neurogram (A) and 

the rectified and smoothed phrenic trace (B) as well as their autocorrelograms (C and D) 

that the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm is higher than that of the phrenic.
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Figure 4.4

Type C firing pattern (group 4 animal) where the modal frequency of the sympathetic 

rhythm is different from that of the phrenic rhythm.

A, neurogram of sympathetic unit activity showing discharges occurring in characteristic 

bursts on ‘tonic’. The inset shows each on-going spike in the neurogram superimposed 

over a faster time-base.

B, rectified and smoothed phrenic over the same period as that shown in A.

C, autocorrelogram of unit activity shown in A (743 triggers over 300 seconds).

D, autocorrelogram of phrenic bursts over same period as in C (215 triggers).

E, ISIH of unit activity over same period as C.

Rhythmical bursts of activity are less obvious from the unit neurogram (A) as activity 

occurs between bursts, resulting in a less defined second peak in the ISIH (E). However, 

the ihythmicity of unit activity is apparent from the unit autocorrelogram (C), the 

frequency of which is different from that of the phrenic (D).
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Figure 4.5

Bar chart showing percentage of units in groups 1, 2, 3 and 4 animals having 

predominantly either a type A, B or C firing pattern:

open bar = type A;

hatched bar = type B ;

black bar = type C.

The percentage of type A patterns was the same in each preparation. Most units fired with 

type B or C patterns.
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Figure 4.6

Histogram of average firing rates for units recorded in all preparations with rhythmical 

unit discharge (n=51). Minimum and maximum rates were 0.4 and 5.9 Hz, respectively, 

although only 4 units had rates above 4.0 Hz.
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Figure 4.7

Stability of pattern and rhythmicity

A, Waterfall ISIHs produced from consecutive 20 second data sets taken from a unit 

recorded in a group 3 animal indicating a transient change in firing pattern in the 2 20 

second data set

B, Waterfall autocorrelograms (from same data set used in A) show that the rhythmic 

nature of the unit’s discharge is disrupted concurrently.

Analysis of 300 second data sets masked second to second changes in pattern and 

rhythmicity revealed in 20 second data sets. Thus, the pattern classification represented 

the predominant pattern.
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Figure 4.8

Rhythmic discharges of a sympathetic unit recorded in a spontaneously breathing animal.

A, neurogram of sympathetic unit. The inset shows all action potentials in the neurogram 

superimposed over a faster time-base.

B, rectified and smoothed phrenic activity over the same period as that shown in A.

C, autocorrelogram of unit activity shown in A (928 triggers over 3(X) seconds).

D, autocorrelogram of phrenic bursts over same period as C (361 triggers over 3(X) 

seconds).

E, ISIH of unit activity over same period as in C.

Two rhythms are apparent in the unit autocorrelogram: the dominant sympathetic rhythm 

has the largest peaks (indicated by closed circles) with a period of 1.3 seconds (0.77 Hz), 

but a second, smaller peak (indicated by arrows) with a period of 0.9 seconds (1.11 Hz) 

is also apparent, having the same period as that of the phrenic nerve rhythm.
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Figure 4.9

The frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm in normocapnia and hypocapnic 

apnoea.

Data were collected from a group 3 animal. A and B relate to normocapnia and 

hypocapnic apnoea, respectively.

a, neurograms of sympathetic unit activity.

b, rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve activity over same period as shown in a.

c, autocorrelogram of sympathetic unit activity over 300 seconds (A=750 triggers and 

B=730 triggers).

d, phrenic-triggered autocorrelograms over same periods as in c (A=282 triggers, B=0 

triggers).

e, autocorrelogram of artificial ventilation (derived from tracheal pressure; A=360 

triggers, B=408 triggers).

During normocapnia rhythmicity in imit and phrenic activity is apparent, but at separate 

frequencies (0.77 Hz vs. 0.95 Hz, respectively). When hypocapnic apnoea is induced by 

increasing ventilation rate (see Ae and Be), phrenic discharge ceases whereas unit 

discharge continues with the same rhythm frequency. Note that the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm (see Ac and Be) is not related to the lung-inflation cycle (Ae and Be) in either 

condition.
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Figure 4.10

Scatter diagram relating frequencies of dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms.

Open triangles 

Open squares 

Closed circles 

Closed diamonds 

Asterisks

= group 1 (b = 2 cases superimposed).

= group 2 (c = 2 cases superimposed).

= group 3, normocapnia (d = 3 cases superimposed).

= group 4.

= group 3, hypocapnic apnoea (a = 3 cases superimposed).

Dotted lines represent frequencies at which dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms 

have a 1:3,1:2,1:1 and 2:1 relationship. Most points did not fall on these lines. Numbers 

1-5 indicate points taken from preparations during control and during hypocapnic apnoea.
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Figure 4.11

Examples of respiratory-related activity when frequencies of the dominant sympathetic 

and phrenic rhythms had different relationships.

A, B, C and D (each from a different animal: from group 3,4,4 and 3, respectively) have 

identical formats. In each a, b, c and d are taken from the same 300 second data set.

a, average rectified and smoothed phrenic activity over the period. Averages have been 

adjusted to allow for estimated difference in delay between phrenic and sympathetic nerve 

activity (see section, Methods, section 4.2.3c). These were 300,350,400 and 320 ms for 

A, B, C and D, respectively.

b, phrenic-triggered cross-correlogram of sympathetic activity. Number of triggers: 

A=230, B=135, C=199, D=230.

c, phrenic-triggered autocorrelogram. Number of triggers: as above.

d, autocorrelogram of sympathetic unit activity. Number of triggers: A=860, B=828, 

C=720, D=448.

In A, B, C and D examples of 1:1, 2:1, 3:1 and 5:4 ratios between frequencies of the 

dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms are illustrated. In A the phrenic-triggered 

cross-correlogram indicates one peak occurs in expiration. In B and C two and three 

peaks, respectively, occur in the phrenic-triggered cross-correlograms. When there is a 

non-integer ratio, such as in D, phase shifts between the two rhythms occur in a cyclical 

manner. In D the phrenic-triggered cross-correlogram is flat due to cyclical phase shifting. 

The same principle applies to other non-integer ratios.
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Figure 4.12

Further examples of relationships between particular ratios of frequencies of dominant 

sympathetic rhythm to phrenic rhythm and respiratory-related activity.

A and B (from groups 2 and 4, respectively) have exactly the same format as in Figure 

4.11 except that part B contains an ISIH of imit activity (e).

a, average rectified and smoothed phrenic activity over the time period. The delays in A 

and B are 400 and 330 ms, respectively.

b, phrenic-triggered cross-correlogram of sympathetic activity. Number of triggers: A= 

75, B=163.

c, phrenic-triggered autocorrelogram. Number of triggers: as above.

d, autocorrelogram of sympathetic unit activity. Number of triggers: A=726, B=602.

e, (part B only), ISIH of unit activity.

Part A demonstrates a preparation in which dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms 

are different (approximately a 5:3 ratio), yet respiratory-related activity is still present, but 

less defined. Unit activity in part B showed no obvious rhythmicity, yet respiratory- 

related activity was present In this case two peaks were present.
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Figure 4.13

The dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms during hyperthermia and on return to 

normothermia.

Data from a group 4 animal.

A, oesophageal temperature.

B, histogram showing the firing rate of the sympathetic unit (10 second bins).

C, closed circles indicate the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm and open 

squares show that of the phrenic.

As the temperature of the animal was raised the frequency of the phrenic rhythm 

increased. Both rate of unit activity and frequency of dominant sympathetic rhythm 

remained unperturbred during heating until a ‘critical’ temperature was reached, when unit 

activity and frequency of rhythm began to decline rapidly and unit activity switched off. 

On recovery frequencies of dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms were the same for 

around 500 seconds, after which the dominant sympathetic rhythm frequency returned to 

control values, whilst the phrenic frequency remained elevated.
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Figure 4.14

Scatter diagram relating frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm to that of the 

artificial ventilation cycle during normocapnia and normothermia (n = 46).

Open squares = group 2.

Closed squares = group 3 (a = 2 cases superimposed).

Closed diamonds = group 4.

The artificial ventilation cycle was never related 1:1 to the dominant sympathetic rhythm. 

Therefore, the dominant sympathetic rhythm was not a consequence of stimulating 

afferents during the lung inflation cycle.
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CHAPTER 5

PATTERNS AND RHYTHMS IN ACTIVITY RECORDED FROM SINGLE 

POSTGANGLIONIC FIBRES INNERVATING THE LATERAL VEIN 

DURING CONTROL CONDITIONS AND IN RESPONSE TO 

HYPOCAPNIC APNOEA AND HYPERTHERMIA
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

Despite the crucial role of the venous system in cardiovascular homeostasis 

(Shepherd and Vanhoute, 1975; see Chapter 1, section 1.1.3a), very little information 

exists on its neural control and recordings from neurones known to innervate venous 

vessels have never been made. Development of the focal recording technique and the 

preparation of the rat tail as described in Chapter 3 has allowed for the first time the 

characterization of single unit activity to an identified vein, the LV of the rat tail. Previous 

studies in which activity has been recorded from single sympathetic units to a tentatively 

identified end-organ have not been able to identify the section of the vascular bed to which 

the activity is directed (see Chapter 1, section 1.1.5). Studies in which the sympathetic 

innervation of arteries and veins have been electrically stimulated have shown that venous 

responses are maximal at lower frequencies (e.g., Hainsworth and Karim, 1976; Nilsson, 

Ljung Sjoblom, and Wallin, 1985; Kreulen, 1986; see Chapter 1, sections 1.1.3 and 

1.3.3). Different characteristics have been found in on-going activity recorded from 

separate units supplying the same vascular bed (e.g., Hâbler, Jânig, Krummel and Peters, 

1994; see Chapter 1, section 1.1.3a). These studies, along with evidence from anatomical 

studies which have shown that the innervation of arteries and veins arise from distinct 

populations of PSNs (Dehal, Kartseva and Weaver, 1992; see Chapter 1.3.4) suggests 

that arteries and veins receive separate innervation. However, it is unknown whether or 

not neuronal firing patterns in sympathetic nerves to arteries and veins are different or 

similar.

In this Chapter the focal recording electrode was used to record from single units 

on the surface of the LV. On-going activity was characterized using procedures and 

analysis similar to the previous chapter. A comparison was then made of activity recorded 

in units supplying the CVA and LV to determine whether or patterns of activity to the two 

vessels are different.
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5.2 METHODS

5.2.1 General animal preparation

Experiments were conducted on 12 animals. Maintenance under anaesthesia, 

preparation of the phrenic nerve and LSCs for stimulation/recording, and preparations of 

LV for recording of sympathetic activity have been reported in Chapters 2 and 3. Only 

group 3 preparations (artificially ventilated, paralysed, bilateral pneumothorax and vagi 

cut). MABP during recordings from PSNs (n=17) was 98 ± 3  mmHg.

5.2.2 Protocols

5.2.2a Assessment of the pattern and rhythmicity in sympathetic unit and 

phrenic nerve activity

Activity recorded from single sympathetic units supplying LV was characterized 

during control conditions (300 second data sets) and in response to hypocapnia and 

hyperthermia using similar protocols to those outlined in Chapter 4. These protocols are 

listed below with a reference to the relevant section.

1) assessment of pattern and rhythmicity in sympathetic unit and phrenic nerve activity 

(section 4.2.3a);

2) assessment of the stability of sympathetic unit and phrenic nerve activity over 300 

second data sets (section 4.2.3b);

3) assessment of respiratory-related discharge (section 4.2.3c);

4) assessment of the influence of hypocapnic apnoea (section 4.2.3d);

5) assessment of the influence of hyperthermia. Note that oesophageal temperature was 

recorded rather than abdominal temperature as in the previous Chapter (section 4.2.3e).

5.2.2b Comparison of characteristics of unit activity recorded from LV
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and CVA

Recordings from LYs and CVAs were taken in separate experiments and 

animals. A comparison of unit activity to the two vessels has been made by constructing a 

table of characteristics of unit activity.

5.2.3 Statistical analysis

All results are expressed as means ± S.E.M.. Paired- and un-paired Student's t- 

tests and one-sample r-tests were used to assess significance {P < 0.05) when comparing 

groups of n > 5.
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5.3 RESULTS

5.3.1 General characteristics - a dominant sympathetic rhythm is found in 

activity recorded from units innervating LV

Activity recorded from units supplying the LV displayed a prominent rhythmicity 

(14/17 units), although this rhythm and the patterns with which the units fired were less 

robust than those seen in the CVA. This rhythm often had a frequency that was different 

from that of the phrenic rhythm and will be referred to as the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm in units innervating the LV. Whether this is the same as the T-rhythm observed in 

the CVA (Chapter 4) is dealt with subsequent sections (section 5.4.1, and Chapter 7, 

section 7.4).

5.3.2 Classifîcation and stability of firing patterns associated with the 

dominant sympathetic rhythm

The predominant firing patterns in LV units were classified as types A, B and C 

based on the appearance of unit neurograms and ISIHs which were characterized by 

single action potentials, bursts of action potentials and bursts of action potentials with 

activity between bursts, respectively (see Chapter 4 section 4.3.2.a).

Of the units that displayed the dominant sympathetic rhythm, 3/14 (21 %) fired 

with a type A pattern with a mean modal peak of 0.87 ± 0.09 Hz. Each unit showed a 

second, and sometimes a third smaller peak in the ISIH at twice or three times the interval 

of the first, indicating that the imit did not fire on every cycle of the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm (see Fig. 5. IF). Despite the low average rate of firing (0.89 ± 0.01 Hz) 

occasional short interspike intervals were registered in all three units, with a mean 

maximal frequency of 24.67 ± 8.33 Hz.

Two units (14 %) showed a predominantly bursting type B firing pattern (Fig. 

5.2F). The first (intraburst) ISIH peak had a frequency range of 4-35 Hz. Burst durations
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were 0.5 seconds and 0.6 seconds, respectively. The second ISIH peak represented the 

interburst intervals.

The majority of units (9/14,64%) fired with a type C pattern (Fig. 5.3F) and the 

ISIH of four of these units contained two distinct major peaks. The mean modal 

frequency of the first (intraburst) peak was 34.66 ±1.44 Hz. In the remaining five unit 

ISIHs action potentials occurring between bursts obscured the second peak.

The predominant firing pattern in rhythmically firing units was ascribed 

following analysis of 300 second data sets, although transient changes over 20 second 

periods from the same data sets were also demonstrated in all units (14/14), Fig. 5.5a).

The mean firing rate for units with rhythmical activity was 1.62 ± 0.70 Hz 

(median, 1.46 Hz, n=14), all within a range of 0.44-3.40 Hz (see the frequency 

histogram. Fig 5.4). Of the three units that showed no clear rhythmicity, the mean firing 

rate was 0.70 ± 0.34 Hz (range 0.10-1.29 Hz).

5.3.3 Firing rhythmicity and stability

As judged by autocorrelation analysis of 300 second data sections, 14/17 units 

showed a clear dominant sympathetic rhythm with a mean frequency of 0.82 ± 0.05 Hz. 

The rhythmicity of discharge was unstable at times, which was apparent in the 

autocorrelograms of vein unit data, as the peaks and troughs were often less clear (e.g. 

Fig. 5.3C). In short data set autocorrelograms (20 second) the pattern and rhythmicity of 

discharge could change transiently in all units recorded (Fig. 5.5B). Some units 

(especially those with a type A pattern) which had low firing rates occasionally missed 

one or two cycles of the rhythm (see Fig. 5.1). When these units fired after such a gap the 

action potentials occurred with the same frequency of rhythm so that the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm was still present in the autocorrelogram.

By analyzing 6 consecutive data sections of 50 seconds from 10 units, it was 

estimated that unit activity, on average, lost rhythmicity for approximately 23 ± 12 %
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(range 0-50 %) of the 300 seconds recorded from each unit.

5.3.4 Relationship between frequencies of dominant sympathetic and 

phrenic rhythms

5.3.4a During control conditions

In 5/14 cases the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was the same as 

that of the phrenic rhythm (mean frequency 0.71 ± 0.03 Hz for both; Fig. 5.2). In the 

remainder (9/14) the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm (0.93 ± 0.08 Hz; 

Fig. 5.3) was different to that of the phrenic (0.61 ± 0.03 Hz). For the majority of these 

cases (7/9) the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was faster than that of the 

phrenic, and the two frequencies were significantly different (P < 0.001, one sample t- 

test). The frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm when ‘locked’ to the phrenic 

frequency was not significantly different from cases where the frequencies of the 

dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms were different (unpaired Student’s f-test).

5.3.3b During hypocapnic apnoea

Data were compared (using paired Student’s r-tests) before and during 

hypocapnic apnoea in six preparations in which the mean ventilation rate was raised from 

81 ± 4 cycles.minute'^ to 109 ± 4 cycles.minute'\ Arterial PCO2  was decreased 

significantly {P < 0.01) from 46 ± 2 mmHg to 38 ± 1 mmHg but MABP was not affected 

(98 ± 2 mmHg vs. 100 ± 3 mmHg). The dominant sympathetic rhythm remained during 

hypocapnic apnoea. The frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was almost 

identical (and not significantly different) in each condition (0.74 ± 0.07 Hz vs. 0.74 ± 

0.08 Hz), as were the values for unit firing rate (1.30 ± 0.32 Hz vs. 1.25 ± 0.32: see 

Fig. 5.7). Data from a representative experiment are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.6.
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5.3.4c Relationship between dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythms in 

individual cases

The scattergram in Fig. 5.7a shows the relationship between the dominant 

sympathetic and phrenic rhythm frequencies in individual cases during control and 

hypocapnic apnoea. During control in 5/14 cases the two frequencies were the same and 

points fell on the 1:1 ratio line. Two cases fell on or close to the 2:1 ratio line. The 

remaining 7/14 cases fell between integer ratio lines. The range of frequencies of the 

dominant sympathetic rhythm during hypocapnia was similar to the range during control 

conditions.

5.3.5 Respiratory-related tiring patterns in unit activity

When dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythm frequencies were the same or 

similar, all units showed respiratory-related discharges in phrenic-triggered cross- 

correlograms with peak firing during post-inspiration or early expiration and a trough in 

activity during inspiration (see Fig.5.8A and B). When the frequency of the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm was twice that of the phrenic (n=2), two peaks were visible 

(Fig.5.9A). Note that in this example, there is an augmented depression of activity during 

inspiration. In the remaining cases in which the frequencies did not have integer 

relationships, respiratory-related activity was present in 4/7 cases, with firing patterns 

similar to those above (Fig. 5.8C) except that the peaks and troughs in the pattern were 

less defined (compare Fig.s 5.8A and B with 5.8C). Thus, when the two frequencies 

were not at integer ratios the cyclical phase shift of the of the frequency relationship 

reduced the degree of respiratory-related patterning (see Chapter 4, section 4.4.4).

Of the three units that showed no rhythmicity on autocorrelogram analysis, two 

showed respiratory related firing patterns, with one or two peaks during expiration and a 

notable depression during inspiration (close to the trigger point - see Fig. 5.9B).
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5.3.6 Assessment of the influence of hyperthermia

Activity from five units were recorded during hyperthermia. Data from a 

representative experiment is shown in Figure 5.10. As core temperature increased, unit 

rate and dominant sympathetic rhythm frequency were unaffected until a core temperature 

of between 37.4-39.5°C (mean 38.5 ± 0.36°C) was reached. As unit rate declined the 

dominant sympathetic rhythm slowed significantly (from 0.86 ± 0.10 Hz to 0.64 ± 0.04 

Hz, P < 0.05, paired Student’s r-test) in the last 100 second period in which the dominant 

sympathetic rhythm was discernible. In two units the dominant sympathetic rhythm 

disappeared 300-400 seconds before the unit had switched off. Conversely, phrenic 

frequency began to increase (from zero in two cases - see Fig. 5.10) soon after heating 

began. When sympathetic unit activity had switched off the phrenic frequency had risen 

significantly from 0.31 ± 0.14 Hz to 0.66 ±0.11 Hz (F < 0.05, paired Student’s r-test).

Complete recovery from hyperthermia was assessed in two experiments. When 

the core temperature returned to control levels the dominant sympathetic rhythm frequency 

recovered completely. In these two preparations the rhythmicity of unit discharge was 

unstable during recovery, the dominant sympathetic rhythm being apparent in only a few 

of the 100 second data sections (Fig. 5.10). This instability of the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm during hyperthermia was seen in the other three preparations in which partial 

recovery of core temperature was recorded.

5.3.7 The lung inflation cycle and the dominant sympathetic rhythm

From the scattergram shown in figure 5.7b, it can be seen that the frequency of 

the artificial ventilation cycle was always greater than that of the dominant sympathetic 

rhythm, which appeared to be independent of ventilation cycle frequency. In addition, 

when artificial ventilation cycle frequency was increased to induce hypocapnic apnoea, the 

frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was not affected (see section 5.3.3b).
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5.3.8 Comparison of the characteristics of activity recorded from the CVA 

and the LV

Activity was recorded from units supplying the CVA in a number of different 

preparations, but only in group 3 preparations when recording from the LV. Hence, only 

data from group 3 preparations has been compared and is presented in the form of a table 

(Table 5.1). Recordings were made from the CVA in experiments that were separate from 

experiments in which recordings were made from the LV. The statistical significance of 

differences in data from the two vessels was tested using unpaired Student’s f-tests where 

appropriate. Blood pressures and phrenic rhythm frequencies were almost identical (no 

significant differences) during control in each set of experiments. Artery and vein 

responses to both hypocapnia and hyperthermia were similar: in hypocapnic apnoea both 

firing rate and rhythm frequency were unperturbed, and during hyperthermia both firing 

rate and rhythm frequency were decreased. When the frequencies of the dominant 

sympathetic and phrenic rhythms were the same, both in artery and vein maximal 

sympathetic discharge occurred during expiration. Table 5.1 shows that in the various 

aspects of sympathetic activity examined no significant differences were found between 

the sympathetic activity recorded from the surface of the two vessels. However, some 

differences in activity recorded from the two vessels were apparent which failed to reach 

significance or were not suitable for statistical analysis. The amoimt of time that LV units 

fired without a discernible rhythm in control conditions was greater than with CVA 

activity, although this difference was not significant (unpaired Student’s r-test). A greater 

proportion of vein units fired with a type C pattern as compared to artery, and fewer units 

fired with the more rhythmical type B pattern. A greater proportion of LV units fired with 

no rhythmicity, as judged by autocorrelograms of unit activity. Definition of rhythmical 

peaks and troughs in autocorrelograms of vein unit activity was generally less than with 

artery units. Finally, it appeared vein unit activity was less rhythmic during hyperthermia.
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5.4 DISCUSSION

This study has provided the first recordings of neural activity ascribed 

specifically to units innervating a capacitance vessel. Single unit activity was found to 

occur predominantly in bursts, the frequency of which could often be different from the 

frequency of phrenic rhythm, remained unperturbed during hypocapnic apnoea and 

decreased in response to hyperthermia. The rhythm was not reliant on afferent feedback in 

the vagus and has been referred to as the dominant sympathetic rhythm recorded in units 

innervating the LV. Thus, the hypothesis that activity to the LV occurs in bursts, the 

frequency of which can be different from that of central respiratory drive, was confirmed. 

The dominant sympathetic rhythm recorded from sympathetic fibres to LVs appears to be 

the same as the T-rhythm recorded from the CVA and will also be referred to as the T- 

rhythm in the following discussion.

5.4.1 Patterns, rhythmicity, stability and rate of activity

Patterns of activity that contributed to rhythmical nature of firing were 

characterized using the same arbitrary categories of patterns as used for the CVA. Basic 

patterns in LV unit activity were similar to those recorded from CVA units, although 

characteristics of LV unit activity refiected an overall impression that both pattern and 

rhythmicity recorded from LV were less stable than from the CVA (see section 5.3.8). 

These differences failed to reach significance when statistical analysis could be apphed.

There were a number of similarities in activity of units to the two vessels. 

Frequency of the T-rhythm in vein unit activity was almost identical to that found in 

activity to the CVA. This suggests that the T-rhythm found in activity to the CVA and LV 

is the same. The mean rates of unit firing were similar in both types of vessel and were 

higher than reported for hairy skin of the rat (Yusof and Coote, 1988; Hâbler, Janig, 

Kummel and Peters, 1993), which may reflect the role of the tail in thermoregulation (see 

Chapter 4, section 4.4.2). As previous studies have shown capacitance vessels to be more
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sensitive to stimulation at lower frequencies than resistance vessels both in vitro (Nilsson, 

Ljung, Sjoblom, & Wallin, 1985; Kreulen, 1986; Hottensein and Kreulen, 1987; 

Hardebo, 1992) and in vivo (Mellander, 1960; Rolewicz, Whitmore and Zimmerman, 

1969; Furness and Marshall, 1974; Karim and Hainsworth, 1976; Marshall, 1982; see 

Chapter 1, sections 1.1.3 and 1.3.3), similar firing rates in PSNs to the two vessels was 

unexpected. If LV is more sensitive to neural activity than CVA then the it may have 

higher vasoconstrictor tone relative to CVA. However, it is not possible to predict the 

contribution of this activity to vessel tone as neither the frequency-response characteristics 

of LV are not known, nor are details of the morphology of innervation or the transmitters 

involved in the neuromuscular response. Additionally, the possibility that activity in vein 

units is less rhythmical than in CVA is congruent with the finding of Nilsson et al. (1985) 

that burst activity is less important in producing vasoconstriction in veins.

5.4.2 Frequency and phase relationships between sympathetic and phrenic 

rhythms

The T-rhythm recorded from the LV shared a similar relationship with the 

phrenic rhythm as did the T-rhythm recorded from the CVA: although the frequencies of 

the two rhythms could be identical, 1:1, integer relationships were not obligatory and 

‘sliding’ relationships were seen (Koepchen, Kliissendorf and Sommer, 1981 and 

Chapter 4, section 4.4.3). This was in agreement with the hypothesis that the frequency 

of the T-rhythm recorded from LV units is different from the frequency of central 

respiratory drive, and supports the contention that the T-rhythm recorded from units 

supplying the LV is the same as that recorded from the CVA.

Two peaks were seen in phrenic-triggered cross-correlograms when the two 

frequencies had a 2:1 relationship and the clarity of respiratory-related activity decreased 

(or disappeared) when the two frequencies were at non-integer ratios. Therefore, it is 

likely that respiratory-related patterns seen in vein unit activity was the result of the
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interaction of two separate oscillators (see Chapter 4, sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4). 

However, as with units recorded from CVA, the predominant respiratory-related pattern 

was one of peak firing during early expiration and there was little variation in this pattern. 

In addition, some cross-correlograms showed inspiratory inhibition of sympathetic 

activity. Hence, the possibility remains that although there was no evidence of two 

rhythms in autocorrelograms, central respiratory drive also influenced sympathetic 

outflow.

5.4.3 Assessment of the effect of hypocapnic apnoea and hyperthermia

The response of activity in vein units to these interventions was essentially the 

same as with activity recorded from CVA, although responses were generally less clear 

due to relative instability of patterns and rhythmicity of vein unit activity. First, T-rhythm 

frequency and mean rate of unit discharge remained unchanged during hypocapnic 

apnoea. Second, the T-rhythm frequency and mean rate of unit discharge decreased in 

response to an increased core temperature (opposite to the response of the phrenic 

rhythm), but was more susceptible to loss of pattem/rhythm during hyperthermia. The 

later observation is, again, compatible with the idea that activity in LV units is influenced 

less by the T-rhythm, and may be lost completely during decreased sympathetic drive. 

During hyperthermia or recovery from it, occasionally the frequencies of the two rhythms 

could be the same, at which point it was not known whether the rhythm present was that 

of the T-rhythm or the rhythm from central respiratory drive. But this ambiguous situation 

did not occur to the same extent as seen in some CVA preparations (compare Fig.s 4.13 

and 5.10.; see Chapter 4, section 4.4.6).

5.4.4 Summary - are the CVA and LV controlled differentially ?

The present studies have provided evidence that activity recorded from units
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supplying LV and CVA have some common characteristics:

1) activity occurs predominantly in rhythmical bursts,

2) the frequency of this T-rhythm is the same in units to both vessels and can have a 

different frequency to central respiratory drive,

3) the response of these units to hypocapnic apnoea and hyperthemtia are similar,

4) mean rate of unit firing is similar to both types of vessel.

The present studies have also demonstrated some differences in the 

characteristics of unit activity which suggest that LV activity is less regular than in units to 

the CVA and less tightly coupled to the T-rhythm that is common to both unit activities. 

Therefore, PSNs to the LV and CVA may share some common inputs but there appears to 

be some additional influences on activity in these PSNs that produce subtle differences in 

activity, and may reflect that PSNs to the artery have a greater reliance on the T-rhythm 

‘driver’ to produce the appropriate neural contribution to vasoconstrictor tone in the CVA 

as compared to the LV. Thus, on the basis of neural activity recorded from PSNs, there is 

some evidence for differences in the sympathetic outflow to the CVA and LV (see Chapter 

7, section 7.8).
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Figure 5.1

Type A firing pattern where the modal frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm is

close to that of the phrenic rhythm.

A, sample of neurogram in which activity is present as single action potentials. The inset 

shows the four action potentials from the neiu*ogram superimposed with a faster time 

base.

B, rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve discharge from the same period as shown in A.

C, autocorrelogram of unit activity (193 triggers over 300 seconds).

D, autocorrelogram of phrenic burst activity (200 triggers).

E, autocorrelogram of the trigger from the lung inflation cycle (464 triggers).

F, ISIH of unit activity.

The ISIH contains one major peak with a smaller peak at approximately twice the 

interspike interval of the first, reflecting that unit activity would occasionally ‘miss’ a 

cycle of the dominant sympathetic rhythm. In addition, there is a small number of short 

interspike intervals. In this case autocorrelogram analysis shows that the frequencies of 

the two rhythms are slightly different and that neither rhythm is related to the artificial 

ventilation cycle.
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Figure 5.2

Type B firing pattern where the modal frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm is

the same as that of the phrenic rhythm.

A, neurogram of on-going activity where action potentials occur in bursts. The inset 

shows the five action potentials from the neurogram superimposed with a faster time 

base.

B, rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve discharge over the same period as in A.

C, autocorrelogram of unit activity (332 triggers).

D, autocorrelogram of phrenic burst activity (220 triggers).

E, autocorrelogram of the trigger from the lung inflation cycle (452 triggers).

F, ISIH of unit activity.

In this case the unit fired in regular bursts of action potentials resulting in two major peaks 

in the ISIH and reflected the intra-burst and inter-burst intervals. Note, the shape of this 

action potential has been discussed in Chapter 3, sections 3.3.7 and 3.4.2.
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Figure 5.3

Type C firing pattern and the modal frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm is

different to that of the phrenic rhythm.

A, neurogram of on-going activity in which action potentials occur in bursts with activity 

between the bursts. The inset shows the 15 action potentials from the neurogram 

superimposed with a faster time base.

B, rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve discharge.

C, autocorrelogram of unit activity (657 triggers).

D, autocorrelogram of phrenic burst activity (233 triggers).

E, autocorrelogram of the trigger from the lung inflation cycle (454 triggers).

F, ISIH of unit activity.

Unit firing was rhythmical as judged by autocorrelogram analysis, but the rhythm was 

less marked than with a type B pattern, reflected by the decreased clarity of peaks in the 

autocorrelogram and the type C firing pattern.
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Figure 5.4

Histogram of the distribution of firing rates from all units recorded with rhythmical 

activity (n=14). The minimum and maximum frequencies were 0.44 Hz and 3.40 Hz, 

respectively.
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Figure 5.5

Stability of pattern and rhythmicity.

A, waterfall ISIHs of unit activity produced from consecutive 20 second data sets (140 

seconds total) in which the predominant type A firing pattern is lost in the fourth data set, 

has partially recovered by the fifth, and has totally recovered by the sixth.

B, waterfall autocorrelograms from the same data as above show that rhythmicity is lost 

in the fourth and fifth data sections.
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Figure 5.6

The dominant sympathetic rhythm persists during hypocapnic apnoea.

Normocapnie data for this unit are shown in Figure 5.1.

A, neurogram of on-going sympathetic unit activity.

B, rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve activity shown over the same time as A  phrenic 

nerve activity was absent

C, autocorrelogram of unit activity (183 triggers).

D, phrenic-triggered autocorrelogram (0 triggers).

E, autocorrelogram of artificial ventilation (592 triggers).

The frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm in each condition was the same (0.67 

Hz). As during normocapnia, the dominant sympathetic rhythm was not related to on the 

lung inflation cycle.
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Figure 5.7

Scattergrams showing the relationships between the dominant sympathetic rhythm 

frequency and that of the phrenic rhythm and artificial ventilation cycle in individual 

cases.

Part A

Open circles = group 3, normocapnia.

Asterisks = group 3, hypocapnic apnoea

When unit rhythmicity was present 5/14 cases had identical frequencies and so fell on the 

1:1 ratio line. Two cases fell on or close to the 2:1 ratio line, but the other cases fell 

between integer ratio lines so that non-integer ratios occurred. Point ‘a’ denotes 2 cases 

superimposed. The asterisks represent data from units recorded during hypocapnic 

apnoea (see section 5.3.3b). Numbers 1-6 indicate points taken from preparations during 

control and during hypocapnic apnoea.

PartB

The frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was always slower than that of the 

artificial ventilation cycle and the two frequencies appeared to be independent.
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Figure 5.8

Respiratory-related firing patterns in phrenic-triggered cross-correlograms of unit activity.

A, from the same data set as shown in Figure 5.1 in which the two frequencies were 

similar. The averaged phrenic signal was advanced by 350 ms. Peak activity was seen in 

early/mid expiration (200 triggers).

B, from the same data set as shown in Figure 5.2 in which the two frequencies were the 

same. The averaged phrenic signal was advanced by 250 ms. Peak activity was seen in 

expiration (220 triggers).

C, from the same data set as shown in Figure 5.3 where the two frequencies do not share 

an integer relationship (in this case 3:2). The phrenic trace was advanced by 180 ms. In 

this case the respiratory-related pattern may be due to the interaction of independent 

dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythm frequencies, or due to ‘respiratory 

modulation’, that is, due to central respiratory drive (233 triggers).
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Figure 5.9

Further examples of respiratory-related patterns in unit activity.

A and B (from seperate units) have exactly the same format except that part B contains an 

ISIH of unit activity (e). In each a, b, c and d (and e) are taken from the same 300 second 

data set.

a, average rectified and smoothed phrenic activity over the time period. The delays in A 

and B are 350 and 400 ms, respectively.

b, phrenic-triggered cross-correlogram of sympathetic activity. Number of triggers: 

A=181, B=198.

c, phrenic-triggered autocorrelogram. Number of triggers: as above.

d, autocorrelogram of sympathetic unit activity. Number of triggers: A=884, B=786.

e, (part B only), ISIH of unit activity.

When the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was twice that of the phrenic, 

two peaks were visible in the cross-correlogram (A). A respiratory-related pattern was 

also apparent when the unit displayed no rhythmicity (B). Note that in both these 

examples augmented inhibition of unit discharge was present during inspiration.
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Figure 5.10

Unit rate, dominant sympathetic and phrenic rhythm frequencies during whole-body 

warming.

A, oesophageal temperature.

B, rate histogram of unit activity (10 second bins).

C, frequencies of the dominant sympathetic rhythm (squares, unbroken line, except see 

below) and phrenic rhythm (circles, dashed line) calculated from 100 second data 

sections.

The frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm decreased as the temperature increased 

whilst that of the phrenic increased. Note that during recovery two data sections showed 

no rhythmicity in unit activity (dotted lines).
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Table 5.1 Comparison of variables associated with activity recorded from the CVA and 

LV

Variable Caudal ventral artery LV

MABP (mm Hg) 95 ± 3 98 ± 2  (NS)

(n=17) (n=17)

Phrenic rate 0.70 ± 0.05 0.65 ± 0.03 (NS)

(Hz) (n=17) (n=14)

DSR 0.83 ± 0.03 0.82 ± 0.05 (NS)

Rate (Hz) (n=17) (n=14)

Mean unit firing 1.78 ± 0.24 1.62 ± 0.70 (NS)

Rate (Hz) (n=17) (n=14)

Unit firing pattern

Type A n = 3 (18 %) n = 3 (21 %)

TypeB n = 7 (41 %) n = 2(14% )

TypeC n = 7 (41 %) n = 9 (65 %)

TOTAL n= 17 n = 14

Units showing no

rhythm 1/18 (6 %) 3/17 (18 %)

in autocorrelogram

Percentage time not

firing rhythmically

(300 seconds) 15 ± 8 (range, 0-38) 23 ± 12 (range, 0-50)

DSR = dominant sympathetic rhythm; NS = not significantly different.
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CHAPTER 6

THE INFLUENCE OF AORTIC NERVE STIMULATION AND 

BLOOD VOLUME EXPANSION ON POSTGANGLIONIC 

FIBRE ACTIVITY RECORDED FROM THE CVA AND LV
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6.1 INTRODUCTION

In Chapters 4 and 5 a dominant sympathetic rhythm, or T-rhythm, in activity to 

CVA and LV was described and discussed. This rhythm was not ‘driven’ by baroreceptor 

feedback as it was present in preparations in which sinus, aortic and vagus nerves were 

cut The possibility that baroreceptors may modulate sympathetic outflow to vessels in the 

tail is investigated in this Chapter. It is hypothesized that baroreceptor afferent activation 

may influence degree of rhythmicity and frequency of the T-rhythm in activity recorded 

from these vessels in addition to the conventional view that baroreceptor control of 

cutaneous vasoconstrictor activity is achieved by modulating activity in a pulse-related 

manner. Protocols were designed to assess these possibilities and it was also possible to 

compare baroreceptor control of sympathetic activity to CVA and LV.

Control of sympathetic activity to CVA and LV by the baroreflex was examined 

by construction of ECG-triggered (or blood pressure-triggered) histograms of on-going 

activity during control conditions. Cardiac-related activity was absent in the vast majority 

of fibres, providing no substantial evidence for involvement of the baroreflex in control of 

sympathetic activity to tail vessels (see below). The involvement of the arterial baroreflex 

was investigated further in a series of experiments in which activity to CVA and LV was 

assessed in response to direct electrical stimulation of an aortic nerve. Aortic nerves in rat 

contain almost exclusively baroreceptor afferents (Sapru and Krieger, 1977; Numao, 

Siato, Terui and Kumada, 1985), arising from the aortic arch. As it is known that 

activation of the baroreflex can influence central respiratory drive (Sapru, Gonzalez and 

Krieger, 1981) which may then alter sympathetic activity, care was taken with stimulus 

parameters to ensure this did not happen (see Numao and Gilbey, 1987 and section 

6.2.2b).

The present experiments revealed that electrical stimulation of the aortic nerve 

could alter both rate of unit activity and frequency of the T-rhythm recorded from each 

vessel whilst frequency of the phrenic rhythm was unaffected. In addition, more
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physiological stimuli were used: the responses of sympathetic activity to gross 

disturbances of blood pressure was examined. Initial experiments were conducted in 

which sympathetic activity was examined following hypotensive haemorrhage. This 

approach was abandoned as it induced a highly irregular response of both the T-rhythm 

and the phrenic rhythm, possibly due stimulation of a number of cardiovascular receptors, 

including arterial and cardiopulmonary baroreceptors (Hainsworth and Drinkhill, 1995), 

central and peripheral chemoreceptors (Daly, 1986). A bolus injection of phenylephrine 

produced parallel changes in phrenic and T-rhythms that were too transient to measure 

accurately, and the recording would often be lost due to vasoconstriction and movement 

of the vessel under the electrode tip. It was found that infusion of plasma expander and 

hence, increasing blood volume, produced a change in blood pressure that was sustained 

long enough to make measurements of the T-rhythm frequency. As initial experiments 

showed that this procedure could alter the frequency of phrenic rhythm, in subsequent 

experiments activity from the CVA was recorded during hypocapnic apnoea so that 

changes in central respiratory drive would not influence rhythmicity in sympathetic 

activity.
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6.2 METHODS

6.2.1 General animal preparation

Experiments were performed on group 2, 3 and 4 preparations, surgery for 

which has largely been described in Chapters 2-4. These were performed on some 

animals that were used for the procedures described in Chapters 3-5. Where more than 

one procedure was carried out on the same preparation at least 10 minutes were left in 

between procedures to ensure a stable control period. Data were recorded for a control 

period before an interventional procedure (e.g., aortic nerve stimulation) during which, 

variables such as the frequencies of the T- and phrenic rhythms were checked for 

stability. Surgical and analytical procedures that are specific to the present study are given 

below.

6.2.2 Preparation of an aortic nerve and selective vagotomy

Aortic nerves were exposed bilaterally using a ventral approach. Neck muscles 

over-lying carotid arteries and vago-sympathetic trunks were removed. Vago-sympathetic 

trunks and superior laryngeal nerves (SLNs) were separated from under lying tissue and 

from the carotid arteries; the latter were retracted medially to reveal sites caudal to the 

carotid bifurcation where the SLNs met the vago-sympathetic trunks. At these points 

aortic nerves could usually be seen spanning between SLNs and vago-sympathetic 

trunks. Fine forceps were used to gently separate the aortic nerves from vago-sympathetic 

trunks for approximately 2 cm. Cervical sympathetic trunks were identified by their 

connection to the superior cervical ganglia which were also separated from the vagi. 

Cervical vagi could then be cut selectively.

Confirmation that the aortic nerve had been correctly identified was gained by 

recording aortic nerve activity from electrodes (see Chapter 2, section 2.6) implanted 

around the left aortic nerve, which were connected to a recording amplifier (Chapter 2,
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section 2.9; gain: 100 K, filters: 300-1500 Hz). Nerve activity was examined for pulse- 

related discharges (Fig. 6.1). Once attachment to the aortic nerve was confirmed the 

electrodes were embedded in dental impression material (Chapter 2, section 2.8) and 

connected for stimulation (see below).

6.2.3 Protocols

6.2.3a Cardiac rhythmicity in unit discharges

Initial analysis using peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) failed to 

demonstrate cardiac rhythmicity. However, it was found that construction of cross- 

correlograms of cardiac cycle and unit activity over 100 second data sets could 

occasionally reveal cardiac rhythmicity that may have been missed using standard pulse- 

triggered histograms, as unit events are counted a greater number of times in the later 

method. The trigger from the cardiac cycle was either the ECG R-wave or the rising phase 

of the arterial blood pressure trace which had been filtered (band width of 5-100 Hz) so 

that low frequency shifts in blood pressure or ECG signal would not alter trigger signal 

timing. These cross-correlograms were constructed (over two cardiac cycles: 0.3 sec) 

using 100 second data sets during normothermia and normocapnia for each type of 

preparation. Cardiac rhythmicity was judged by visual inspection as being present or 

absent. Previous studies have quantified the degree of cardiac rhythmicity in PSNs using 

various methods of mathematical analysis (Gregor, Jânig and Wilprich, 1977; Hasselton 

and Guyenet, 1989). However, Gilbey and Stein (1991) reported that these methods do 

not take in to account the pattern of activity and may result in false positives and 

negatives. This was confirmed by analysis in the present study, and visual inspection of 

histogram plots was considered the most reliable method of determining the presence of 

cardiac rhythmicity.

Activity recorded from PSNs supplying CVA and LV were tested for cardiac
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rhythmicity in preparations with vagi intact and vagi cut (groups 2 and 3 for CVA, group 

3 for LV; see Chapter 4, section 4.2.2). As arterial baroreceptor function is related to 

MABP, this data was noted in aU preparations tested.

To check that baroreceptor function was present in preparations in which unit 

activity showed no cardiac rhythmicity, ECG- or BP-triggered averages of LSC activity 

(filtered with a bandwidth of 0.1-1500 Hz, rectified and smoothed, time constant 50 ms) 

were constructed from LSC activity recorded concurrently with unit activity. When 

cardiac rhythmicity was found in unit activity, the amplitude variation of unit action 

potentials was examined during the cardiac cycle to discount the possibility that apparent 

modulation was due to movement of the electrode tip associated with the arterial pulse 

wave, causing cyclical variation in action potential amplitude and triggers to be missed.

6.2.3b Assessment of the influence of aortic nerve stimulation by 

intermittent short trains of stimulation

Experiments were performed on group 3 animals and recordings were taken 

from units supplying CVA and LV. The threshold voltage for aortic nerve stimulation was 

found using a continuous train of 1 ms pulses at a frequency of 100 Hz. Stimulus 

parameters were set using a pulse generator connected to an isolated stimulator (Chapter 

3, section 3.2.4). The voltage amplitude was slowly increased to produce a fall in arterial 

blood pressure. The voltage that decreased systolic blood pressure by 10 mmHg taken as 

the ‘threshold’ for aortic nerve stimulation. A period of 300 seconds was recorded during 

which a stimulus was applied to the aortic nerve (trains of 10 or 20 pulses at 100 Hz, 1 

ms duration, every 7 seconds, 2-10 times threshold). Previously, Numao and Gilbey 

(1987) selectively influenced sympathetic activity by aortic nerve stimulation without 

affecting phrenic rhythm. In their study pulse durations were set at 0.1 ms. In the present 

study, initial trials showed that the pulse duration could be set to 1 ms and above without 

affecting phrenic frequency, and this duration was used in subsequent experiments to 

increase strength of aortic nerve stimulation and maximize potential responses in
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sympathetic activity.

Data from the period of stimulation was compared to control periods of 300 

seconds immediately before and after stimulation and analyzed using rate histograms to 

monitor unit rate, autocorrelograms to calculate frequencies of the T- and phrenic 

rhythms, and PSTHs of unit activity and phrenic events (i.e., TTL pulses from rectified 

and smoothed phrenic activity) triggered by the aortic stimulus. A ‘dummy’ trigger (one 

TTL pulse, every seven seconds) was recorded which was used to produce ‘dummy’ 

PSTHs of unit and phrenic events which were examined for periods of inhibition and 

rhythmicity. If ‘dummy’ PSTHs showed no inhibition or rhythmicity but inhibition and 

rhythmical activity were present during aortic nerve stimulation, then this inhibition and 

rhythmicity would be associated with the aortic nerve stimulation. The onset of 

depression of sympathetic nerve activity due to aortic nerve stimulation was estimated by 

measuring the time from the beginning of aortic nerve stimulation to the last bin in which 

PSN firing appeared to be similar to control (i.e., 60 second data sets).

6.2.3c Assessment of the influence of aortic nerve stimulation by 

continuous train stimulation

In activity recorded from artery and vein in group 3 animals, the effect of 300 

seconds continuous aortic nerve stimulation was compared to a similar control and 

recovery period. The stimulus was at 50 Hz with a 1 ms pulse width and a voltage of 

twice threshold for a blood pressure response (see above). Analysis revealed that the 

response of the parameters recorded could vary over the stimulation period, the response 

being maximal in the first minute and thereafter decreasing. Therefore data is presented 

for the first and fifth minute in each period.

6.2.3d Assessment of the influence of blood volume expansion on activity 

recorded from the CVA

To ensure maximum potential feedback from baroreceptor afferents, vagi, sinus
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and aortic nerves were left in tact (group 2 preparations). Initially, experiments were 

conducted during normocapnia with phrenic events present, but blood volume expansion 

resulted in a decrease in both phrenic and T-rhythm frequencies. In this situation it was 

not possible to discount that the effect on the T-rhythm was secondary to the effect on 

central respiratory drive. Therefore animals were hyperventilated to induce hypocapnic 

apnoea, thus removing the influence of central respiratory drive. In addition, one 

experiment was performed in a group 4 animal to check that any effects on sympathetic 

activity were mediated by afferents carried in vagi, sinus or aortic nerves.

Blood volume expansion was achieved by i.v. infusion of plasma expander, 

Ficoll (0.5 ml of 10 % solution, molecular weight 70,(X)0; Sigma, U.K.) over 30 

seconds. Arterial blood pressure, unit and phrenic events were recorded continuously for 

a control period of five minutes, then during infusion and for five minutes after. Data 

from the first and fifth minute of control were analyzed to check that MABP and 

frequency of the T-rhythm were stable, and then from the first and third minute after 

infusion was complete. The T-rhythm was analyzed only in the third minute post infusion 

as unit rhythmicity was ‘lost* over the period of infusion and for up to three minutes after.

6.2.4 Statistical analysis

Mean data are expressed ± S.E.M.. Statistical comparisons were made using 

paired and unpaired Student’s r-tests when n > 5.
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RESULTS

6.3.1 Cardiac rhythmicity in unit discharges 

6.3.1a CVA

In all units studied in groups 3 (MABP=93 ± 3 mmHg, n=16 from 16 rats) and 

12/15 units (recorded from 15 rats) in group 2 (MABP=96 ± 6 mmHg, n=12), cardiac 

rhythmicity was absent (Fig. 6.2A). Cardiac rhythmicity was present in 3/15 (20 %) 

group 2 units (Fig. 6.2B). Mean arterial pressures in these preparations (MABP=88 ± 6 

mmHg, n=3) were slightly lower than in group 2 preparations in which unit activity 

showed no rhythmicity.

In 3/3 preparations in group 2 (Fig. 6.2A) and 3/3 preparations in group 3 in 

which there was no cardiac rhythmicity in unit activity, there was marked cardiac 

rhythmicity in LSC activity. In imits displaying cardiac rhythmicity, the amplitude of 

action potentials showed no variation with arterial pulse pressure (Fig. 6.2B), indicating 

that there was no miss-triggering of action potentials (section 6.2.3).

6.3.1b LV

All seventeen units which had on-going activity (recorded from ten group 3 

preparations) were assessed for cardiac rhythmicity but none was found. The MABP (96 

± 3 mmHg) was not significantly different from group 3 preparations in which activity to 

the CVA was recorded (unpaired Student’s r-test).

6.3.2 Assessment of the influence of aortic nerve stimulation

6.3.2a Short train stimulation

Effects on CVA activity
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Data were recorded from seven units (in five group 3 animals). Results from a 

typical experiment are shown in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 and grouped data are displayed in 

Figure 6.5. ‘Dummy’ PSTHs of unit activity and phrenic events (i.e., TTL pulses from 

rectified and smoothed phrenic activity) before and after stimulation were essentially flat 

(see Figs. 6.3A, a and c; 6.3B, a and c). Aortic nerve stimulus-triggered PSTHs revealed 

a period of depression of unit activity, beginning at 590 ± 30 ms post-stimulus, after 

which unit activity was reduced by 50-100% (Fig. 6.3Ab). Little, if any depression was 

found in phrenic rhythm frequency (Fig. 6.3Bb). Also, PSTHs of unit activity showed 

clear peaks indicating that activity was rhythmical (Fig. 6.3Ab). Autocorrelograms 

revealed that the T-rhythm was present in all units throughout experiments (mean 

frequency of 0.74 ± 0.03 Hz during control and recovery) and was not significantly 

different during stimulation (0.73 ± 0.03 Hz, paired Student’s r-tests; e.g.. Fig. 6.4A). 

The frequency of the rhythm observed in PSTHs during stimulation (0.73 ± 0.03 Hz) 

was not significantly different (paired Student’s r-test) from the T-rhythm (compare Figs. 

6.3Ab to 6.4Ab and see Fig 6.5). The frequency of phrenic rhythm during control and 

recovery (0.62 ± 0.06 Hz, and 0.66 ± 0.07 Hz, respectively) was also not significantly 

affected by stimulation (0.65 ± 0.06 Hz; paired Student's r-tests; see Fig. 6.4B).

None of these units displayed cardiac rhythmicity. MABP fell from 107 ± 5 

mmHg during control to 95 ± 6 mmHg during aortic nerve stimulation which was 

significant (P < 0.01, paired Student’s r-test) and recovered to 104 ± 4 mmHg post 

stimulation. The mean rate of unit activity during control and recovery (2.41 ± 0.25 Hz, 

and 2.45 ± 0.23 Hz) was not significantly affected by stimulation (2.26 ± 0.21 Hz; paired 

Student’s f-tests).

Effects on LV activity

Results from a typical experiment are shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7 and grouped 

data are shown in Figure 6.8. In 8/9 preparations (six animals, group 3) ‘dummy’ PSTHs 

of unit and phrenic nerve activity (before and after stimulation) were ‘flat’ (Fig. 6.6Aa 

and c, and 6Ba and c). When the stimulus was delivered the PSTHs of unit activity
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contained a period of depression (50-100 %) beginning 520 ± 20 ms after the stimulus. In 

6/8 cases the histogram showed clear peaks so that the activity after the stimulus was 

delivered was rhythmical (Fig 6.6Ab). Two cases showed a decrease of unit activity after 

the stimulus was delivered but there was no clear rhythmicity visible in the peri-stimulus 

time histograms. In these eight preparations no such depression was seen in phrenic 

rhythm frequency (Fig. 6.6B). Autocorrelograms of unit activity in all cases (including 

the two in which no peaks were visible in the peri-stimulus time histograms) revealed that 

the frequency of the T-rhythm before (0.69 ± 0.06 Hz), during (0.72 ± 0.06 Hz) and 

after (0.72 ± 0.06 Hz) stimulation was delivered was not affected significantly (paired 

Student’s r-tests; Figs. 6.7A and 6.8). The frequency of the T-rhythm during stimulation 

was not significantly different from the frequency of the rhythm displayed in PSTH of 

unit activity (0.73 ± 0.07 Hz, paired Student’s f-test, n=6; see Fig. 6.8). 

Autocorrelograms of phrenic events revealed that frequency of the phrenic rhythm during 

control and recovery (0.72 ± 0.05 Hz, and 0.69 ± 0.02 Hz) was not affected during 

stimulation (0.69 ± 0.02 Hz; paired Student’s f-test; n=8; see Figs. 6.7B and 6.8). In one 

case a period of inhibition was seen in the peri-stimulus time histogram of both unit and 

phrenic events during stimulation. The frequency of the rhythms in both were unaffected. 

This experiment was excluded from statistical analysis as in this case it was possible that 

the post-stimulus decrease in unit activity was related to the depression of phrenic nerve 

activity.

MABP fell from 97 ± 3 mmHg to 93 ± 4 mmHg during stimulation (n=8) but 

this difference was not significant (paired Student’s f-tests) and recovered to 95 ± 3 

mmHg after stimulation. In addition, the mean rate of unit firing during control and 

recovery (1.43 ± 0.27 Hz, and 1.50 ± 0.30 Hz) was not significantly affected during 

stimulation (1.46 ± 0.27 Hz; paired Student’s /-tests; n=8).

6.3.2b Continuous train stimulation
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Effects on CVA activity

Three units (from 3 group 3 animals) were tested with 50 Hz continuous train 

stimulation and an example of one experiment is shown in Figure 6.9. Mean data are 

shown in Figure. 6.10. T- and phrenic rhythm frequencies were stable during the control 

period (0.70 ± 0.07 Hz and 0.58 ± 0.05 Hz, respectively, last minute of control). During 

the first minute of stimulation both frequencies slowed (0.52 ± 0.06 Hz and 0.44 ± 0.08 

Hz, respectively; compare Figs. 6.9Aa with b, and Figs. 6.9Ba with b) but had partially 

recovered by the fifth minute of stimulation (Figs 6.9Ac and 6.9Bc, and Fig. 6.10). Both 

frequencies had recovered by the fifth minute of recovery (0.73 ± 0.08 and 0.58 ±0.11 

Hz, respectively). MABP fell during the first minute of stimulation (from 98 ± 8 mmHg 

to 66 ± 3 mmHg) but began to return to control levels before the stimulation ended, and 

recovered to a level slightly greater than control by the fifth minute of recovery (110 ± 10 

mmHg; Fig. 6.10). The rate of unit activity fell during the first minute of stimulation 

(from 2.47 ± 0.47 Hz to 1.66 ± 0.51 Hz) and recovered by the fifth minute after 

stimulation (2.56 ± 0.57 Hz; Fig. 6.10).

Effects on LV activity

Three units (two animals from group 3) were investigated. A representative 

experiment shown in Figure 6.11 and mean data are shown in Figure 6.12. Both the T- 

and phrenic rhythm frequencies were stable during control (0.84 ± 0.02 Hz and 0.70 ± 

0.02 Hz, respectively, last minute of control) but were slowed during the first minute of 

stimulation (0.74 ± 0.04 Hz and 0.49 ± 0.07 Hz, respectively; compare Figs. 6.11Aa 

with b, and Figs. 6.1 IBa with b) and did not return to control levels throughout 

stimulation (Fig. 6.12). The frequency of the T-rhythm had recovered by the fifth minute 

after the end of stimulation (0.83 ± 0.02 Hz) but the phrenic frequency recovered only 

partially (0.62 ± 0.06 Hz; Fig. 6.12). MABP and unit activity rate also fell during 

stimulation (95 ± 6 vs. 67 ± 6 mmHg and 1.94 ± 0.15 vs 1.62 ± 0.28 Hz, respectively) 

but had returned to control levels by the fifth minute of recovery (95 ± 6 mmHg and 1.96 

± 0.10 Hz, respectively; Fig. 6.12).
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6.3.3 Assessment of the influence of blood volume expansion on activity

recorded from the CVA

Seven units recorded from the CVA were investigated in five group 2 

preparations during hypocapnic apnoea. Data from two units were recorded after previous 

blood volume expansion. One hour was left between repeats of the protocol and blood 

pressure was checked for stability. A representative experiment is shown in Figure 6.13 

and grouped data in Figure 6.14. After infusion of 0.5 ml of plasma MABP rose from 99 

± 3 to 120 ± 5 mmHg three minutes after infusion. Rhythmicity was present in all seven 

units during control (Fig. 6.13Ba and b) with a mean frequency of 0.85 ± 0.07 Hz. For 

three minutes following the infusion of plasma expander rhythmicity in all units was lost 

(Fig. 6.13Bc). By the third minute after infusion rhythmicity was regained in 5/7 units 

(Fig. 6.13Bd) and was significantly slower than control (0.62 ± 0.07 Hz; P < 0.05, 

paired Student’s r-test; see Fig. 6.14). With 2 units rhythmicity (0.68 Hz and 0.72 Hz) 

was lost after infusion and did not recover within five minutes. The rate of unit activity 

slowed from 2.00 ± 0.46 Hz during the last minute of control to 1.52 ± 0.43 Hz in the 

first minute after infusion, which was significant (P <0.01, paired Student’s f-test), and 

then recovered to 1.76 ± 0.47 Hz in the third minute post-infusion which was not 

significantly different from control (Fig 6.14).

In the one group 4 animal assessed, infusion raised MABP from 76 to 93 mmHg 

but the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm (1.0 Hz) was not affected. 

Rhythmic phrenic activity was also present (0.67 Hz) but was not affected.
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DISCUSSION

In this part of the study examination of activity recorded from CVA and LV 

related to the cardiac cycle revealed cardiac rhythmicity was seldom present. However, in 

these same units intermittent short train stimulation of the aortic nerve could affect 

discharge rate and frequency of the T-rhythm recorded from both vessels whilst having 

no effect on phrenic nerve discharge. Furthermore, continuous stimulation of the aortic 

nerve slowed the T-rhythm frequency recorded from both vessels, although in this case 

the frequency of the phrenic rhythm was also affected. Expansion of blood volume 

caused a period in which the T-rhythm was either lost or constantly changing in the first 

instance, after which ±ythmicity was regained but at a slower frequency than control. 

These observations are discussed in more detail below.

6.4.1 Cardiac rhythmicity

Sympathetic activity recorded from imits supplying the CVA displayed no 

cardiac rhythmicity in 80 % of group 2 preparations. The baroreflex was functional in 

these preparations and when cardiac rhythmicity was present in CVA it was not artifactual 

due to miss-triggering. The proportion of units without cardiac rhythmicity was larger 

than in units recorded from hairy skin of the rat hindlimb (0 %: Yusof and Coote, 1988; 

50 %; Hâbler, Janig, Krummel and Peters, 1994). Indeed, the method of analysis used in 

the current study (section 6.2.2) was more sensitive than that used by Habler et al. (1994) 

and there is very little possibihty that the current methods under-estimated the proportion 

of units with cardiac rhythmicity. Assuming that functional identification of units in the 

study of Habler et al. (1994) was correct, it is possible that this discrepancy reflects that 

skin of the tail has a specific role in thermoregulation and activity in its innervation may be 

different to that of hairy skin. Also, the type of preparation may affect the proportion of 

units displaying cardiac rhythmicity as the study by Yusof and Coote (1988), in which
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decerebrate, artificially ventilated rats were anaesthetized with chloralose/nrathane, found 

cardiac rhythmicty in all units recorded to hindlimb hairy skin. Therefore, the type of 

preparation, the target organ and the method of analysis may influence the proportion of 

units found to display cardiac rhythmicity.

It is not clear from the present study what additional factors control whether or 

not cardiac rhythmicity is present in units supplying the CVA. Presence of cardiac 

rhythmicity was not solely dependent on MABP as this was no different or even slightly 

lower (probably reflecting the low sample number) in preparations in which units 

displayed cardiac rhythmicity. Results presented in the present study suggest that activity 

to tail vessels is not modulated on a cardiac cycle-to-cycle basis. However, it is possible 

that baroreflexes may influence sympathetic outflow through changes in the ihythmical 

characteristics of sympathetic discharge in response to gross disturbances in baroreceptor 

activity (see below).

6.4.2 Assessment of the affect of aortic nerve stimulation

The intermittent short train stimulus caused a transient depression of sympathetic 

activity, which appeared to ‘reset* the T-rhythm recorded from both vessels. This was 

indicated by two observations: first, the depression of activity seen in the PSTHs was 

followed by rhythmical activity, indicating that the putative sympathetic oscillator was still 

operating, and the activity was not simply due to a rebound excitation after the inhibition. 

If the later was the case, then the PSTH would have shown just one peak in activity after 

the period of depression and not the series of peaks that indicated rhythmical activity. 

Second, as the frequency of this rhythmical activity was identical to that of the T-rhythm, 

it appeared that the mechanism responsible for the T-rhythm had been reset without 

increasing or decreasing the frequency of oscillation. The phrenic rhythm was unaffected 

by intermittent short train stimulation and appears to have a higher threshold to aortic 

nerve stimulation (see Numao and Gilbey, 1987), which supports the hypothesis that the
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T-rhythm and central respiratory drive are independent (see Chapter 4, section 4.4.3). 

However, these experiments cannot discount the possibility that stimulation of the aortic 

nerve caused a reflex depression of sympathetic activity which was followed by a 

reboimd excitation, and that this excitation caused resetting of the sympathetic oscillator. 

The observation that intermittent aortic nerve stimulation caused a rhythmic response in 

sympathetic discharge has not been reported in previous studies in which different nerve 

preparations were used (Numao, et al., 1985; Numao and Gilbey, 1987; Huangfu, 

Kishoya and Guyenet, 1991), although a period of excitation was sometimes seen after an 

initial depression of whole renal nerve activity (Numao, et al., 1985).

Estimates for the onset of activity depression in fibres to artery and vein (520- 

570 ms) in response to aortic nerve stimulation in the present study are compatible with 

the observations of Numao and Gilbey (1987) in which recordings were taken from 

cervical SPNs, taking into account the distance of around 8 cm between cervical spinal 

cord and LSCs, assuming a conduction velocity of 0.8 ms^ in the spinal cord (Zhou and 

Gilbey, 1992) and adding the peripheral delay between LSCs and the recording site on the 

tail (around 350 ms). This estimate from the present study is also compatible with 

depression of activity occurring in a medullary region, taking into account the delay of 

around 70 ms between aortic nerve stimulation and inhibition of medullary neurones 

(Brown and Guyenet, 1985), a central delay of 100 ms (Guyenet and Brown, 1986) and 

the peripheral delay of 350 ms.

Continuous stimulation initially slowed the unit firing rate and T-rhythm. This 

observation also adds support to the contention that the baroreceptors can affect the 

sympathetic supply to the tail, although this result is less clear as both the T-rhythm and 

phrenic rhythm frequencies were affected. It is possible that the change in T-rhythm 

frequency may be functionally important, along with the decrease in discharge rate, as a 

change in the frequency of bursts of action potentials in sympathetic fibres may alter the 

efficacy of transmitter release at the neuroeffector junction and the vascular response (see 

Chapter 1, section 1.3.3). This proposal gains further support from the results of
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experiments in which rats were subjected to an increase in blood volume (see next 

section).

The influence of continuous stimulation on activity recorded from units 

supplying the CVA was not sustained in two experiments. This might be explained by the 

decrease in arterial blood pressure seen during aortic nerve stimulation that may have 

stimulated other baroreceptors (i.e., carotid and right-sided aortic baroreceptors), 

providing conflicting information about the state of the blood pressure that eventually 

overcame the ‘false’ information being delivered by the artificially stimulated aortic nerve. 

There are several sites within the neuraxis at which the influence of aortic nerve 

stimulation can take place. For instance, inhibition of sympathetic activity at a spinal site 

as well as in the medulla is possible (Coote, MacLeod, Fleetwood-Walker, and Gilbey, 

1981; Lewis and Coote, 1994). However, studies by Gebber and co-workers (Gebber, 

1990; Gebber, Barman and Kocsis, 1990) have provided evidence that the ‘sympathetic 

oscillator’ may be entrained by baroreceptor feedback under normal circumstances, 

therefore, if the T-rhythm has a central origin it is likely that aortic nerve stimulation 

influences the T-rhythm directly.

Similar observations to the present study have been made in previous studies that 

recorded the response activity in several sympathetic nerves to electrical stimulation of 

aortic nerve (Heesch and Barron, 1992; Hayward, Hay and Felder, 1993). They reported 

that the initial decrease in activity often returned to normal within the first minute of 

stimulation. It was suggested that this recovery represented a CNS component to 

baroreflex adaptation and that one set of baroreceptors can be reset by convergent signals 

arising from another baroreceptor site. Continuous stimulation was also observed to slow 

or arrest phrenic activity (Sapru, et al. 1981).

Neither of the stimulation paradigms used in this study can be considered as 

being representative of aortic nerve discharges generated physiologically, as all (or many) 

aortic nerve fibres in one aortic nerve may be stimulated simultaneously, eliminating the 

affect of recruitment of additional units that occurs when baroreceptors are stimulated
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physiologically (Manacia and Marc, 1986). In addition, neither stimulus paradigms are 

representative of the patterns of aortic nerve discharge evoked naturally. Nonetheless, 

both approaches demonstrated that the neural circuitry involved in the aortic baroreflex 

has access to sympathetic outflow to CVA and LV. Thus, results in the present study are 

in accordance with previous studies that have reported that gross changes in arterial blood 

pressure can alter sympathetic nerve activity to skin via baroreceptors (O’Leary and 

Johnson, 1989), even in fibres that do not display cardiac rhythmicity (Yusof and Coote, 

1988; Hâbler, Jânig, Krummel and Peters, 1994)

6.4.3 Assessment of the affect of blood volume expansion

Unit firing recorded from fibres to CVA decreased in response to blood volume 

expansion, as has been observed in whole splanchnic and renal nerve recordings 

previously (Ricksten and Thorén, 1980; Feng, Carlsson, Thorén and Hedner, 1994). It is 

possible that the initial period of irregular and reduced firing in response to blood volume 

expansion resulted in a reduction of transmitter release from sympathetic nerves to 

produce vasodilation in the CVA as part of a widespread vasodilation, counteracting 

increased blood pressure and volume. This response could then have been prolonged by 

the reduction of the frequency of the T-rhythm seen when rhythnticity of unit activity 

reappeared, maintaining a reduced level of transmitter release. It is generally 

acknowledged that use of blood volume expansion to test arterial baroreflexes is limited as 

cardiopulmonary receptors are also stimulated which may contribute to the effects seen in 

sympathetic activity (Abboud and Thames, 1986). However, taken together with the 

observation that both paradigms of aortic nerve stimulation resulted in a decrease in T- 

rhythm frequency, at least part of the response to blood volume expansion may be 

attributable to arterial baroreceptor stimulation. Further studies involving selective 

dennervation of various afferents would clarify this point. Also, it was assumed that 

during hypocapnic apnoea central respiratory drive was switched off and the safety of this
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assumption is not clear (see Chapter 4.4.3)

Regardless of which afferent stimulation was responsible for the effects on 

sympathetic nerve activity, the fact is that the frequency of the T-rhythm along with mean 

unit firing rate of activity to the CVA were affected, and may be part of the neurogenic 

response to ensure an appropriate blood vessel response.

6.4.4 Comparison of baroreflex stimulation on activity to the CVA and LV

Experiments in the present study provide no evidence for differential control of 

the CVA and LV. The results of the procedures undertaken to investigate baroreflex 

control were essentially the same for the CVA and LV. There was no evidence of a 

difference in responses of activity to the two vessels, although responses recorded in 

activity to the CVA were generally clearer as these units appear to receive a stronger 

rhythmical (see Chapter 5, section 5.4.5) sympathetic drive. Yet, the study does provide 

evidence that the baroreflex can influence activity in sympathetic vasoconstrictor fibres to 

both artery and vein. Possible functional significance of baroreflex control of sympathetic 

activity to the two vessels is discussed later (Chapter 7, section 7.9).

6.4.5 Summary

The present study indicates that although on-going activity to the CVA and LV 

show little or no cardiac rhythmicity, sympathetic outflow can be affected by a gross 

disturbance of blood pressure which may be mediated, in part, by aortic baroreceptors. 

The baroreflex can modulate sympathetic outflow by altering both rate of unit activity and 

frequency of bursting activity, which applies equally to activity to the CVA and LV. 

These experiments also provide support for the hypothesis that vascular tone may be 

controlled by the T-rhythm frequency in addition to firing rate (see Chapter 7, section 

7.6).
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Figure 6.1

Demonstration of aortic nerve discharge recorded from a preparation in which vagi, 

carotid sinus and aortic nerves were in tact.

A, aortic nerve discharge (multiunit recording),

B, blood pressure recorded from the femoral artery.

That recordings were from the aortic nerve was confirmed when discharge varied with 

arterial pulse pressure. Aortic nerve discharge occurs before the beginning of the rise in 

pulse pressure as the aortic bodies sense pulse pressure changes before the pulse wave 

reaches the femoral artery.
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Figure 6.2

Units recorded from the CVA in which cardiac rhythmicity was present or absent.

Data was collected in a group 2 preparation (100 second data sections). The trigger for 

cross-correlograms was taken from the arterial blood pressure trace. ‘A’ and ‘B’ relate to 

activity recorded from different preparations with arterial pressures of 120/90 mmHg and 

110/85 mmHg, respectively.

a, averaged arterial blood pressure traces representing the cardiac cycle. (‘A’, 684 

triggers, ‘B*, 727 triggers, respectively).

Ab, averaged, rectified and smoothed LSC activity (684 triggers from blood pressure) 

showing clear cardiac rhythmicity and that the baroreflex was functional.

Bb, unit neurograms triggered by the blood pressure wave (25 traces superimposed) 

demonstrating that the amplitude of action potentials did not vary with the pulse wave, 

although the probability of firing did.

c, pulse-triggered cross-correlograms of unit activity (same triggers as (a)) showing 

cardiac rhythmicity was present (B), or absent (A).
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Figure 6.3

Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) of CVA unit and phrenic nerve activity during 

intermittent short train stimulation of an aortic nerve.

Data in ‘A’, is from unit activity, in ‘B’ from phrenic events. 43 triggers were used to 

construct each histogram (300 second data set). The length of histogram sweep is 8 

seconds and includes 3 seconds of peri-stimulus data. The stimulus is indicated by the 

arrow.

a, ‘dummy’-triggered histograms in which no stimulus was delivered to an aortic nerve.

b, PSTHs when the stimulus was delivered to an aortic nerve.

c, ‘dummy’-triggered histograms during recovery.

Activity in the ‘dummy’-triggered histograms was essentially flat so the depression and 

subsequent rhythmicity seen in unit activity in B’ during stimulation was not as a result 

of chance. The rhythmicity in unit activity after the stimulus was maintained between each 

stimulus with a frequency of around 0.69 Hz.
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Figure 6.4

Autocorrelograms of activity recorded from a CVA unit and phrenic events during 

intermittent short train stimulation of an aortic nerve.

Data in ‘A* from unit activity, data in ‘B’ from phrenic events (300 second data sections) 

and are from the same data sections shown in the previous Figure.

a, during the control period (triggers in histograms: unit, 639; phrenic, 209).

b, during aortic nerve stimulation (triggers in histograms: unit 632; phrenic, 217).

c, during recovery (unit triggers, 574; phrenic triggers, 204).

The T-rhythm frequency was constant in all three periods (0.69 Hz), as was the phrenic 

rhythm frequency (0.69 Hz).
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Figure 6.5

Summary of mean data before, during and after a period of intermittent short train 

stimulation whilst recording from a CVA unit (n=7).

Control period = white bars;

stimulation = hatched bars;

recovery = black bars.

A, MABP.

B, sympathetic unit rate.

C, T-rhythm frequency (cross-hatched bar = frequency of the peaks in the PSTH).

D, frequency of the phrenic rhythm.

MABP was the only variable that was significantly affected by stimulation of the aortic 

nerve (P >0.01)
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Figure 6.6

PSTH of LV unit and phrenic events during intermittent short train stimulation of an aortic 

nerve.

Data in ‘A’ is from unit activity, in ‘B’ from phrenic events (300 second data sets). 43 

triggers were used to construct each histogram. Note that the length of the histogram 

sweep is 7 seconds and includes 2 seconds of peri-stimulus data. The stimulus is 

indicated by the arrow.

a, ‘dummy’-triggered PSTHs in which no stimulus was delivered to an aortic nerve.

b, PSTHs when the stimulus was delivered to an aortic nerve.

c, ‘dummy’-triggered histograms during recovery.

Activity in the ‘dummy’-triggered histograms was essentially flat so depression and 

subsequent rhythmicity (around 0.85 Hz) seen in imit activity in ‘Ab’ during stimulation 

was not an artifact. The rhythmicity after the stimulus was delivered is lost after around 5 

seconds, so that the histogram before the stimulus shows no rhythmicty. No such 

response was seen in phrenic nerve activity.
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Figure 6.7

Autocorrelograms of LV unit and phrenic events during intermittent short train stimulation 

of an aortic nerve.

Data in ‘A’ from unit activity, data in ‘B* from phrenic events (300 second data sections) 

and are from the same data section as the previous Figure.

a, during control (triggers: unit, 639; phrenic, 229).

b, during aortic nerve stimulation (triggers: unit, 632; phrenic, 236).

c, during recovery (unit triggers, 574; phrenic triggers, 214).

The T-rhythm frequency was constant in all three periods (0.85 Hz), as was the phrenic 

rhythm frequency (0.74 Hz).
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Figure 6.8

Summary of data before, during and after a period of intermittent short train stimulation of 

an aortic nerve whilst recording from an LV unit (n=8).

Control period = white bars;

stimulation = hatched bars;

recovery = black bars.

A, MABP.

B, sympathetic unit rate.

C, T-rhythm frequency (cross-hatched bar = frequency of peaks in the PSTH; n=6)).

D, phrenic rhythm frequency.

There were no significant differences in parameters during control, stimulation and 

recovery.
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Figure 6.9

Autocorrelograms of CVA unit and phrenic nerve activity (from 60 second data sections) 

before, during and after continuous train stimulation of an aortic nerve.

Data in ‘A’ is from unit activity, data in ‘B’ is from phrenic events.

a, during the last minute of control the T-rhythm was clear (0.77, Hz, 154 triggers) and 

was at a different frequency to that of the phrenic (0.80 Hz, 54 triggers).

b, after one minute of aortic stimulation both the T- and phrenic rhythm frequencies 

slowed (0.61 Hz, 143 triggers and 0.71 Hz, 46 triggers, respectively).

c, during the first minute of recovery, the T-rhythm frequency had recovered partially 

(0.69 Hz, 171 triggers) whereas the phrenic rhythm frequency recovered completely 

(0.83 Hz and 51 triggers).
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Figure 6.10

Summary of mean data in the first and fifth minutes before, during and after a period of 

continuous train stimulation whilst recording from a CVA unit (n=3).

First minute = white bars; fifth minute = black bars.

A, MABP.

B, sympathetic unit rate,

C, T-rhythm frequency,

D, phrenic rhythm frequency.

No statistical comparisons were made for these data (n = 3).
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Figure 6.11

Autocorrelograms of unit activity recorded from LV and phrenic nerve activity before, 

during and after continuous stimulation of an aortic nerve (from 60 second data sections).

Data in ‘A’ is from unit activity, data in ‘B’ is from phrenic events.

a, during control the T-rhythm was clear (0.83, Hz, 121 triggers) and was at a different 

frequency to that of the phrenic (0.71 Hz, 49 triggers).

b, when the stimulus was applied, frequencies of both the T- and phrenic rhythms slowed 

(0.67 Hz, 113 triggers and 0.50 Hz, 28 triggers, respectively).

c, during recovery, the T-rhythm frequency recovered completely (0.77 Hz, 105 triggers) 

whereas the phrenic rhythm frequency recovered partially, reflected by the range of 

frequencies in the autocorrelogram (0.55-0.77 Hz and 39 triggers).
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Figure 6.12

Summary of mean data in the first and fifth minutes before, during and after a period of 

continuous train stimulation whilst recording from an LV unit (n=3).

First minute = white bars; fifth minute = black bars.

A, MABP.

B, sympathetic unit rate.

C, T-rhythm frequency

D, Phrenic rhythm frequency.

No statistical comparisons were made for these data (n=3).
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Figure 6.13

The effect of blood volume expansion on the T-rhythm recorded from units supplying the 

CVA.

Animals were hyperventilated so no phrenic events was present.

A, Top trace, arterial blood pressure five minutes before, during and after blood volume 

expansion.

B, Auotcorrelograms (a-d) of unit activity were produced from one minute data sections 

during control (a and b), the minute following the infusion (c) and three minutes after 

infusion (d),

a, autocorrelogram of unit activity 5 minutes before blood volume expansion (76 triggers, 

frequency of rhythm 1 Hz),

b, autocorrelogram of unit activity 1 minute before blood volume expansion (81 triggers, 

frequency of rhythm 1 Hz),

c, autocorrelogram of unit activity in the minute immediately after infusion (25 triggers). 

Note that rhythmicity was lost,

d, autocorrelogram three minutes after volume expansion (80 triggers). Firing rhythmicity 

was regained, but the frequency of the rhythm had slowed (0.45 Hz)
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Figure 6.14

Summary of mean data recorded before, during and after blood volume expansion 

recording activity to the CVA during hypocapnic apnoea (n=7).

First and fifth minute of control, white and hatched bars, respectively. First minute after 

infusion, black bar. Third minute after injection, cross-hatched bar.

A, MABP,

B, unit rate,

C, T-rhythm frequency.

*  _= f  < 0.05, **= /*<  0.01.
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CHAPTER 7

GENERAL DISCUSSION
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7.1 KEY FINDINGS OF THE PRESENT STUDY

1) This study has described activity recorded from single PSNs to the CVA. Nearly all 

sympathetic units had a robust rhythmic discharge - the T-rhythm, the frequency of which 

was often different from that of the phrenic rhythm, irrespective of the type of preparation 

(groups 1-4: spontaneously breathing and artificially ventilated with or without vagal, 

sinus and aortic denervation). The T-rhythm remained and its frequency was unchanged 

by hypocapnic apnoea, and hyperthermia differentially influenced the frequency of the 

phrenic (increased it) and that of the T-rhythm (deceased it). Therefore, the T-rhythm can 

have a different frequency to that of central respiratory drive and can be independent of 

afferent feedback carried in vagal, sinus and aortic nerves.

2) Activity recorded from single PSNs to the lateral vein in group 3 preparations 

(artificially ventilated with vagi cut) had similar characteristics to activity recorded from 

the CVA, although some minor differences were noted. The frequency of the T-rhythm 

recorded from units to both vessels was not significantly different, and no clear evidence 

was found that activity to the two vessels are controlled differentially.

3) Cardiac rhythmicity was seldom present in activity recorded from units supplying the 

CVA and lateral vein, although electrical stimulation of aortic afferents could slow the T- 

rhythm recorded from both vessels with no affect on central respiratory drive. 

Additionally, blood volume expansion could slow the frequency of the T-rhythm recorded 

from units to the CVA during hypocapnic apnoea.

These observations raise a number of questions which are addressed in the following 

discussion, along with some suggestions for future studies.
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7.2 IS THE T-RHYTHM OF CENTRAL ORIGIN?

Having demonstrated that the T-rhythm can be independent from central 

respiratory drive, the question arises as to its origin. There are several potential 

mechanisms by which rhythmical activity recorded from PSNs can be generated at 

different levels of the neuraxis. The present study has shown that the rhythm does not 

rely on peripheral reflex involvement (such as arterial and cardio-pulmonary 

baroreceptors, lung stretch receptors and peripheral chemoreceptors) as it is unaffected by 

sino-aortic and vagal section (see Chapter 1, section 1.2.2a), although it can be influenced 

by reflex inputs. The T-rhythm shows several characteristics expected of a neural 

oscillator that may be coupled to central respiratory drive (see Chapter 4 and Gebber, 

1990), which is known to arise from networks within the medulla (Richter, 1996), and it 

is possible that the T-rhythm also arises from this region.

The proposition that a sympathetic oscillator that is independent of the central 

respiratory oscillator has recently been studied by Gebber and co-workers (Zhong, Zhou, 

Gebber and Barman, 1997) using frequency domain analysis (see next section). Whole 

nerve activity was recorded from a number of sympathetic outflows (inferior cardiac, 

renal and splenic nerves) in cat and related to central respiratory drive. They found that 

frequency characteristics of sympathetic activity reflected components arising from central 

respiratory oscillators and from slow sympathetic oscillators that were independent but 

usually coupled, and the slow sympathetic oscillation in sympathetic nerve activity 

remained during hypocapnic apnoea. Furthermore, slow sympathetic frequencies could be 

coupled with the central respiratory drive frequency at different ratios in different nerves 

concurrently. This was taken as evidence for multiple slow sympathetic oscillators, each 

of which may control different portions of spinal sympathetic outflow. In this case, the T- 

rhythm observed in the present study may reflect output from just one of a number of 

sympathetic oscillators, dedicated to vasomotor control in the tail. However, in the study 

by Zhong, et al, (1997), no clear statement was made as to whether these slow 

sympathetic oscillators were located in the brainstem.
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If the T-rhythm originates centrally then it should be present in neurones 

antecedent to PSNs. Studies by Barman and Gebber (see Gebber, 1990; Zhong et al., 

1997) have demonstrated a slow rhythm that may be independent from central respiratory 

drive in both pre- and postganglionic cervical nerves in cat. It is not known whether 

rhythms recorded at a postganglionic level may also be found at a preganglionic level, or 

vice versa. Other studies in which single SPN activity has been recorded concurrently 

with phrenic activity have not analyzed data in a way that would demonstrate separate 

sympathetic and central respiratory rhythms (for example, cat: Jânig, 1985; Gilbey and 

Stein, 1991; rat: Zhou and Gilbey, 1992; Habler, Jânig, Krummel and Peters, 1993; 

Hâbler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1994). In the present study, on a couple of occasions 

activity recorded from the LSCs was ‘back averaged’ from action potentials recorded 

from CVA in an attempt to identify ihythmical activity (i.e. the T-rhythm) in SPN 

discharge (predominantly). Although no rhythmicity was shown in LSC activity using 

this technique, further investigations are necessary before a firm conclusion can be made 

regarding the presence of the T-rhythm in SPN activity. It is likely that the ‘back 

averaging’ technique does not show rhythmicity in SPN firing as activity in the SPN(s) 

that made contact with the PSN from which the action potential was recorded may be part 

of a small sub-population of SPNs in the pathway to tail vessels and is lost in the mass of 

activity in other SPNs, and due to slight variation in the conduction time from SPN to 

PSN caused by synaptic delay at the ganglion.

There is evidence that rhythmicity in sympathetic outflow can be generated in 

other parts of the nervous system. Gebber and co-workers have indicated that slow waves 

with a frequency in the range 2-6 Hz are seen in sympathetic outflow of the cat and rat 

(Barman and Gebber, 1989). The dominant theory as to the origin of the 2-6 Hz rhythm 

seen in sympathetic nerve discharge is that it is generated at a supraspinal, mainly 

medullary level (Gebber, 1990). Yet there is some evidence that the 2-6 Hz rhythm can be 

generated in the absence of supraspinal input to the sympathetic outflow. Allen, Adams 

and Guyenet (1993) showed in rats that by disrupting output from the rostral ventrolateral
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medulla by pharmacological means or by transecting the spinal cord followed by 

intrathecal injection of kianic acid to restore sympathetic discharge, the 2-6 Hz rhythm 

recorded from the lumbar sympathetic chain was little affected by these procedures. They 

concluded that although the rostral ventrolateral medulla was responsible for providing 

excitatory drive to the spinal cord, the patte^g of this input was not critical for 

production of the 2-6 Hz rhythm in sympathetic nerve discharge, and circuits in the spinal 

cord or the intrinsic properties of the preganglionic cells themselves are capable of 

producing a 2-6 Hz rhythm in sympathetic discharge when the spinal cord is stimulated 

by an unpattemed excitatory drive.

Several properties of SPNs and PSNs themselves may contribute to rhythmicity 

in activity recorded from PSNs. For example, a population of SPNs coupled 

electrotonically via gap junctions between the neurones have were shown to exhibit 

spontaneous membrane potential oscillations that may produce ‘beating* or ‘bursting* of 

action potentials (Logan, Pickering, Gibson, Nolan and Spanswick, 1996). Thus, groups 

of electronically coupled SPNs in the spinal cord may provide bursting patterns of action 

potentials that are transmitted to PSNs.

Interactions between excitatory and inhibitory post-synaptic potentials 

(e.p.s.p.*s and i.p.s.p.*s, respectively) may generate phasic bursting in PSNs. In a study 

of isolated amphibian autonomic ganglia (Dodd and Horn, 1983), a single presynaptic 

stimulus could evoke a fast nicotinic e.p.s.p. followed by a slow muscarinic i.p.s.p.. 

Trains of 50 or more stimuli could evoke an additional, long-lasting non-cholinergic 

e.p.s.p. Importantly, interactions between the i.p.s.p. and the non-cholinergic e.p.s.p. 

could generate phasic bursting in ‘C cells*. All three types of post-synaptic potentials may 

be elicited in mammalian ganglia (for example, Hoffmeister, Hussels and Jânig, 1978) 

and so may contribute to the bursting nature of postganglionic activity.

Tonic drive to some SPNs may result in rhythmical activity. McLachlan and co

workers (Cassel, Clark and McLachlan, 1986; McLachlan and Meckler, 1989) have 

identified phasic neurones, neurones with prolonged after-hyperpolarizations, and tonic
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neurones, based on their discharge during maintained depolarizing current. The three 

subtypes of neurone had different membrane properties, related to the degree of 

expression of different voltage- and Ca^^-dependent channels in PSNs. Additionally, 

the three subtypes were distributed in different parts of the ganglion, so that phasic 

neurones were thought to innervate blood vessels and tonic neurones were thought to be 

involved in visceral motility.

A spinal or ganglionic origin of the T-rhythm remains a possible explanation in 

the present study as no experiments were performed in preparations that had their spinal 

cord transected. To discount this possibility, future experiments could be performed in 

which the spinal cord is transected but tonic activity maintained by appropriate means 

(e.g., by electrical or chemical stimulation). If rhythmicity is still recorded from PSNs 

with similar characteristics as the T-rhythm in these circumstances, this would indicate 

that the T-rhythm originates below the medulla. A further indication as to a spinal or 

ganglionic origin could be gained by ‘driving’ tonic activity from different levels of the 

remaining neuraxis. Tonic activity recorded from PSNs would indicate that the location of 

stimulation was below the site of rhythm generation.

Given that the rat tail has a very specific role in thermoregulation (Thorington, 

1966; O’Leary, Johnson and Taylor 1985), and specific neuronal circuitry is involved in 

the control of sympathetic outflow to cutaneous blood vessels in response to hyperthermia 

(e.g. McAllen and May, 1994), it is possible that the sympathetic activity recorded to tail 

vessels reflects some control mechanism specific for the tail circulation. As no attempt has 

yet been made to record the T-rhythm from other vascular beds this issue remains 

unresolved.

7.3 WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERPRETATION OF 

RESPIRATORY-RELATED PATTERNS ?

By examining frequencies of the phrenic and T-rhythm this study has
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highlighted that the two rhythms are different and may have separate origins. 

Consequently, the difficulty in interpreting respiratory-related firing patterns in 

sympathetic activity has been discussed (Chapter 4). This implies that in any study 

examining the phase relationship between sympathetic and respiratory discharge must also 

perform analysis on the frequency characteristics of the two activities. This would 

determine whether respiratory-related patterns are the direct result of the influence of 

central respiratory drive on sympathetic outflow, or whether the respiratory-related pattern 

reflects merging of outflow from independent sympathetic and respiratory oscillators. 

Without this information the interpretation of respiratory-related patterns found in 

previous studies in which activity was recorded from pre- and postganglionic nerves, is 

limited (e.g., Jânig, 1985; Gilbey and Stein, 1991; Zhou and Gilbey, 1992; Hâbler, 

Jânig, Krummel and Peters, 1993; Hâbler, Jânig and Michaelis, 1994).

The process of checking whether or not the T-rhythm is independent of central 

respiratory drive need not entail extensive experimental procedures. In the present study 

frequency differences were usually apparent from time domain analysis, i.e., from 

autocorrelograms of unit and phrenic nerve activity. Further information as to the inputs 

to sympathetic outflow may be gained by alternative analysis techniques in the frequency 

domain, such as power spectral and coherence analysis. Power spectral analysis reveals 

the frequency distribution of a waveform signal (such as nerve activity) and can be 

performed by fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis and may be able to highlight 

frequency components in sympathetic outflow corresponding to both the T-rhythm and 

central respiratory drive. Coherence analysis is based on the idea that for two waveforms 

to be completely coherent at a particular time, the phase shift between the waveforms at 

that frequency must be constant, and the amplitudes of the waves at that frequency must 

have a constant ratio (Kocsis, Gebber, Barman and Kenney, 1990). Coherence analysis 

may be able to highlight frequencies corresponding to central respiratory drive when the 

T-rhythm component in the power spectrum is too large for central respiratory drive 

(which may be at a similar frequency) to be visible.
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Some initial attempts were made to utilize power spectrum and coherence 

analysis on recordings made in the present study. The general finding was that the power 

specU*um corroborated conclusions made from autocorrelogram analysis. If centtal 

respiratory drive was at a different frequency to that of the T-rhythm, but was not obvious 

from the unit autocorrelogram then it would not be apparent in the power spectrum of unit 

activity, and the coherence value at the phrenic frequency would be low. Similarly, if two 

rhythms were apparent from the autocorrelogram, one with a frequency corresponding to 

the phrenic rhythm, then two peaks were seen in the power spectrum of unit activity and 

strong coherence found at the phrenic frequency. However, on one occasion when the T- 

and phrenic rhythms were at different frequencies and the phrenic rhythm was not 

obvious in the sympathetic unit discharge (as revealed by autocorrelation and power 

spectrum analysis) coherence analysis revealed significant coherence of the two 

waveforms at the frequency of the phrenic rhythm. This implied that there was a 

contribution from central respiratory drive in the sympathetic outflow that would have 

been missed by autocorrelogram analysis alone. Thus, frequency domain analysis may be 

more sensitive in discriminating different frequencies in sympathetic activity. However, 

the length of time data was recorded for was not always sufficient to provide adequate 

resolution of the frequency components around 1 Hz (i.e., the frequency range often 

found in T- and phrenic rhythms). Nonetheless, there is the potential for more thorough 

analysis of the type of data recorded in the present study, possibly using both time and 

frequency domain analysis.

In the study by Zhong et al. (1997) more sophisticated frequency domain 

analysis (partial and residual coherence analysis) demonstrated that discharges in pairs of 

sympathetic nerves remained correlated at the frequency of the central respiratory cycle 

after mathematical removal of the portion of these signals that was common to phrenic 

nerve activity, and that the slow rhythm in sympathetic discharge is dependent of central 

mechanisms in addition to those responsible for rhythmic phrenic nerve activity. 

Therefore, in the present study these analysis techniques may be appropriate when the T-
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rhythm frequency is the same as, or close to the phrenic rhythm frequency.

7.4 IS THE T-RHYTHM ALWAYS THE DOMINANT SYMPATHETIC 

RHYTHM ?

As discussed in Chapter 4 (section 4.4.4), on occasions two rhythms were 

apparent in autocorrelograms of unit activity, one of which was at the same frequency as 

the phrenic rhythm, suggesting that the central respiratory rhythm was present in 

sympathetic outflow as well as the T-rhythm. Furthermore, during hyperthermia when 

central respiratory drive was high and sympathetic drive was low, the frequencies of the 

two rhythms could ‘lock’, and in this situation it is possible that central respiratory drive 

dominated the rhythmicity of sympathetic outflow. Further investigations are needed to 

clarify this situation in which both the frequency and phase relationships between phrenic 

and sympathetic nerve discharges can be examined in a range of experimental conditions 

designed to vary central respiratory drive and its potential input to sympathetic outflow. 

One approach would be heat the animal to create a steady state in which sympathetic drive 

is held just below the threshold at which sympathetic activity in PSNs switches off, then 

to increase central respiratory drive, perhaps by means of increasing inspired CO^ In this 

situation the influence of central respiratory drive may be sufficient to excite sympathetic 

outflow and produce a rhythm at the same frequency as that of phrenic burst activity. In 

this case the central respiratory rhythm would be the dominant rhythm in sympathetic 

outflow, and use of the term ‘T-rhythm’ to describe this rhythm would be inappropriate. 

Power spectrum analysis of unit activity may also indicate the presence of two rhythms or 

a single rhythm during hyperthermia, although a range of steady-state temperatures, and 

hence, T-and phrenic rhythms would have to be recorded for sufficient time to allow FFT 

analysis.

It was noted in Chapter 4 (section 4.4.4) that when the frequencies of the T- 

rhythm and central respiratory drive were ‘locked’ in 1:1 ratio the phase relationships
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between the two activities was relatively constant in different preparations (with peak 

firing during expiration), despite the fact that phase relationships were examined over a 

range of phrenic burst frequencies. This may suggest that central respiratory drive was 

also present in sympathetic activity. However, to clarify this situation phase relationships 

must be examined in individual preparations in which sympathetic activity is recorded 

during a range of steady state phrenic rates, similar to the study of Bachoo and Polosa 

(1987).

7.5 ARE THE RHYTHMIC DISCHARGES IN INDIVIDUAL PSNS TO 

THE CVA OR LATERAL VEIN SYNCHRONIZED?

As single unit recordings were made in the present study, it is not known 

whether the rhythm recorded from a single unit could be seen in other units to the same 

vessel: it is possible that each unit receives input from seperate oscillators which are not 

necessarily coupled. However, in the present study, on occasions recordings were made 

from two or more units (from CVA) which displayed a similar T-rhythm to that seen in 

single units. In addition, patterns of respiratory-related activity recorded from single units 

were very similar when the frequency of the two rhythms was the same: if the T-rhythm 

recorded in each unit was different then other respiratory-related patterns might be 

expected. From these observations it is possible to speculate that discharges to the units 

within the focal electrode tip attached to the CVA are synchronized, i.e., they are driven 

by either the same oscillator or coupled oscillators. As there appears to be no difference in 

the T-rhythm in recordings of activity from the CVA and the lateral vein (see Chapter 5, 

section 5.4), it is proposed that activity to the lateral vein is ‘driven’ by the same T- 

rhythm.

However, it is not known if activity in different parts of the vessels are 

synchronized. It is possible that the units within the electrode tip may have very similar 

conduction distances and velocities, and may also receive input from the same SPN.
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Units recorded at greater distances away from the electrode tip would have different 

conduction distances and velocities and may receive input from different SPNs. Although 

the T-rhythm input to individual units may be the same, it is not likely that units along the 

whole length of the vessel fire in synchrony due to differences in the route they take to 

reach the vessel. This point could easily be clarified by recording from two different sites 

on the same vessel, e.g., from proximal and distal sites. Thus, it would be possible to 

decide first, whether units at different sites fire in synchrony by comparing neurograms or 

autocorrelograms of each unit’s activity, and second, if these units do not fire 

synchronously it would be possible to judge whether they received the same T-rhythm 

input by producing cross-correlograms from the two unit’s activity.

The question of whether units to a blood vessel fire asynchronously has been of 

interest in some recent studies. Brock and co-workers have used an in vitro preparation of 

CVA tissue to investigate the contribution of different receptors to depolarization and 

contraction (Brock, McLachlan, Jobling and Lewis, 1995; Brock, McLachlan and 

Rayner, 1997). They assumed that activity to the CVA in vivo is asynchronous and have 

used the agent ciguatoxin-1 to induce asynchronous firing in units to the CVA in vitro. 

However, there is no direct evidence to support the assumption that units fire 

asynchronously in vivo. As argued above, activity to separate parts of the vessel may be 

asynchronous but may well have the underlying T-rhythm in their discharge. Therefore 

transmitter release from individual neurones in vivo is influenced by rhythmical bursts of 

action potentials as opposed to random bursts of action potentials induced by ciguatoxin-1 

in vitro.

7.6 WHAT IS THE POSSIBLE FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE 

T-RHYTHM ?

Why should activity recorded from CVA and lateral LV have such a prominent 

T-rhythm which can be independent of central respiratory drive? The efficacy of
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transmitter release and effector response that has emerged mainly from in vitro studies 

(see Chapter 1, section 1.3.3) would seem to be a likely consequence of such activity. 

Therefore, the existence of the T-rhythm found in the present study allows speculation 

that it may represent a fundamental controlling element of sympathetic outflow which 

helps to maintain appropriate release of transmitters and, in the case of blood vessels, 

appropriate vascular tone. It was suggested previously that respiratory rhythms, which 

are a common feature of sympathetic outflow, may contribute to this control (Hâbler, 

Jânig and Michaelis, 1994). Yet, in many natural circumstances that may confront an 

unanaesthetized animal, from rats to humans, central respiratory drive may not be an 

appropriate rhythm for vascular target organs to be influenced by. For example, during 

physical confrontation, varying levels of cortical excitation, nociceptive input, blood 

gasses, arterial and venous blood pressures, etc., may produce a highly irregular central 

respiratory drive. If vasomotor tone was under the influence of central respiratory drive, 

then inappropriate vasodilation may occur as a consequence of loss of regular bursting 

activity or an inappropriate bursting rate. Similarly, during speech in humans the 

alteration of the breathing pattern (and, hence, feedback from cardiorespiratory reflexes) 

may be sufficiently variable to alter central respiratory drive. In these and other 

circumstances it would be of value to sympathetic control of vasomotor tone if a more 

robust and less variable underlying rhythm were also present in sympathetic outflow in 

order to maintain bursting activity and the appropriate level of vasoconstriction.

Thus, the T-rhythm may fulfill a role in more long-term control of vasomotor 

tone rather than more transient changes in mean rate of sympathetic discharge. This 

proposition is supported by findings in the present study, such as slowing and loss of the 

T-rhythm in response to hyperthermia or baroreceptor stimulation. In these cases, the 

reverse of the situation outlined above may be important: a more long-term vasodilation 

may have been induced both by a decrease in mean rate of discharge and loss of 

rhythmicity in sympathetic discharge. In this way the T-rhythm is responsive to 

physiological perturbations and so can be up- or down-regulated, along with the average
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rate of unit discharge in a response that is appropriate to the perturbation.

Following on from the proposal that the T-rhythm originates centrally, as 

mentioned earlier one may expect to see the T-rhythm in the neuronal pathway preceding 

the PSN. As mentioned earlier (section 7.2) litüe evidence for this has been found, 

although the appropriate type of study and analysis to investigate this point have not been 

carried out. Nevertheless, assuming the T-rhythm is present in SPNs and bulbospinal 

neurones, it can be predicted that bursting patterns at these synapses would be efficient in 

producing transmitter release and, therefore, action potentials in postsynaptic fibres, 

ensuring that the centrally-generated rhythm is carried to the neuroeffector junction. 

Furthermore, Polosa and co-workers (Birks, Laskey and Polosa, 1981) have found that 

stimuli delivered in bursts to SPNs to be more efficient in recruitment of postganglionic 

fibres, and may represent a mechanism by which diverging SPNs which have similar 

target organs all fire with similar patterns of activity to produce an effective target organ 

response.

The present study has provided a basic concept that can be tested by further 

experimentation. A major question to be answered is whether the T-rhythm is unique to 

activity recorded from units innervating the CVA and lateral vein of the rat tail. This 

would be clarified by recording single unit activity with the focal electrode from identified 

blood vessels in other vascular beds, such as the mesentary or skeletal muscle. Evidence 

for rhythmicity in sympathetic outflow in several sympathetic nerves that is independent 

of central respiratory drive has been demonstrated (Barman and Gebber, 1976; Zhong et 

al. 1997), although these recordings were from whole nerves, with inherent problems of 

interpretation (Chapter 1, section 1.1.5). No previous studies of activity recorded from 

single PSNs have used autocorrelograms of phrenic nerve and PSN activity to 

discriminate separate rhythms in sympathetic outflow. Therefore, it is an open question as 

to whether a T-rhythm exists in other sympathetic outflows.

The present study has found evidence suggesting that control of the T-rhythm 

frequency may be important in the sympathetic response to baroreflex stimulation and
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hyperthermia, both of which slowed the T-rhythm frequency. If this suggestion is correct 

then it may be predicted that other perturbations would cause the frequency of the T- 

rhythm to increase in a vasoconstrictor response, such as peripheral or central 

chemoreceptor stimulation or arterial baroreceptor unloading. Future studies incorporating 

these stimuli may help support or refute the proposed role of the T-rhythm. The limited 

observation in the present study that haemorrhage appeared to disrupt the T-rhythm 

recorded from the CVA is confusing, as it may be predicted that the loss of synchrony of 

unit firing would result in dilation of the vessel, exacerbating the hypotension. However, 

as this stimulus is relatively indiscriminate (see Chapter 6, section 6.1) it is not possible to 

clearly interpret its effects on the T-rhythm.

As mentioned above (section 7.2), it is possible that the T-rhythm represents just 

one of several slow sympathetic oscillators, each of which may contribute to different 

sympathetic outflows and may be differentially coupled to the central respiratory oscillator 

(Zhong, et al., 1997). This was suggested in earlier studies Koepchen and co-workers 

(Koepchen et al, 1981), who also demonstrated that the influence of certain stimuh (such 

as changes in arterial PCO^) were non-uniform amongst different sympathetic outflows. 

Thus, the concept of independent sympathetic and respiratory oscillators that can be 

influenced by various reflexes in different ways may account for the wide variation of 

patterns encountered in sympathetic nerves.

7.7 WHAT IS THE POSSIBLE IMPACT OF THE T-RHYTHM ON 

NEUROTRANSMITTER RELEASE?

In the present study the majority of units to artery and vein fired in bursts, with 

varying numbers of action potentials between the bursts. Intraburst frequencies were 

similar for CVA and LV (range, 4-35 Hz in each vessel). From the studies by Bao and 

co-workers (Bao, Ganon and Stjame, 1993a; 1993b), it is possible to speculate that for 

the CVA, these intraburst frequencies might trigger the release of both ATP and
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noradrenaline. Yet, as the ATP-mediated component of contraction decreases in in vitro 

studies with the length of stimulation (Bao, Ganon and Stjâme, 1993b, Brock et al.,

1995; 1997) it is probable that contraction is maintained in vivo mainly via a-adrenergic

mechanisms. No study has been carried out on the LV that is similar to the studies by 

Bao, et al. on the CVA (see Bao, 1993). This fact combined with the lack of information 

concerning the innervation of LV, limits the inferences concerning transmitter release that 

can be made from patterns of activity recorded from units to this vessel. It cannot be 

assumed that transmitter release and vein contraction would be the same as for the CVA, 

despite on-going activity to the two vessels having similar firing characteristics, due to the 

possibility of different neuropeptides being present in fibres to the two vessels (e.g. 

Morris and Gibbins, 1992) and variation between vessels in the anatomy of innervation 

(see Chapter 1, section 1.3.3) amongst other factors.

As the response of vascular smooth muscle to sympathetic activity is affected by 

many other factors in addition to patterning and rate of sympathetic activity, knowledge of 

sympathetic firing characteristics gives only an indication of the response of the target 

organ. Therefore, experiments are necessary in which the response of the target organ to 

chracterized sympathetic activity can be assessed. In vitro or in vivo experiments may be 

suitable in which activity with different pattern types (A, B or C) and ihythmical 

characteristics (frequency of T-rhythm, no rhythm, etc.) recorded from units in vivo are 

used to stimulate the innervation to either CVA or LV and the response of the vessel 

(strength of contraction) measured, similar to previous studies (Nilsson, Ljung, Sjoblom 

and Wallin, 1985; Lundberg, Rudehill, Sollevi, Fried and Wallin, 1989). An indirect 

assessment of the affect of the neural activity on the vessel contractile response could be 

gained by using intra-vital microscopy or blood flow measurement (for example, 

Marshall, 1982 and 1987, respectively). Different patterns of on-going activity could be 

induced in units recorded, using electrical stimulation or by natural stimuli such as step

wise changes of core temperature or altering arterial blood gas composition, these patterns 

could be correlated with accurately-measured changes in vessel diameter or blood flow.
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Although not attempted in the present study, it may be possible to record EJCs 

in vivo with the preparation used (with no low frequency filter on unit activity). Thus, it 

may be possible to assess directly the influence of different unit firing patterns on 

neurotransmitter release, at least for ATP. However, membrane potentials recorded from 

smooth muscle in vivo (Neild and Keef, 1985) are depolarized relative to those recorded

in vitro (Brock, et al., 1995; 1997) which is probably maintained by activation of a- 

adrenoceptors. In these circumstances ATP-related EJCs may not be present.

7.8 IS SYMPATHETIC ACTIVITY TO THE CVA DIFFERENT TO 

ACTIVITY TO THE LATERAL VEIN ?

Results from the experiments outlined in Chapters 4, 5 and 6 have not provided 

clear evidence that neural activity recorded from PSNs innervating CVA and LV is 

differentially controlled as the two activities share several characteristics, including what 

appears to be a common underlying T-rhythm, and further studies are required. For 

example, by recording simultaneously activity from both vessels, autocorrelation analysis 

between the two activities would clarify whether the T-rhythm recorded from each vessel 

was the same.

There were ‘hints’ that activity recorded from the lateral vein may be less tightly 

coupled to the T-rhythm than activity recorded from the CVA. In addition to possible 

differences in properties of individual PSNs discussed in the previous section, this 

variation may reflect the number and type of synaptic inputs to PSNs innervating the two 

vessels. For example, the strength of presynaptic input carrying the T-rhythm may be less 

in the pathway of innervation to lateral vein, or there may be a greater number of other 

synaptic inputs in this pathway that ‘interfere’ with the T-rhythm.

Superficially, it was suprising that activity to the two vessels should be similar 

under the conditions in which they were examined, as previous studies have indicated that 

differences may exist in activity during ‘normal’ conditions and in response to
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physiological disturbances such as baroreceptor stimulation (see Chapter 1, sections 

1.1.3a and c). However, a definitive statement concerning whether CVA and LV receive 

seperate innervation cannot be made without examining the effects of further perturbations 

to homeostasis on neural activity. The possibility remains that the procedures undertaken 

were not adequate to demonstrate any potential differences of neural activity to these two 

vessels. For example, several studies (Donnegan, 1921; Webb-Peploe and Shepherd, 

1968; Shepherd and Vanhoutte, 1975) have led investigators to speculate that the lateral 

saphenous vein of the dog subserves a thermoregulatory function as it constricts in 

response to either central or local cooling, and dilates in response to central or local 

heating. In this way the saphenous vein in the dog may be controlled in a similar way to 

vessels in the rat tail (Young and Dawson, 1981). Unit activity to the lateral vein may 

increase in response to hypothermia. This seems unlikely as casual observations of on

going activity in units supplying the CVA suggested that under the control conditions of 

these experiments the CVA received maximal vasoconstrictor drive, as no change in unit 

rate was observed when the temperature of the rat was unintentionally allowed to fall 

below 36.°C.

7.9 SYMPATHETIC ACTIVITY TO THE CVA AND LATERAL VEIN: 

FUNCTIONAL IMPLICATIONS FOR THE TAIL

The present study has given unequivocal support to the proposition that 

vasodilation of CVA and LV during hyperthermia is due to withdrawal of sympathetic 

activity to tail vessels (Introduction, section 1.4.3), to enable the tail to paticipate in heat 

loss. It is known that the skin of the rat tail contains many arterio-venous anastomoses 

(AVAs) and their neurogenic control is important in this thermoregulatory response 

(Hales, Iriki, Tsuchiya and Kozawa, 1978). The sympathetic control of AVAs has not 

been discerned in the present study, but it would seem reasonable to suggest that the 

thermoregulatory response of vessels in the tail may involve a dilation of AVAs to
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increase blood flow through the relatively large volume of the tail, dilation of the CVA 

which supplies blood to AVAs and dilation of the LVs which constitute the main outflow 

from the tail, in order to produce optimal blood flow rates and heat loss. This contention 

is supported by the study of Auckland and Wiig, but they calculated that opening of the 

AVAs alone would, at most, double the blood flow through the taü during hyperthermia. 

They stated that the large increase in blood flow (15-20 times resting values) necessary 

for efficient heat loss from the tail (estimated to be up to 25% of total heat production 

during hyperthermia by Yoimg and Dawson, 1982) must involve the whole arterial tree to 

the tail, probably beginning at the aortic bifurcation.

The present studies have also demonstrated that in control conditions the 

baroreflex does not contribute pulse-related modulation to sympathetic activity to the two 

vessels examined, but can alter the mean rate and rhythmicity of activity in response 

raised arterial blood pressure due to increased blood volume and to electrical stimulation 

of the aortic nerve. Thus, the tail circulation can participate in baroreflex-mediated 

cardiovascular adjustments when the stimulus is sufficiently large. Functionally, the 

response of both these vessels to baroreflex stimulation is likely to be vasodilatation, as 

reported in a previous study (Auckland and Wiig, 1984). The expansion of CVA and LVs 

within the tight skin of the tail increases interstitial fluid pressure to prevent a rise in net 

capillary filtration pressure, thus preventing oedema in the tail (Auckland and Wiig, 

1984). These findings suggest that rat tail is highly adapted to function as a compliant 

organ that can act as a blood reservoir when required, in addition to its well-recognized 

role in thermoregulation.

7.10 CONCLUSIONS

The findings of this study, which has used a focal recording technique to record 

activity directly from blood vessels in the rat tail, are unique with regard to the fact that the 

observations on pattern, frequency and rhythm of discharge can be related to in vitro
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studies in the same preparation. Therefore, it appears likely that the frequency of the T- 

rhythm reported in this study, intra-burst frequency and rhythmic discharge may be 

important in determining the efficacy of neuroeffector transmission and, hence, the 

influence of sympathetic outflow on vascular tone. This is supported by the observation 

that changes in blood volume and aortic nerve stimulation influence the T-rhythm without 

affecting central respiratory drive. Activity recorded from the CVA appears to be similar 

to activity recorded from the lateral vein, and it remains to be determined whether their is 

differential reflex control of these vessels.
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JOHNSON. C.D. and GILBEY, M.P.
D e p a r tm e n t o f  P h y sio lo g y , R o y a l F ree  H o sp ita l S c h o o l o f  M ed ic in e . D in d o n  2D F. U K
N o  information ex ists  on the fundamen tal ch arac tenst ic s  o f  sym path et ic  act iv ity recorded from fibres that are k no w n  with  certainty to 
innervate blood vessels . This  study reports iniuai ob servations on sym pathetic  act iv ity  supply ing the vascu lar sm ooth  m u sc le  o f  the caudal  
ventral artery (C V .M  using a foca l extracel lular recording technique In anaesthet ized  rats the C U w as ex p o sed  and bathed in Krebs. 
U sin g  a g la ss  m ic roele ctrode e v o k e d  act iv ity  was recorded in response  to sym pathet ic  chain st im ula tion from fibres coursing along the 
adventitia. S in g le  units with  o n - g o in g  .activity co u ld  be d iscn m in ated . .Abolition o f  the o n -g o in g  act iv ity on i.v. injection o f  the gangl ion  
blocker h ex a m éth on iu m  ( 6 in g /k g )  co n f irm ed  their p o st -g a n g l ion ic  nature During n orm otherm ia  and at normal arterial blood pressure  
(systo l ic  range 110 -1 4 0  m m l l g )  the o n -go tng  activity occurred in bursts and inter-spike interval analys is  revealed  peak firing frequen cies  
around IH z and 6Hz.  Under these co ndit io ns  activity  was also  found to be m odulated  by central respiratory d n v e  and the lung inflation  
lyc le . T he  act iv ity  had no m od ulat ion  related to the cardiac c y c l e  and was ab o l ish ed  during hyperthermia  (core  temperature > 3 9 ° C ) .  
lupported by B H F  and The W e l lc o m e  Trust.
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COMMUNICATIONS

R ecordings of activity from  sym pathetic fibres innervating b lood v esse ls  in the tail 
of the anaesthetized  rat

C.D. Joh nso n  and M.P. Gilbey

Department o f Physiology. Royal Free Hospital School of Medicine. Rowland Hill Street. 
London  AlCJ 2PF

T h e r e  is a d e a r t h  o f  i n f o r m a t i o n  r e g a r d i n g  t h e  f a c to r s  t h a t  r e g u l a t e  t h e  
a c t i v i t y  o f  s y m p a t h e t i c  n e u r o n e s  i n n e r v a t i n g  id e n t i f ie d  b lo od  vessels.  J a n i g  
a n d  c o - w o r k e r s  (see J a n i g .  1985) h a v e  r e c o r d e d  f rom  f ibres t e n t a t i v e l y  i d e n t i 
fied as s u p p l y i n g  b l o o d  vesse ls .  T h e i r  id e n t i f ic a t io n ,  e v e n  if co r r ec t ,  c a n n o t  
d i s t i n g u i s h  t h e  se c t i o n  o f  t h e  v a s c u l a r  be d  i n n e r v a t e d .  T h e  p r e s e n t  s t u d y  
r e p o r t s  in i t i a l  o b s e r v a t i o n s  on  s y m p a t h e t i c  a c t i v i t y  r e c o r d e d  f ro m  t h e  c a u d a l  
v e n t r a l  a r t e r y  (CVA) u s i n g  a focal  e x t r a c e l l u l a r  r e c o r d i n g  t e c h n i q u e  (see 
C u n n a n e  & Moss.  1993).

R a t s  w ere  a n a e s t h e t i z e d  w i t h  s o d i u m  p e n t o b a r b i t o n e  (60 m g  k s ”' I . P . )  wh ich  
was  s u p p l e m e n t e d  w i t h  a - c h l o r a l o s e  ( 5 -10  m g  I .V.).  a n d  w ere  a r t i f ic ia l ly  
v e n t i l a t e d  (see Z h o u  & Gi lb ey .  1992).  C a t h e t e r s  were  p la ced  in a c a r o t i d  a r t e r y  
a n d  j u g u l a r  ve in  for m o n i t o r i n g  b l o o d  p re ss ur e  a n d  g iv in g  d ru g s ,  re sp ec t iv e l y .  
S t i m u l a t i n g  e le c t r o d e s  w e re  a t t a c h e d  to  t h e  c a u d a l  l u m b a r  s y m p a t h e t i c  c ha in  
(ibid.) .  T h e  (, 'VA was  e x p o s e d  a n d  b a t h e d  in K r e b s  s o lu t io n .  T o  r ec or d  n er v e  
a c t i v i t y  a g lass m i c r o e l e c t r o d e  w i t h  a  t ip  d i a m e t e r  < 1 JO g m  w as  p la c e d  in 
c o n t a c t  w i t h  th e  a d v e n t i t i a  o f  t h e  C V A  a n d  ge n t le  s u c t i o n  ap p l i e d .

A c t i o n  p o t e n t i a l s  r e c o r d e d  in response to  s y m p a t h e t i c  c h a i n  s t i m u l a t i o n  h a d  
la tenc i es  r a n g i n g  f ro m  2 0 0 - 5 0 0  m s  [n = IT) d e p e n d i n g  on  t h e  recor r l ing  lo c a 
t i on  (i.e. w h e t h e r  d i s ta l  o r  p r o x i m a l ) .  (9ne or  m o re  u n i t s  could  be d i s c r i m i n a t e d  
f ro m  b a c k g r o u n d  noise [n -  17). S o m e  u n i t s  h a d  o n -g o in g  a c t i v i t y .  T h e  p o s t 
gan g l i o n ic  n a t u r e  o f  a c t i v i t y  w as  e s t a b l i s h e d  b y  s e n s i t i v i t y  to  t h e  ga n g l i o n  
b lo c k e r  h e x a m é t h o n i u m  (6 m g  kg '  '. n -  10). I n t e r s p i k e  i n t e r v a l  a n a l y s i s  o f  o n 
go in g  a c t i v i t y  a t  37 ±  0 .5  "̂ C s h o w e d  p e a k s  a t  a r o u n d  0.15  a n d  1.00 s a n d  
a c t i v i t y  o c c u r r e d  in b u r s t s  [n = 4 ) .  A c t i v i t y  was  i n h i b i t e d  d u r i n g  h y p e r t h e r m i a  
(39 °C. =  4) a n d  in f lu e n c e d  b y  t h e  l ung  in f la t i o n  cycle {n -  3). b u t  h a d  no
m a r k e d  m o d u l a t i o n  r e l a t e d  to  t h e  c a r d i a c  cyc le  (« = 4. sy s t o l ic  b lo od  p r e s s u r e
r a n g e  1 0 0 - 1 3 0  m m H g ) .

I t  is c o n c l u d e d  t h a t  t h e  a c t i v i t y  r e c o rd e d  w a s  s y m p a t h e t i c  in n a t u r e  a n d  
t h a t  t h e  t e c h n i q u e  p r o v i d e s  a m e a n s  o f  s t u d y i n g  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  s y m p a t h e t i c  
a c t i v i t y  s u p p l y i n g  i d e n t i f ie d  b lo o d  vessels.

Suppo rte d by B H F  and MRC.
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Sympathetic activ ity  recorded from the rat caudal ventral
artery in vivo

Christopher D. Johnson and Michael P. Gilbey

Department o f Physiology, Royal Free H ospital School o f Medicine, R ow land H ill Street,
London N W S 2PF

1. In tw enty-five sodium pentobarbitone (a-chloralose supplem ented)-anaesthetized, 
artificially ventilated and paralysed rats, postganglionic sym pathetic single un it activ ity  
was recorded at the level of the adventitia of the caudal ventral artery of the tail using a 
focal recording technique.

2. Ten units were identified as being sympathetic in nature, as they were activated following 
electrical stim ulation of the lumbar sym pathetic chain. The on-going activ ity  of seven of 
these was blocked by hexam éthonium  (6-12 mg kg“ )̂.

3. The units were not under tonic baroreceptor modulation, as indicated by the lack of pulse 
modulation of discharge. Respiratory modulation was apparent, w ith neurones firing 
m ainly during expiration (phrenic silence), and activ ity  was influenced also by the lung 
inflation cycle. W hole-body warming decreased unit activity.

4. Interspike interval and autocorrelation analysis showed that unit discharge was 
dominated by the respiratory rhythm  and that units tended to discharge in bursts (often 
duplets). It is suggested that the intraburst interval may be determined by a hypothetical 
sym pathetic oscillator.

5. This study presents the first analysis of single unit activity recorded in vivo from 
sym pathetic fibres innervating an identified blood vessel.

Complex patterns of sympathetic nerve activity are 
generated by the central nervous system in response to reflex 
inputs or as components of complex behavioural activity, 
e.g. those produced by stimulation of the upper airways 
with smoke (Peterson, Coo te, Gilbey & Futuro-Neto, 1983), 
desynchronized sleep-like periods in the decerebrate cat 
(Futuro-Neto & Coote, 1982), somatic stimuli (Janig, 1985) 
and central respiratory drive (Zhou & Gilbey, 1992). The 
techniques used in these studies have failed to identify the 
precise target(s) to which the various activities are directed. 
For example, even if activity is correctly identified as being 
skin vasoconstrictor (see Janig, 1985), the vessel innervated 
has not been identified. This has been a substantial 
hinderance to understanding further the physiological 
organization of the sympathetic nervous system.

In this report, data are presented that represent the first 
analysis of single unit sympathetic activity supplying an 
identified blood vessel. This has been achieved by the in vivo 
application of an adaptation of the technique of focal extra
cellular recording used by Cunnane and co-workers in vitro 
(see Brock & Cunnane, 1987; Âstrand, Brock & Cunnane, 
1988; Evans, 1990; Cunnane & Moss, 1993). In this way, the 
nature of unit activity directed specifically at the caudal 
ventral artery of the rat tail has been examined. The 
importance of tonic baroreceptor activity and respiratory- 
related activities in determining the patterning and

frequency of activity in the sympathetic supply to this 
vessel has heen examined. In addition, the effect of raising 
whole-body temperature on unit activity has been 
investigated because of the involvement of the rat tail 
circulation in thermoregulation (for references see O’Leary, 
Johnson & Taylor, 1985). Some results obtained using more 
conventional recording techniques are also reported, as 
they provide information relevant to the interpretation of 
data obtained with the focal recording technique.

Preliminary accounts of this work have been published 
as abstracts (Johnson & Gilbey, 1993a, h, c).

METHODS

Experiments were carried out on twenty-five male Sprague- 
Dawley rats (200-350 g) anaesthetized with sodium pento
barbitone (60 mg kg"') and supplemented with a-chloralose 
(5-10 mg) when required, as judged from recordings of heart 
rate, blood pressure, phrenic nerve activity, size of pupils, and 
palpebral and paw-pinch reflexes. The muscle relaxant 
gallamine triethiodide (16 mg kg"') was administered during 
data collection. Within this period animals were allowed to 
recover from neuromuscular block and the depth of 
anaesthesia checked.

A carotid artery and a jugular vein were cannulated to 
monitor arterial pressure and administer drugs, respectively. 
Artificial ventilation (rate, 90-120 min"') was performed using
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Og-enriched room air. Tracheal pressure (5-10 mmHg) and 
end-tidal COg were monitored continuously. Arterial blood 
samples were taken periodically and arterial pH and gas 
tensions kept within the following ranges: pH, 7 3-7 45; 
arterial Pqq̂ , 35-48 mmHg; arterial Pq̂  >  100 mmHg. Animals 
were given a pneumothorax and an end-expiratory pressure of 
2-3 cmHgO was applied to the expiratory line to prevent 
atelectasis. Following a ventral laparotomy, a thermocouple 
was placed over the abdominal aorta to monitor and regulate 
core temperature (37 5 ±  0 5 °C in the control state and up to 
40 °C during whole-body warming) by a heating blanket 
wrapped around the animal.

Preparation of nerves
Following the laparotomy, the lumbar sympathetic chains 
were exposed and a silver wire bipolar electrode wrapped 
around them between the third and fifth lumbar ganglia. Both 
sympathetic chains and electrodes were embedded in 
insulating material (Provil, Bayer Dental, Germany) and the 
laparotomy repaired. These electrodes were used to stimulate 
the chain and thereby evoke activity in sympathetic fibres 
projecting into the tail.

Phrenic nerve activity was recorded so that phrenic-related 
sympathetic activity could be assessed. A ventral incision was 
made above the left clavicle, which was removed, and the left 
phrenic nerve dissected free. The distal end of the nerve was 
crushed and a silver wire bipolar electrode wrapped around it 
and the whole embedded in insulating material as described 
above.

The tail was positioned in a Perspex bath for dissection. The 
fluid in the bath was at room temperature (20-23 °C). In one 
set of experiments, a ventral collector nerve was exposed, cut

distally, desheathed and covered in paraffin. Activity was 
either recorded from the whole nerve (6 rats) or from dissected 
fibres in order to record single or multi-unit activity (9 rats). 
Conventional bipolar platinum wire electrodes were used to 
record from the nerve; one pole of the electrode was placed on 
the cut central end and the other on the crushed distal end; a 
ground electrode was placed in close proximity. In another set 
of experiments (10 rats), where sympathetic activity was 
recorded from the caudal ventral artery using a focal 
extracellular recording technique, the artery was exposed and 
the superficial connective tissue removed, but the adventitia 
left intact. The Perspex bath was filled with a standard Krebs 
solution (Âstrand et al. 1988). Krebs solution-filled glass 
electrodes (tip diameter <  80 jiM) pulled from capillary tubing 
were placed on the vessel. To produce a ‘seal’ between the tip 
of the electrode and the blood vessel, gentle suction was 
applied to the electrode via the side-arm of the electrode 
holder. A ground electrode was placed in close proximity.

Drugs
Hexaméthonium bromide (Sigma, UK ; 6-12 mg kg~  ̂ in saline) 
was administered i.v. and a,/^-methylene adenosine 5 -  
triphosphate (Sigma; 10“® m ) was added to the stock Krebs 
solution.

Data collection and analysis
All neuronal discharges were recorded through high 
impedance headstages (N L 100, Neurolog, Digitimer Ltd, UK), 
amplified and filtered. Nerve activities were monitored on an 
oscilloscope and VDU linked to an IBM computer. Single unit 
sympathetic activity was discriminated using a spike processor 
(D130, Digitimer). Nerve discharges, EGG, arterial blood

50 ms

B

5 ms

Figure 1.
A a, activity evoked in response to sympathetic chain 
stimulation (indicated by arrow; 100 trials, 1 Hz, 1 ms 
pulse, supramaximal stimulus) recorded from the 
central end of a cut ventral collector nerve. Ah, 
response was reduced by hexaméthonium (6 mg kg“ ,̂ 
I .V.). B, activity evoked (1 trial ; sweep delay, 300 ms 
from stimulus) in response to sympathetic chain 
stimulation (stimulus parameters as above) recorded 
from caudal ventral artery using focal recording 
technique. C, the unit shown in B  was discriminated so 
that its on-going activity could be analysed. Five 
superimposed sweeps are shown. Each sweep was 
triggered by a transistor-to-transistor logic (TTL)- 
pulse generated from the discriminated unit.

5 ms
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pressure, tracheal pressure and a record of abdominal 
temperature were stored on tape. On- and off-line analyses 
were carried out using an interface (1401) and software (Spike 2) 
supplied by Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK. 
Phrenic-, ECG-, arterial pulse pressure- and tracheal pressure- 
triggered histograms were generated and degree of modulation 
graded as previously described (Gilbey & Stein, 1991). Data are 
presented as means +  s .e .m . Statistical significance was 
assessed using one-way ANOVA. All n values refer to either 
the number of ventral collector nerves from which evoked 
potentials were recorded, the number of units recorded from 
teased fibres or the number of focally recorded units.

RESULTS

Stimulation of the lumbar sympathetic chains (1 Hz, 1 ms 
pulse, supramaximal stimulus voltage) elicited responses 
(bandwidth, 5-1000 Hz) in a whole ventral collector nerve, 
which when averaged was seen as an evoked potential. 
That this potential represented activity in sympathetic 
efferents was confirmed by the observation that it was 
abolished or greatly reduced (range, 68-100%; median, 
80 %; 71 =  6) by i.v . injection of the nicotinic ganglion 
blocker hexaméthonium (6-12 mg kg"  ̂ i.v.; Fig. lA). The 
mid-range latency of each averaged response (100-230 ms) 
was used to calculate an estimated ‘conduction velocity’; 
for six such responses (each from a different animal), these 
were 0 46 +  0 03 m s“b

As on-going sympathetic activity cannot be recorded from 
a whole ventral collector nerve, fibres were teased from the 
nerve. The latencies of activity evoked, following stimulation 
of the sympathetic chain, in these fibres produced estimated 
‘conduction velocities’ of 0 45 ±  0 04 m s“  ̂ (n =  9). Evoked 
activity in all cases was blocked by hexaméthonium. 
Hexaméthonium-sensitive on-going activity was recorded 
from six single fibres in different preparations.

With the focal recording technique, evoked activity was 
recorded from seven hexamethonium-sensitive units 
(Fig. \B). The latencies of these evoked responses gave 
estimated ‘conduction velocities’ of 0-40 +  0 04 m s“b 
On-going activity was recorded from five of these (Fig. 1(7). 
On-going activity was also recorded from three units that 
were hexaméthonium resistant, which had estimated 
‘conduction velocities’ of 0 52, 0 43 and 0-48 m s“b

The estimated ‘conduction velocities’ using the three 
techniques were not significantly different (P =  0 621).

Characteristics of focally recorded unitary 
events
As excitatory junction currents (post-junctional events 
associated with neuroeffector transmission) can be recorded 
using this technique, activity was observed when filters 
were set to a bandwidth of 0 1-1500 Hz and in the presence 
of a,y?-methylene adenosine 5'-triphosphate (a purinergic 
f*2x agonist which desensitizes the receptors and thereby

Figure 2. Histograms showing the relationship of the 
on-going discharge of a focally recorded unit to cardiac 
cycle (A), lung inflation (B) and phrenic bursts ((7)
A, ECG-triggered histogram (5 ms bins, 1000 trials). Top 
trace, averaged EGG over same period. B, tracheal 
pressure-triggered histogram (10 ms bins, 1000 trials). Top 
trace, averaged tracheal pressure over same period. (7, 
phrenic-triggered histogram (60 ms bins, 100 trials). Top 
trace, rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve activity 
averaged over same period. Phrenic average has been 
shifted to the right by 300 ms to compensate for phase shift 
caused by conduction delay in sympathetic pathway (see 
text).

600 ms

03 10

300 ms
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blocks excitatory junction currents; see Astrand et al. 1988). 
Under these conditions, unitary events were recorded which 
had durations in the range 2-4  ms, were typically triphasic 
(Fig. 1(7), and followed 1 Hz sympathetic chain stimulation 
(not seen with excitatory junction currents). The unitary 
events were thus confirmed as being action potentials.

Cardiac-related modulation of discharges
Systolic blood pressures in all experiments were in the range 
100-140 mmHg. Sympathetic discharge was examined for 
cardiac-related activity by constructing ECG- or arterial 
pulse-triggered histograms. Neither the on-going activity 
recorded from fibre preparations (w =  3) nor that recorded 
using the focal recording technique (w =  6) showed any clear 
cardiac-related activity. Figure 2A shows a typical example.

Phrenic-related activity
The activity of the five focally recorded units analysed (3 
hexaméthonium sensitive, 2 hexaméthonium resistant) 
had phrenic-related discharges. As there is a long delay in 
the sympathetic pathway (peripheral (see above) plus 
central, approximately 100 ms; see Guyenet & Brown,
1986), an allowance was made for the phase shift between 
phrenic and sympathetic nerve activities. Allowing for this 
phase shift, peak firing of units was during phrenic silence, 
with the period of depression of activity during the phrenic 
discharge (Fig. 2(7).

Lung inflation-related activity
The tracheal pressure recording (peak pressure, 
5-10 mmHg; rate, 90-120 cycles min"^) was used as the

trigger to generate histograms to examine modulation of 
sympathetic activity related to the lung inflation cycle. 
Modulation was seen in three focally recorded units (1 of 4 
hexamethonium-sensitive and 2 of 3 hexaméthonium - 
resistant units; Fig. 2B).

Interspike interval and autocorrelation 
analysis of unit activity
This analysis was carried out to examine the firing 
‘frequency’ distribution and the possible presence of 
rhythmic discharges. The focally recorded on-going 
activity of all eight units analysed in this manner showed 
early peaks (median of modal intervals, 0 1 -0  15 s; range, 
0 05-0 20 s) in their interspike interval histograms. However, 
in five out of eight cases, although these intervals were 
similar to the pulse interval they were not coincident with 
it (see Fig. 3A). Recordings from five of these units were 
made simultaneously with recordings of phrenic nerve 
activity. These had a peak in their interspike interval 
histograms coincident with the interphrenic burst interval 
(see Fig. 3A). Autocorrelation analysis showed the discharge 
of the units to have a rhythm dominated by that of the 
respiratory cycle (as indicated by phrenic nerve discharge; 
Fig. 3R). Units tended to discharge in ‘bursts’ of duplets at 
the respiratory frequency, which is indicated by the similar 
early peaks in both interspike interval and autocorrelation 
histograms.

Effect of whole-body warming on activity
Activity (2 of 3 fibres and 4 of 4 hexaméthonium -sensitive 
units, and 1 of 1 hexamethonium-insensitive units) was

B

I I
l |

a>
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4 0  s

Figure 3.
A and B, interspike interval and autocorrelation 
histograms of a focally recorded unit. A, interspike 
interval histogram (50 ms bins, 400 intervals). The 
arrow on the left indicates modal pulse interval and 
that on the right modal phrenic burst interval. B, 
autocorrelation histogram (50 ms bins, 400 sweeps). 
Arrows as above. The rhythm of unit discharge is 
dominated by that of the phrenic bursts. C, rate 
histogram (20 s bins) illustrating the influence of an 
increase in whole-body temperature on the discharge 
of a focally recorded unit. When abdominal 
temperature (top trace) reached 39 °C, activity 
declined to zero. Activity could still be evoked from 
the chain (indicated by bar) and returned to control 
levels as temperature fell. Activity was blocked by 
hexaméthonium (6 mg kg"\ i.v., given at arrow).

2000 3000 8
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unaffected until a ‘criticar core temperature was reached, 
which varied between 38 and 39 °C. At this temperature 
there was an abrupt ‘switch-off’ in activity, which was 
maintained (Fig. 3C). As temperature began to fall, after 
the blanket was switched off, the activity returned to control 
levels. Blood pressure remained constant throughout the 
heating procedure.

DISCUSSION
Stimulation of the lumbar sympathetic chain evoked 
responses in whole ventral collector nerves, teased fibres 
and units recorded from the ventral caudal artery with 
latencies which furnished ‘conduction velocities’ which 
were not significantly different from one another. 
Hexaméthonium could block these evoked responses, 
which is consistent with lumbar chain stimulation 
activating the preganglionic supply to postganglionic 
sympathetic neurones innervating the tail whose cell 
bodies are located primarily in sacral (S) and coccygeal (Co) 
ganglia (Sittiracha, McLachlan & Bell, 1987). On the basis of 
the above and a report showing that all afferents from the 
tail pass into spinal segments S2-Co3 (Sittiracha et al.
1987), all units focally recorded from the ventral caudal 
artery can be considered sympathetic. Not all activity, 
evoked or on-going, was susceptible to 12 mg kg“  ̂ hexa
méthonium given I .v .  This is not surprising, as it has been 
observed that doses of up to 36 mg kg~  ̂ hexaméthonium 
can be required to abolish the potential evoked in the ventral 
collector nerve following sympathetic chain stimulation 
(authors’ unpublished observations). Furthermore, some of 
the hexaméthonium resistance may be explained by non- 
nicotinic transmission.

The unit activities recorded using the focal recording 
system represented neuronal action potentials rather than 
excitatory junction currents, as they had durations of 
2-4 ms and were present when a,/?-methylene adenosine 
5'-triphosphate was added to the Krebs solution; in the 
presence of this drug, excitatory junction currents are 
blocked (Astrand et al. 1988). They also followed faithfully 
1 Hz stimulation of the chain which is not seen with 
excitatory junction currents (Astrand & Stjarne, 1989).

As sympathetic fibres run along the caudal ventral 
artery for a few millimetres before innervating it 
(Sittiracha et al. 1987), the recorded activity was destined 
for this target. Thus this study presents the first analysis of 
single unit activity recorded in vivo from sympathetic 
fibres innervating an identified blood vessel, in this case the 
caudal ventral artery. The principal rhythm in the 
discharge of units was that of the frequency of phrenic 
bursts. The additional peak in the interspike interval 
histograms in the range 0 05-0'20 s relates to the intraburst 
interval which, as it was not necessarily coincident with 
the pulse interval, may be determined by a hypothetical 
sympathetic oscillator (Gebber, Barman & Zviman, 1989).

These ‘bursts’ of action potentials probably lead to more 
effective neuroeffector transmission than that which would 
occur with single action potentials (Brock & Cunnane, 1992).

In the rat, the thermoregulatory control of tail blood 
flow is an important homoeothermic mechanism. O’Leary 
et al. (1985) concluded that the increase in tail vascular 
conductance during body heating was purely via withdrawal 
of vasoconstrictor drive. The data from these experiments 
show unequivocally that there is withdrawal of 
sympathetic drive to the caudal ventral artery in response 
to hyperthermia. The activity recorded was not under 
tonic baroreceptor modulation, as indicated by its lack of 
clear pulse-related modulation. In all animals, artificial 
ventilation was effected at rates higher than the frequency 
of phrenic bursts, so phrenic discharge primarily reflects 
central respiratory (inspiratory) drive (see Gilbey, Numao 
& Spyer, 1986; Habler, Janig, Krummel & Peters, 1993). 
Therefore, the focally recorded units received an excitatory 
drive which was greatest during expiration. These ‘caudal 
ventral artery’ units therefore have similar discharge 
characteristics in these two respects (i.e. respiratory 
modulation but no tonic baroreceptor input) to activity  
recorded from the saphenous nerve supplying hairy skin 
(Habler et al. 1993) and some sympathetic preganglionic 
neurones recorded from the lower thoracic and upper 
segments of the spinal cord projecting into the lower 
lumbar chain (Zhou & Gilbey, 1992). Habler et al. (1993) 
postulated that the non - respiratory - modulated units 
recorded by Zhou & Gilbey (1992) might project to the tail. 
This study shows that non-modulated units are unlikely to 
innervate the caudal ventral artery, but non-respiratory- 
modulated activity may be directed at other parts of the 
tail circulation. Another possibility which cannot be 
excluded is that non-respiratory-modulated and 
respiratory-modulated sympathetic preganglionic neurones 
converge onto the same postganglionic neurone.

In conclusion, this study has defined some of the 
characteristics of activity in sympathetic fibres innervating 
the caudal ventral artery of the rat tail. It remains to be 
determined how these activities compare to those in the 
sympathetic supply to other blood vessels of the tail and 
other circulations.
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Is the rhythmicity in the sympathetic supply to the 
caudal ventral artery in the anaesthetized rat 
dependent upon central respiratory drive?

C D. Johnson

Department of Physiology, Royal Free Hospital School of 
Medicine, Rowland Hill Street, London .Vh'J 2PF

A recent study reported rhythmic discharges of 
sympathetic postganglionic unit activity recorded from the 
caudal ventral artery of the rat tail usinv an extracellular 
focal recording technique (Johnson & Gilbey. 199-4). Inter
spike interval and autocorrelation analysis showed that 
units fired bursts of action potentials with a frequency that 
was similar to that of phrenic activity. This patterning of 
activity may be an important determinant of transmitter 
release at the neuroeffector junction. By analysing unit 
activity recorded during normocapnia and hypocapnic 
apnoea the present study investigated whether or not the 
rhythmicity recorded from these fibres is dependent upon 
central respiratory drive.

Experiments were conducted on pentobarbitone- 
anaesthetized (supplemented by chloralose) male Sprague- 
Dawley rats (180-250 g) which were paralysed, vagotomized 
and artificially ventilated (see ibid). Stimulating electrodes 
were placed on the sympathetic chain and recording 
electrodes on the phrenic nerve and the adventitia of the 
caudal ventral artery as reported previously (ibid).

Autocorrelation and inter-spike interval analysis  
revealed rhythm ic a c tiv ity  w ith a frequency around 1 Hz 
(mean ±  .s.e..m ., 0-78 ±  0-04 Hz. n =  7) and that units fired 
either single (/; =  3) or bursts o f (n -  3) action potentials or a 
com bination of the tw o (a =  6). During normocapnia
(phrenic a ctiv ity  present) the frequency of bursts/singles of 
unit a c tiv ity  was not significantly different from the  
frequency o f phrenic bursts { P >  OmX)1, paired t test, n =  7). 
H ow ever, during hyperventilation-induced hypocapnic  
apnoea (phrenic a c tiv ity  absent) the ‘1 Hz sym pathetic  
rh y th m ’ was still present (mean ±  s .e .m .,  O-Sl 4 -q-03 Hz. 
n =  7), the frequency o f which was not statistically  different 
from that o f the rhythm icity  during normocapnia
( P > 0 ' 0 5 ,  unpaired t test). This indicates that the ‘I Hz 
sym p athetic  rhythm ’ is not dependent on the presence of 
central respiratory drive. Two further observations
supported this contention: the ‘I Hz sym pathetic rh y th m ’
w as still present when the phrenic discharge was much 
slower (for exam ple, 0-25 Hz, n =  2); rhythm icity  was 
present in the sym pathetic unit when its discharge was not 
related to phrenic a c tiv ity  (« =  1).

It is concluded that the generation of a ‘1 Hz sympathetic 
rhvthm' is not dependent on central respiratory drive and is 
unaffected by hypocapnic apnoea. When phrenic frequency 
approaches that of the sympathetic rhythm the two 
frequencies may lock.
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RHYTHMIC DISCHARGES IN THE SYMPATHETIC SUPPLY TO THE 
CAUDAL VENTRAL ARTERY OF THE ANAESTHETIZED RAT. C.D. 
Johnson. HA . Futuro-Neto and M.P. Gilbev*. Dept. Physiology, Royal Free 
Hospital School of Medicine, London NW3 2PF UK.

Recently we reported our observations regarding the rhythmic discharges of 
sympathetic postganglionic unit activity recorded from the caudal ventral artery 
of the rat tail using an extracellular focal recording technique (Johnson and 
Gilbey, J.Physiol. 476. 437-442, 1994). Units fired bursts of action potentials 
during normocapnia which were shown by autocorrelation analysis to have a 
frequency coincident with the phrenic rhythmic discharge. In the present series 
of experiments we examined the effects of hypocapnia and hypercapnia on this 
burst rhythm in chloralose anaesthetized, paralysed, vagotomized and artificially 
ventilated rats. Autocorrelation analysis revealed that a rhythmic discharge 
remained during hypocapnia when there was an absence of a regular phrenic 
(discharge. The burst frequencies were in the range 1-1.5 Hz and were similar 
but different to those seen during normocapnia and hypercapnia. When the 
respiratory rate approached that of the burst frequency seen during phrenic 
silence burst frequency appeared to lock onto the phrenic rhythm. Bursts of 
action potentials occurred on variable levels of tonic discharge. Consequently, 
it aoDcars that the generation of burst frequencies around 1 Hz may involve 
factors other than central respiratory drive. We hypothesize that the rhythmic 
burst activity seen during phrenic silence is generated by the postganglionic 
neurones in response to tonic drives and that phasic inputs in a similar 
frequency range are transmitted faithfully across the ganglion.
Supported by The Wellcome Trust. H A . Futuro-Neto is supported by CAPES 
Brazil and The British Council.
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Characteristics of sym pathetic unit activity  
su p p ly in g  the lateral tail vein  in the anaesthetized  
rat

C.D. John.son and M.P.

Df'partrui'nl o f  Phy.siology. Rn ya l  Frft- Hospi tal  Srhoijl of 
Mt  I l i n n  p. Ltjiiilon 11 J 2 P F

R ecently  we luu'e repoitei.l frequrnoy and patterning  
characteristics ot‘ a c tiv ity  in single sym pathetic  units 
innervating the caudal ventral tail artery of the rat using a 
■patched’ tbcal recording electrode (see Johnson. 19'J4). In 
the present stu d y  we have recorded the a c tiv ity  o f sinule 
units supplyiniz the lateral vein in the tail durinit steady-  
sta te  and in response to various pertuihations and hence, it 
is po.ssible tor the first tim e to compare the .sym pathetic  
control o f tw o separate vessels in the .same vastmlar bed.

E xperim ents were conducted on male S p raçu r-D aw ley  
rats (I8u-25i.) g) which were anaesthetized initially  with  
sodium pentoliarbitone (i.P. 6o mg kg"') then supplem ented  
with -chloralose (i.v . 2 ô - ô  mg), given a pneum othorax, 
paralysed, vagotom ized and artitlcially ventilated . A 
stim ulating  electrode was [ilaced un the sym pathetic chain 
and recording electrode on the phrenic nerve. Sym pathetic  
unit a c tiv ity  was recorded using a g lass microelectrode (tip 
diam eter <  .50 p m )  placed in contact w ith the adventitia  of 
the vein and gentle  suction applied.

Estim ated 'conduction velocities' o f these units 
(m ean ±  s . E . M .  : O'36 ±  0'U6 m s~‘. n =  5) were not
sign ifican tly  d ifferent {P >  0'O5. S tu dent's unpaired t test) 
from those reported for the caudal ventral artery (.Johnson 
& G ilbey. 1904). Firing rates were slower than those 
observed in the artery (0'38 ±  O'19 Hz in vein, n =  3. I'.s. 
1 1 8  ±  O'31 Hz in artery, n =  14). The on-going activ ity  
w as not under tonic baroreceptor m odulation (/i =  3). 
During norm ocapnia phrenic-triggered histograms 
revealed that a c tiv ity  was m odulated by central 
respiratory drive w ith un its firing m ainly during 
expiration In =  2). Inter-spike in terval and autocorrelation  
analysis showed that un its discharged rhythm ically in 
singlets w ith occasional bursts ( m =  3). This rhythm icity  
could be locked to the phrenic rhythm  {n =  1), although it 
rem ained during hypocapnia (arterial <  35 mmHg) 
when phrenic a c tiv ity  w as absent {n =  2). W hen exposed  
to hypertherm ia (> 3 8  °C) on-going a c tiv ity  tvas sw itched  
o ff  (n =  1).

These initial observations indicate that the 
characteristics o f on-going a c tiv ity  to the lateral vein of the 
tail are sim ilar to those o f a c tiv ity  to the caudal ventral 
artery, po.ssibly w ith  the exception  o f firing rate.
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Blood vo lu m e exp an sion  and hypertherm ia  
in flu en ce a sym p ath etic  rhythm  recorded from the 
caudal ventral artery of the an aesthetized  rat

Christopher D. Johnson and Michael P. C-ilbey

Df-pnrtmtnt  o f  Physiology,  R oyal  Frt-t' Hospital  School o f  
Mf-ilicine. Londot i  M il J 2PF

Bursts o f  action potentials in sym pathetic postganglionic 
neurones produce highly effective neuroeffector transmission 
(Xilsson ct a i  1P85). Johnson (1994) recorded a sym pathetic 
rhvthm' from neurones supplying the caudal ventral artery 
(C\'A) that appeared independent o f  central respiratory 
drive (the T-rhythm ). The present study investigated the 
influences o f  blood volume expansi(jn and hyperthermia on 
this rhythm.

Experim ents were performed ,)u Sprague-D aw lev rata 
( • fu i i -^ r i l )  g) which were anaesthetized with sodium  
pentobarbitone (i.p. bn mg k g ”'), supplemented with 
%-ehloralose (5 - lU  mg), paralysed (i.v. gallamine. 
lb mg kg”', see Johnson & Ciibey. 1994), artificially 
ventilated and given a bilateral pneumothorax. .Stimulating 
electrodes were placed on the lumbar sym pathetic chain and 
recording electrodes on the phrenic neri'e and the ad\ entitia  
of the P \ ' X  (see Johnson & (Jilbey, 19VI4).

With vagi intact, .sympathetic activity (three single fibre, 
two few-fibre) and arterial blood pressure were recorded in 
hypocapnic apnoea for a control period, during which the 
mean arterial pressure (MAP) was 98 ±  3 m m Hg 
(mean ±  s . e . . \ i . .  a =  5), and the mean frequency o f the 
T-rhythm  was 1.1-79 +  0-99 Hz. Injei.-tion o f 9-5 ml (i.v.) o f 
the plasma expander, Ficoll (Sigma. I'K ) raised MAP by 
3b ±  b m m H g and significantly .slowed the T-rhythm  by
0-19 +  Hz (P  <  9 -95 . one-sam plr / test). In animals 
with vagi intact {11 =  2) anil cut ( a = l ) .  hyperthermia 
switched off sym pathetic activ ity  at 39-9 ±  9-3 °L'. As firing 
rate decreased prior to sw itch-off. the T-rhythm  was 
significantly slowed by 0-20 ±  9-07 Hz (a =  3, P  <  0-05. 
one-.sample t test), whilst phrenic activity increased.

It is concluded that volum e expansion and hyperthermia 
can slow the T-rhythm  and it is suggested that these effects 
are independent o f  central respiratory drive.
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Sym pathetic activ ity  recorded focally from  
id en tified  b lood  v esse ls  in the tail of the 
an aesthetized  rat

C.D. Johnson, J.E. Sm ith  and M.P. Cilhey

Department o f P/iy.'nology, Ruynl Free Hospital School o f  
Meilicine, London .VICJ 2PF

We are applying a focal recording technique to .<tudy in 
VIVO sym pathetic nerve activity from .single units supplying  
the caudal ventral artery and lateral vein in the rat tail. This 
enables the characterization o f sym pathetic activity to these 
identified targets.

Experim ents are carried out on Sprague-D aw ley rats 
(2iio-30() g) anaesthetized with .sodium pentobarbit<)ne 
(bb mg kg”‘) and supplem ented with z-i-hloralose (2 'i-5u  mg 
kg"'), which are paralysed, vagotum izcl and artificially 
ventilated. Stim ulating electrodes are placed pre- and 
postganglionically to identify single sym pathetic units 
recorded from the tail. To record evoked and on-going 
activity, the tail is positioned in a Perspex bath filled with 
standard Krebs solution. The vessels are eX]iose( 1 and 
connective tissue removed, but the ailventitia left intact. 
A glass electrode (internal tip diameter <  4b /m il. pulled 
from capillary tubing (G ('Ijb-T , i 'lark Electromedical 
Instrum ents. ITv), is fillei.l with Krebs solution and placed 
on the vessel. .A 'seaf is produced between the tip o f the 
electrode and the vessel by applying gentle suction to the 
side-arm o f  the electrode holder. .An indifferent electrode is 
placed close by.

The success o f  this recording technipue is demon^trateil in 
rat tail vessels and awaits exploitation in other vascular beds 
or end organs.
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Central respiratory drive and rhythmic discharges
in sympathetic supply  to blood vessels

Michiu,‘l P. Uiltif'y and > 'lu i."C"plifi- D. doim son

Df-pnrllilt'fit <)] Pfiysiuloijp. Rmjnl Fn-‘ Hu'tpilal .''ciinnl of 
ypiiifiiiK. Li/itihiii A II 3 2F F

L'nd(.-i’ a variety ut' ,-t.,nditii)n> a striking eharacten^tie nt' 
sym pathetic neiirnnal dix-ha rue is its respiratory-related  
I'omponents. The>e have been ol)sei-ved in preoangli(jnir and 
pu^tuanvlkmic sym pathetic discharçes in .■'inule and multi- 
unit recordings taken t’n>m a variety or' nerves in a numher 
o f species (Haider >-t nl. Id'.H). Ho\\e\'er. the t'uiu-tionai 
signiticance ot’ these discltarçes is unclear. Respiratory- 
related discharges lia\'e t)een ol;sei'Ved in ,sym[)athetic 
neurones thought to reuuiate a variety or' targets (e.g. iieart 
and blood vessels, sweat glands, smooth muscle ot' the pupil 
and gut) and their lm[)ortance In cardiorespiratory cuupllng. 
ganglionic and neuroetlector tran.'iul.ssion has Item 
suggested (see Habler f't nl. IIMH).

A  t e w  y e a r s  a g o  w e  d e c i d e d  t o  e x a m i n e  t h e  n a t u r e  or t h e  

s y m p a t h e t i c  a c t i v i t y  d i r e c t e d  a t  i d e n t i f i e d  b io , id  v e s s e l s .  In  

o r d e r  t o  a c h i e v e  t h i s  g o a l  it w a s  n e c e s .< a r y  t o  d e v e l o p  a  

t e c h n l ' j u e  t h a t  w o u l d  e n a b l e  u.- t o  r e c o r d  f r o m  s y m p a t h e t i c  

f ib res  c l o s e  t o  t h e  t a r g e t  t i s s u e ,  ( . ' o n s e i j u e n t ly .  s y m p a t h e t i c  

u n i t s  h a \ 'e  b e e n  re i -o r i l ed  a t  t h e  le v e l  of' t h e  a i K ' e n t i t i a  of  

b lo o d  V e s s e l s  u s i n g  a  tb ca l  r e i o r d i n g  t e c h n i q u e  ( J o h n . s o n  & 

( d l b e y .  l'.)‘.)4). F o r  t w o  m a j o r  r e a s o n s  o u r  s t u d i e s  h a v e  

toe  U se d  c h i e t h '  o n  t h e  c a u d a l  v e n t r a l  a r t e i  y  f o u n d  in t h e  t a i l  

of' r a t s ;  (i) it is  p a r t i c u l a r l y  s u i t e d  t o  t h e  ti ica l r e e o i ' d i n g  

t e c h n i t | U e  (. 'ee . lo h i i . so u  & ( d l b e y .  .and (11) it ha.' b e e n

u s e d  e x t e n . ' i v e l y  in  m vitro s t u d i e s  t o  e x a m i n e  t h e  v a r i o u s  

t i i c e t s  of' s y m p a t h e t i c  n e u r n e t f 'e c t o r  t r a n s m i s s i o n  ( s e e  B a o ,  

101)3).

A s  It is r e c o g n i z e d  t h a t  b u r s t s  o f ’ s t i m u l i  d e l i v e r e d  t o  t h e  

n e r v e s  . 'U p [ ) ly in g  b lo o d  \ ' e s s e l s  a r e  m o r e  e f f e c t i v e  in  e j e c t i n g  

n e u r o e t f e c t o r  t r a n s m i s s i o n  t h a n  c o n s t a n t  t r a i n s  of' s t i m u l i  

c o n t a i n i n g  t h e  s a m e  n u m b e r  o f  i m p u l s e s  ( s e e  B a o ,  1 9 0 3 )  w e  

h y p o t h e s i z e d  t h a t  u n i t  d i s c h a r g e  w o u l d  o c c u r  in  b u r s t s  a n d  

t ' u r t h e r m o r e  t h a t  t h e  b u r s t s  o f  a c t i o n  p o t e n t i a l s  w o u l d  b e  

r e l a t e d  t o  r e s p i r a t o r y  d r i v e .

Our priniaiy finding has been that in the anaesthetized  
rat. under a varietc" o f  experim en ta l conditions  
(spontaneously breathing or artificially ventilated with: 
(a) vagi intact, (b) both vagi cut. (c) vagal and sino-aortic  
deriervations). a prominent feature o f  the firing o f  
sym pathetic units inneiwating the caudal ventral artery is 
their rhythmic discharge (approx. 1 Hz). The rhythm  can be 
manifest in the flirm o f single action potentials, liursts o f 
action potentials or rhythmical ili.scharges (single or bursts o f  
action ootentiaLs) on .i background o f  tonic discharge.

■Jnnriifil [ y.s’

Although such rhythmic discharges can occur at the same 
frequenc}’ as rhythmic phrenic discharges (and in such cases 
appear to i)ccur in phrenic silence (expiration; see Johnson & 
(oilbey, 1994)), our data show conclusively that the dominant 
sym pathetic rhythm (the T-rhythm') arises from a source 
independent o f that ghdng rise to rhythm ic phrenic 
discharges. (I) In all types o f preparation under control 
conditions (with reference to blootl gases, pH and body 
temperature) the T-rhythm  and phrenic rhythm  are of'ten 
observed to be different. (2) The T -rhythm  remains 
unperturbed in hypocapnic apnoea. (3) Induction o f  hyper
thermia by w hole body warming increases the f'requency o f  
the phrenic rhythm whilst reducing that o f the T-rhythm .

In conclusion, we have shown that the discharge o f  single 
sym pathetic units innervating the caudal ventral artery is 
characterized by high f'requency bursts o f  action potential.'. 
The dominant rhythmic component can have a f'requency 
that is different f'rom that o f  the rhythm ic phrenic discharge. 
Thus the rhythmic discharges appear to l)e independent of' 
the respiratiiry rhythm generator. Furthermore, as thr 
T -rhythm  is present in animals w ith vagal and sino-aortic 
denervation, it is not dependent on afferent f'eedliack carried 
by these nerves. W hether rhythm ic discharges in the 
.sympathetic supply to other targets are o f a sim ilar character 
remains to be determined, as does toe influence o f  pattern, 
frequency and rhythm o f  neuronal discharge on 
neuroeffi.-ctor transmis.->ion in vivo.

T h is  wiirk w;i.' 'il|ij.'ei-[rd lie the WVlicDiiie 'I’ru.-.t.
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On the dominant rhythm in the discharges o f single 
postganglionic sympathetic neurones innervating the rat tail 

artery

1 .

2 .

3.

Christopher D. Johnson and Michael R Gilbey*

Department o f  Physiology, Royal Free Hospital School o f  Medicine, Rowland H ill Street,
London N W 3 2PF, UK

In  anaesthetized rats, using a focal recording technique, activ ity  was recorded from single 
sym pathetic postganglionic neurones innervating the caudal ventral a rte ry  of the tail. The 
following hypotheses were tested: (i) th a t the frequency of the dom inant rhythm ic discharge 
of the neurones can be different from the frequency of the central respiratory rhy thm  (as 
indicated by rhythm ic phrenic discharge); and (ii) th a t the dom inant sym pathetic rhy thm  is 
not reliant on afferent feedback carried in aortic, sinus and vagus nerves.

Four types of preparation were used: spontaneously breath ing  (group 1), artificially 
ventilated (group 2), artificially ventilated w ith vagi cut (group 3), and  artificially ventilated 
w ith vagus and sino-aortic denervation (group 4).

The frequencies o f the dom inant sym pathetic rhy thm  under control conditions were: 
group 1, 0-91 ±  0T2 H z (mean ±  s . e . m . ,  n =  5); group 2, 0-81 ±  0-04 Hz [n =  18); group 3, 
0'83 +  0-03 Hz [n =  17); group 4, 0*95 +  0-06 Hz (n =  11). The frequency of the dom inant 
sym pathetic rhy thm  was different from th a t of the phrenic rhy thm  in thirty-five out of fifty-

5.

6 .

one cases.

The mean frequency of the dom inant sym pathetic rhy thm  was no t influenced significantly 
by hypocapnic apnoea.

H ypertherm ia increased the frequency of the phrenic rhy thm  w hilst decreasing th a t of the 
dom inant sym pathetic rhythm .

In  all cases the frequency of the dom inant sym pathetic rh y th m  was different from th a t of 
the artificial ventilation cycle.

I t is concluded th a t the frequency of the dom inant sym pathetic rh y th m  can be different from 
th a t o f central respiratory  drive and th a t it is not ‘driven’ by afferent feedback relayed v ia  
sinus, aortic and vagus nerves.

It is proposed th a t the dom inant sym pathetic rhy thm  is unlikely to  be generated by a  central 
respiratory oscillator.

The factors influencing the tone of vascular smooth muscle 
are multiple and include those arising from neural 
innervation, endothelial cells and circulating substances (see 
Burnstock, 1993). The neurally mediated component of 
vascular tone is critical to the appropriate regulation of 
resistance and capacitance vessels both under resting 
conditions and in response to various perturbations and 
behaviours (Rowell, 1986; Gebber, 1990; Jordan, 1990; 
Spyer, 1990).

In  both animals and man the mean firing rate of 
sympathetic postganglionic neurones has been reported to 
be in the range 0 -4  Hz (e.g. Hallin & Torebjork, 1974;

Janig, 1985; Janig  & McLachlan, 1987; Habler, Janig, 
Krummel & Peters, 1994a; Macefield, Wallin & Vallbo,
1994). The quoting of mean firing rates, however, hides a 
potentially im portant facet of neuronal activity; sympathetic 
unit activity often consists of bursts of action potentials 
separated by periods of silence (e.g. Hallin & Torebjork, 
1974; Johnson & Gilbey, 1994; Macefield el a l  1994), not 
stochastic trains of impulses. Intraburst instantaneous 
frequency can be as high as 20-50 Hz (Hallin & Torebjork, 
1974; Johnson & Gilbey, 1994; Macefield el al. 1994). 
Patterning of activity in such high frequency bursts may be 
critical to effective neural control of blood vessels.

* To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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The influence of naturally occurring bursts of action 
potentials on the efficacy of neuroeffector transmission has 
not been examined. However, indirect evidence indicates 
tha t the ‘packaging’ of discharges into bursts of action 
potentials may have considerable impact. Such data  have 
been acquired from experiments in which the sympathetic 
nerves supplying blood vessels have been stimulated 
electrically. Thus, it has been dem onstrated that: (i) blood 
vessels have a sustained response to high frequency 
stimulation as long as the stimuli are delivered in bursts 
(Andersson, 1983); and (ii) stimuli delivered as high 
frequency bursts can produce a much stronger contractile 
response and greater transm itter release than the same 
number of stimuli delivered a t a  constant frequency over a 
similar period (Nilsson, Ljung, Sjoblom & Wallin, 1985; 
Hardebo, 1992). The pattern  of impulse traffic also appears 
to be im portant in determ ining the contribution of different 
transm itters and receptor activation to the responses of 
arteries (see Bao, 1993; Brock, McLachlan, Jobling & Lewis,
1995).

The caudal ventral artery  of the ra t tail has been used 
extensively to study sympathetic neuroeffector transmission 
in vitro (e.g. Hardebo, 1992; Bao, 1993; Brock et al. 1995). 
On the basis of the in vitro observations, we postulated that 
the preferred pattern  of on-going activity in sympathetic 
postganglionic neurones supplying the caudal ventral artery  
would be bursts of action potentials. I t became possible to 
test this hypothesis in our laboratory following the novel 
development and application of a focal recording technique 
that enabled us to record activity from sympathetic 
postganglionic neurones as they innervate the caudal 
ventral artery  (see Johnson & Gilbey, 1994). The hypothesis 
was validated as the activity recorded was characterized by 
rhythm ic bursts of action potentials. The frequency of the 
rhythm  in these anaesthetized, paralysed and artificially 
ventilated animals with intact vagi was similar, if  not 
identical, to tha t of the rhythm ic phrenic discharge (used as 
an indicator of central respiratory activity — the units had 
maximal discharges tha t occurred during expiration). 
Consequently, it was considered that rhythm ic sympathetic 
discharges were caused through the influence of central 
respiratory networks on the sympathetic supply to the artery, 
i.e. respiratory-related activity resulting from respiratory 
modulation. Therefore, our observations were compatible 
with the idea tha t one of the physiological roles of the 
respiratory modulation of sympathetic activity is to  produce 
rhythm ic bursts of action potentials (see Habler, Janig & 
Michaelis, 19946). As studies were continued, autocorrelation 
analysis of phrenic and sympathetic discharges showed on 
occasion th a t the frequency of the respiratory rhythm  (as 
indicated by phrenic nerve discharges) and th a t of the 
dominant frequency of rhythm ic discharges of single 
postganglionic neurones (the dominant sympathetic rhythm) 
could diverge; a 1:1 relationship was not obligatory. This 
indicated to us tha t the rhythm ic bursts of activity seen in 
the sympathetic supply to the caudal ventral artery  were

possibly not solely dependent on input(s) from a ‘rhythm  
generator’ shared w ith the phrenic outflow, i.e. a central 
respiratory oscillator.

The present study was designed to test the hypotheses tha t 
the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm  found 
in the discharges of single sympathetic postganglionic 
neurones supplying the caudal ventral artery : (i) can be 
different from the frequency of the central respiratory 
rhythm  (as indicated by phrenic nerve discharge); and (ii) is 
not reliant upon afferent feedback carried in aortic, sinus 
and vagus nerves. Autocorrelation analysis was the analytical 
tool used to compare the frequencies of the rhythm ic 
phrenic nerve discharge and those of the dominant 
rhythmic sympathetic unit discharges. In  this paper the 
phase relationship (s) between the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm  and tha t of the phrenic rhythm  have not been 
considered in detail as such data are not critical to tes t the 
hypotheses posed and a full description is beyond the scope 
of this paper.

The present investigation tested the above hypotheses using 
the following strategies.

(i) The frequency of the dominant rhythm  in the discharges 
of single sympathetic postganglionic neurones and th a t of 
the rhythmic phrenic discharge (used as an indicator of 
central respiratory rhythm ) were examined in different 
preparations tha t had undergone varying degrees of 
deafferentation.

(ii) The effect on the frequency of the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm  of hypocapnic apnoea (as indicated by an absence of 
rhythmic phrenic discharge) was examined.

(iii) The influence of raising body tem perature, from normo- 
therm ia through to hypertherm ia (whole-body warming), 
was observed on the frequency of the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm  and tha t of the phrenic rhythm  with the idea of 
inducing a differential response as sympathetic drive was 
decreased (see Johnson & Gilbey, 1994) and the frequency of 
the central respiratory rhythm  increased.

Prelim inary accounts of this work have been published as 
abstracts (Johnson, 1994; Johnson, Futuro-Neto & Gilbey, 
1994; Johnson & Gilbey, 1995a).

METHODS
Anaesthesia and general animal maintenance
Experiments were carried out on forty-three male Sprague-Dawley 
rats (190-300 g) anaesthetized initially with sodium pento
barbitone (60 mg kg~‘, I.p.). The depth of anaesthesia was 
monitored continuously and supplements of a-chloralose 
(10-30 mg kg'^ I.v.) were given when required, as judged from: 
(i) the stability of heart rate, blood pressure, phrenic nerve activity 
(or respiratory movements); (ii) the size of pupils; and (iii) palpebral 
and paw-pinch reflexes. Animals were paralysed (gallamine 
triethiodide, 16 mg kg~̂  h“\  i.v.) during periods of data collection 
(excluding group 1, see below). Before periods of paralysis the depth 
of anaesthesia was assessed as described above and during periods
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of paralysis by monitoring heart rate, blood pressure and phrenic 
nerve discharge. The animals were killed by an overdose of sodium 
pentobarbitone (180 mg kg“  ̂i.v.).

A femoral artery and vein were cannulated to monitor arterial 
blood pressure and administer drugs, respectively. The trachea was 
cannulated low in the neck and the animals (except those in 
group 1) were ventilated artificially (70-120 breaths min"') using 
Og-enriched room air. Peak expiratory CO; was monitored 
continuously and arterial blood samples (75 y\) were taken regularly. 
During normocapnia, arterial pH and gas tensions were kept 
within the following ranges: pH, 7-30-7-45; 35-48 mmHg;
Pqji 100-200 mmHg. Oesophageal temperature was monitored and 
maintained at 37-0 +  0-5 °C (under control conditions). The bladder 
was cannulated to allow free passage of urine. For further details 
see Johnson & Gilbey (1994).

Types of preparation
Four types of preparation were used. Group 1 animals {n—5\ 
mean arterial blood pressure (MABP), 98 + 5 mmHg) were 
spontaneously breathing (Og-enriched room air; arterial Oj 
pressure (P^oj, 100-150 mmHg). Group 2 animals ( «=18;  
MABP, 92 +  3 mmHg) were paralysed, artificially ventilated and 
given a pneumothorax. Group 3 animals ( «=17;  MABP, 
95 + 3 mmHg) in addition had their vagi cut. Group 4 animals 
were vagotomized and had sinus and aortic nerves cut (« =  11; 
MABP, 87 +  2 mmHg). Sinus denervation was performed by 
stripping the area of the carotid bifurcation of connective tissue 
and applying methanol. Baroreceptor denervation was verified by 
the failure of an increase in systolic blood pressure (40-50 mmHg) 
induced by i.v. phenylephrine (5-10 /ig kg~') to induce a decrease 
in lumbar sympathetic nerve activity.

Preparation o f nerves
The preparation of the nerves for stimulation and/or recording 
have been described previously as have the recording techniques 
(Johnson & Gilbey, 1994). Activity was recorded from the lumbar 
sympathetic chains (L3-L5 ganglia) and a phrenic nerve (an 
indicator of central respiratory drive). The lumbar sympathetic 
chain was also stimulated. In some experiments two needle 
electrodes were placed in the ventral tendons at the base of the tail, 
one on either side, so that postganglionic sympathetic axons in the 
collector nerves could be stimulated (see below). To record 
sympathetic activity fi'om nerve fibres on the surface of the tail 
artery the tip (internal diameter, 20-50 fim) of a focal recording 
electrode (pulled fi’om GC 150T-10 capillary glass; Clarke 
Electromedical Instruments, Reading, UK) filled with Krebs 
solution (see Johnson & Gilbey, 1994) was placed on the vessel and a 
‘seal’ between the tip and the vessel was achieved by applying 
gentle suction.

Identification of single sympathetic units
Sympathetic units were identified as described previously (see 
Johnson & Gilbey, 1994). For action potentials to be considered to 
have been recorded from a single sympathetic fibre two criteria had 
to be met. First, a discriminatable single action potential had to be 
evoked consistently in response to supramaximal stimulation of 
preganglionic axons in the lumbar sympathetic chains (1 ms pulse, 
5-10 V; see Johnson & Gilbey, 1994). The latencies of such 
responses varied by up to 2 ms due to ganglionic transmission and 
were compatible with conduction by C fibre axons (see Fig. IR). 
Second, the shape and amplitude of discriminated on-going action 
potentials had to be similar to the discriminated evoked action 
potential. In twenty-two units an additional test was used to 
examine the single unit nature of activity. In sixteen of twenty-two 
cases tested action potentials were evoked following activation of

postganglionic sympathetic axons running in the collector nerves 
using trans-tail stimulation (10-100 V; pulse duration, 1-10 ms; 
see Fig. lA). The failure to activate the remaining six was taken to 
indicate that the stimulus intensity was insufficient. In fifteen of 
these sixteen cases (94%), this test supported the view that the 
activity of a single fibre was being recorded, as a single 
discriminated action potential was evoked that had a sharp 
threshold for activation, constant latency, and a shape and 
amplitude that matched that of the discriminated chain-evoked and 
on-going action potentials. In one case the stimulus evoked two 
action potentials, both of similar size, which had the same 
threshold for activation. Consequently, it appears that in this 
instance action potentials may have been recorded from two 
branches arising from a single axon. The unit was discarded. Thus, 
there may have been some error (< 10%) in the identification of 
single units using chain-evoked activity. This is unlikely, however, 
as on-going activity never presented as consistent firing of duplets 
with short interspike intervals (i.e. < 1 0  ms). Chain-evoked, tail- 
evoked and on-going action potentials recorded from a unit 
identified in this manner are shown in Fig. 1. The trace in Fig. lA  
shows an example of activity evoked, at a constant latency, in 
response to stimulation of postganglionic sympathetic fibres 
following trans-tail stimulation. The same large action potential 
was recorded following chain stimulation that mainly activates 
preganglionic sympathetic fibres (see Johnson & Gilbey, 1994). 
Thus, in this circumstance the latency of the response varied by a 
few milliseconds due to ganglionic transmission. That the on-going 
action potential has similar amplitude and shape characteristics is 
also shown (Fig. 1). The above criteria were strictly applied and in 
this manner recordings were determined to have been made from 
single units. As in all extracellular recordings, especially when 
signal-to-noise ratios are relatively low, the noise on which signals 
are recorded can give rise to slight variations in amplitude and 
shape. Such variability can be seen in Fig. 1.

Data collection and analysis
All signals were processed as described previously (Johnson & 
Gilbey, 1994) before being transferred to the computer, tape- 
recorder and display modules. All neuronal activities were 
amplified (100000-200000 times). Unit activity, lumbar chain 
activity, phrenic nerve activity, blood pressure, tracheal pressure 
and trigger pulses were digitized (11 800 samples s~̂  channeU ;̂ 
VRIOO-B, Instrutech, Great Neck, NY, USA) and recorded on 
tape using a standard video recorder (NV-5025; Panasonic). 
Oesophageal temperature was registered on the voice channel.

Interspike interval histograms (ISIHs) and autocorrelograms (bin 
width, 50 ms) were computed using hardware and software 
described previously (Johnson & Gilbey, 1994). Phrenic nerve 
activity was rectified and smoothed and then fed into an interface 
that generated a transistor-transistor logic (TTL) pulse when 
phrenic nerve activity reached a pre-set level. Such TTL pulses 
were used to produce autocor relogram s showing the periodicities of 
rhythmic phrenic discharges; frequencies were calculated as the 
reciprocal of these (see below).

Protocols
Assessment of pattern of sympathetic unit activity and 
frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm and phrenic 
rhythm during normocapnia and nor mother mia. This was 
assessed using 300 s data sets (except where specified). 
Autocorrelograms showing the periodicity of phrenic nerve 
discharges were generated using the TTL pulses produced from 
such discharges (see above) and those of sympathetic unit activity 
were generated from TTL pulses produced from action potentials.
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The modal frequencies of the dominant sympathetic rhythm and 
the phrenic rhythm \\ ere calculated in each case from the reciprocal 
of the peak-to-peak time. These autocorrelograms were used to 
judge whether, in a pai'ticular case, the frequencies of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm and those of the phrenic rhythm were the 
same or different.

Intraburst frequencies for units with type B firing (see Results) 
were calculated from ISIHs (1 ms bins). Burst duration was 
estimated by measuring the time from the trigger to the first zero 
count bin or nadir in the autocorrelogram.

Assessment of the influence of hypocapnic apnoea. Unit and 
phrenic activity during normocapnia was analysed as described

above. Hypocapnic apnoea was then induced by hyperventilation. 
A 300 s data section was analysed from a period commencing 5 min 
later, after the blood gases had equilibrated. The frequency of the 
dominant sympathetic rhythm under both conditions was then 
compared.

Assessment of the influence of hyperthermia on the 
frequencies of the dominant sympathetic rhythm and phrenic 
rhythm. The animals were taken from normothermia to hyper
thermia by whole-body warming using a heating blanket (Johnson 
& Gilbey, 1994). Data were recorded continuously during a 
normothermic control period of 5-10 min prior to heating, during 
warming and in some cases during recovery as body temperature

B 5 ms

Figure 1. Single unit identification: similar shape and amplitude of on-going and evoked action 
potentials
A, activity evoked in response to trans-tail stimulation (3 trials; sweep delay, 105 ms; distance between 
stimulus site and recording location, 60 mm). Such stimulation activates sympathetic postganglionic 
neurones innervating the caudal ventral artery. Consequently, the evoked responses have a constant latency. 
Note that following the large action potential, a smaller action potential, which is just distinguishable from 
the noise, occurs some 5 ms later. B, activity evoked in response to sympathetic chain stimulation (3 trials; 
sweep delay, 205 ms; distance between stimulus site and recording location, 110 mm). Same unit as shown 
in A. Stimulation of the lumbar sympathetic chain activates mainly sympathetic preganglionic neurones 
regulating the tail circulation (see Johnson & Gilbey, 1994), therefore evoked activity has a variable latency 
due to ganglionic transmission. C, three superimposed on-going action potentials of discriminated unit 
shown in A and B (TTL pulses generated from action potential used to trigger computer).
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returned to the control level. Each animal ŵ as heated until activity 
in the sympathetic unit switched off. The frequency of the 
dominant sympathetic rhythm was calculated during the control 
period and duing the 100 s data section prior to switch off (see 
Results). Data sections of 100 s were analysed, not 300 s (as with 
analysis in other protocols), so that: (i) a change in frequency could 
be detected before the unit switched off ; and (ii) a change in the 
unit rhythm as it slowed could be clearly shown, avoiding a 
‘blurring’ of the rhythm peaks as the frequency changed during the 
heating ‘ramp’.

Statistical analysis
All results are expressed as means + s .e .m .  One-way analysis of 
variance (ANOVA), test. Student’s paired and unpaired t tests 
were used to assess significance (P <  0-05).

R E SU L T S  

General characteristics of rhythmically 
discharging sympathetic postganglionic neurones 
innervating the caudal ventral artery
The activities of fifty-three postganglionic sympathetic 
neurones innervating the caudal ventral artery of the rat 
tail are reported in this paper. Such units were routinely 
recorded for 2 h or more.

A striking feature of the on-going activity recorded was its 
rhythmic nature (see Figs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 10). Fifty-one of 
fifty-three units recorded had rhythmic discharges. However, 
the firing pattern associated with such rhythmic discharges 
varied between units and within each unit. In addition, 
transient changes in rhythmicity and/or loss of rhythmicity 
were observable in most units in all preparations (see below).

Under control conditions, the mean discharge frequency 
(groups 1-4; calculated from 300 s data sets) of units was 
2T4 +  0T8 Hz (median, 2T0 Hz; range, 0'40—5'9 Hz; 
% =  51). The histogram in Fig. 2 illustrates the discharge 
frequency distribution. Forty-seven of fifty-one units had 
discharge frequencies in the range 0*4-3'8 Hz.

Firing patterns associated with rhythmic sympathetic 
discharges. Unit firing patterns were classified as one of 
three types following the examination of neurograms (300 s 
data sets). The firing patterns over 300 s gave rise to a

number of characteristic ISIHs. Type A firing consisted of 
rhythmic discharges (see below) involving single spikes that 
gave rise to a single principal peak in ISIHs (Fig. 4). Type B 
firing was characterized by rhythmic bursts of action 
potentials that gave rise to two major peaks in ISIHs (Figs 5, 
10 and Johnson & Gilbey, 1994). The ISIH peak at short 
interspike intervals indicates intraburst intervals. The mean 
range of intraburst frequencies (n =  15) was 4T1 +  0'35 to 
33'27 +  1-69 Hz, with a mean modal frequency of 16'91 ±  
2T5 Hz. The mean burst duration for these same units was 
0 38 ±  0'03 s. The second peak at longer interspike intervals 
(see Figs 5 and 10) relates to the inter burst interval. Type C 
firing consisted of bursts of action potentials on a 
background of tonic discharge (Figs 3 and 6). The ISIHs 
generated from these contained the two major peaks seen 
with type B firing but as action potentials occurred between 
bursts these gave rise to interspike intervals between the 
two major peaks. As the number of action potentials that 
occurred between bursts increased, the definition of the two 
peaks decreased. The majority of units in animals on 
positive pressure ventilation were classified as type B or C 
(see Fig. 7). Although there was a higher percentage of units 
with type C firing pattern in group 4 compared with group 3, 
the association was not significant (%̂ test).

The above classification of firing patterns is included to aid 
the description of unit activities. It is important to note that 
such classification represents ‘average’ firing patterns over 
300 s data sets. However, by examining smaller data sets 
(20 s) transient changes in the firing pattern were observed 
(50/51 units), which quickly reverted back to the dominant 
pattern. An example is shown in Fig. 8A of a unit whose 
discharges were dominated by a type B firing pattern that 
was lost transiently. The firing pattern recorded in only one 
unit (group 3) remained constant (type B) throughout a 
300 s data set. Thus, the classification indicates a preference 
for a particular firing pattern during the 300 s data set. 
There is no evidence that the firing patterns represent 
different types of sympathetic postganglionic neurone 
innervating the caudal ventral artery and the firing 
patterns described probably only represent ‘markers’ in a 
continuum.

Figure 2
Histogram showing the distribution of mean firing 
frequencies of fifty-one rhythmically discharging 
sympathetic postganglionic neurones supplying the 
caudal ventral artery.

0 0-5 1 0 1-5 2 0  2-5 3 0  3-5 4 0  4 5 5 0 5 5 6 0
Firing rate (Hz )
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Figure 3. Rhythmic discharges of a sympathetic unit recorded in a spontaneously breathing 
animal
A, neurogram of sympathetic unit activity. The inset shows all action potentials in the neurogram 
superimposed to demonstrate the similar shape and amplitude characteristics of single units. B, rectified 
and smoothed phrenic activity over the same period as that shown in A. C, autocorrelogram of unit activity 
shown in A (928 triggers over 300 s). D, autocorrelogram of phrenic bursts over same period as in C (361 
triggers over 300 s). E, ISIH of unit activity over same period as in C. Note that the first 50 ms bin in these 
and subsequent autocorrelograms is empty because the software does not count the activity in that period 
(computer 'dead time’). No clear relationship is apparent between sympathetic discharges and phrenic 
discharges when panels A and B are examined. Autocorrelation analysis revealed a dominant sympathetic 
rhythm that had a frequency (#) that had a 2:3 relationship with that of the phrenic rhythm. Smaller 
peaks were also apparent in the sympathetic autocorrelogram (arrows) indicating that another lesser 
rhythm was present in the sympathetic discharges that had a hequency relating 1:1 with that of the 
phrenic rhythm.
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Figure 4. Type A firing pattern (group 2 animal) where the modal frequency of the sympathetic 
rhythm is the same as that of the phrenic rhythm (O’87 Hz)
A, neurogram of unit activity where the dominant sympathetic rhythm presented as single action 
potentials. The inset shows all action potentials in the neurogram superimposed to demonstrate the similar 
shape and amplitude characteristics of single units. B, rectified and smoothed phrenic activity over the 
same period as that shown in A. C, autocorrelogram of unit activity shown in A (247 triggers over 300 s). 
D, autocorrelogram of phrenic bursts over same period as in C (257 triggers over 300 s). E, ISIH of unit 
activity over same period as in C -  type A firing profile. On comparing A with 5  and Cwith D, it can be 
seen that the activity of the sympathetic unit has a similar periodicity to the phrenic bursts (1 :1 
relationship). As different peripheral delays cause phase shifts, allowing for about a 400 ms greater 
peripheral delay in the sympathetic outflow than the phrenic discharges, sympathetic discharges fall mainly 
in early expiration. Note that a comparison of C with D does not provide any information regarding phase 
relationship as they are autocorrelograms.
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Figure 5. Type B firing pattern (group 2 animal) where the modal frequency of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm is different from that of the phrenic rhythm
A, neurogram of sympathetic unit activity showing discharges occurring in characteristic bursts. The inset shows all 
action potentials in the neurogram superimposed to demonstrate the similar shape and amplitude characteristics of 
single units. B, rectified and smoothed phrenic activity over the same period as that shown in A. C, autocorrelogram 
of unit activity shown in A (783 triggers over 300 s). D, autocorrelogram of phrenic bursts over same period as in C 
(236 triggers). E, autocorrelogram of lung inflation over same period as in C (derived from tracheal pressure, 368 
triggers). F, ISIH of unit activity over same period as in C showing a typical type B profile (see text). It is clear from 
the neurograms [A and B) that the rhythm seen in the sympathetic discharge has a higher fi-equency than that seen 
in the phrenic discharge. As a consequence the phase relationship between the two is sliding.
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Firing rhythmicity. The rhythmic sympathetic unit 
discharge was apparent from autocorrelograms (300 s data 
sets; see Figs 3, 4, 5, 6 and 10). Under control conditions 
(normocapnia and normothermia), the mean frequencies of 
the dominant sympathetic rhythm were: group 1, 0'91 +  
0T2 Hz (n =  5); group 2, 0-81 ±  0*04 Hz (n =  18); group 3, 
0-83 +  0-03 Hz {n =  17); and group 4, 0-95 +  0-06 Hz

(?? =  11). There was no significant difference between the 
means of each group (ANOVA).

When the 300 s data sections were analysed in 20 s sets, 
transient changes in the rhythm were seen in fifty out of 
fifty-one units. An example is shown in the waterfall 
histograms shown in Fig. 8B. Here it can be seen that 80 s 
of data analysed in 20 s data sets show that robust
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Figure 6. Type C firing pattern (group 4 animal) where the modal frequency of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm is different from that of the phrenic rhythm
A, neurogram of sympathetic unit activity showing discharges occurring in characteristic bursts on a 
background of tonic activity. The inset shows all action potentials in the neurogram superimposed to 
demonstrate the similar shape and amplitude characteristics of single units. B, rectified and smoothed 
phrenic activity over the same period as that shown in A. C, autocorrelogram of unit activity shown in A 
(743 triggers over 300 s). D, autocorrelogram of phrenic bursts over same period as in C (215 triggers). 
F, ISIH of unit activity over same period as in C showing a typical type C firing profile. The rhythmic 
discharge of the sympathetic unit is not apparent from the neurogram. However, a comparison of the 
autocorrelograms in F and D shows that the ratio of the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm to 
that of the phrenic rhythm is close to 4 : 3.
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rhythmicity is present in three out of four data sets. Such 
analysis illustrates that whilst a robust feature of the 
discharges of these neurones is the rhythmic nature of their 
discharges the rhythmicity can disappear transiently.

Relationship between the frequency of the 
dominant sympathetic rhythm and that of the 
phrenic rhythm
Frequencies of the dominant sympathetic rhythm and 
phrenic rhythm under control conditions. In a previous 
study (Johnson & Gilbey, 1994), analysis of the rhythmic 
discharges of five sympathetic postganglionic neurones 
innervating the caudal ventral artery (vagi intact 
preparations) indicated that the frequency of the dominant 
rhythmic component in their discharges was similar if not 
identical to that of the rhythmic phrenic discharge. The 
results described in this section demonstrate that a 1:1  
relationship is not obligatory -  the frequencies of the two 
can often be different.

Group 1. Recordings of sympathetic unit activity were 
made in five spontaneously breathing animals (group 1) to 
ascertain whether rhythmic sympathetic discharges were 
present in these preparations. Other detailed analyses were 
not carried out on this group as the lung inflation cycle was 
in phase with central respiratory drive (i.e. spontaneously 
breathing). In this way group 1 was fundamentally different 
from the other experimental groups (2 ,3  and 4).

In two cases the frequency of the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm and that of the phrenic rhythm were identical 
(1 Hz; see Fig. 9). In the remaining three cases the 
dominant sympathetic rhythm had a frequency (1-05, 0'74 
and O’45 Hz, respectively) that was different from that of 
the phrenic rhythm (1’54, 1’05 and 0’90 Hz, respectively). 
The frequency ratios in these cases (sympathetic to phrenic) 
were approximately 2: 3, 3 ; 4 and 1:2, respectively.

In two sympathetic units, in addition to the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm, another less robust rhythm was 
apparent in the sympathetic autocorrelograms that had the 
same periodicity as that of the phrenic autocorrelogram 
(e.g. Fig. 3). In these two units 20 s data sets were

examined, which indicated that the second peak was not 
due to a transient change in the frequency of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm.

Group 2. Analysis of autocorrelograms of sympathetic unit 
activity and phrenic nerve activity demonstrated that in 
eight out of eighteen cases the frequency of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm, consistent with the findings of 
Johnson & Gilbey (1994), was the same as that of the 
phrenic rhythm (mean frequency, 0’84 +  0’06 Hz; see 
Figs 4 and 9). However, in each of the other ten cases, the 
frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm (mean 
frequency, 0’80 ±  0’05 Hz; not significantly different from 
the eight cases in which it was the same as that of the 
phrenic rhythm (unpaired t test)) was different from that of 
the phrenic rhythm (mean frequency, 0’78 ±  O’lO Hz; see 
Fig. 9). Since in six out of ten cases the frequency of the 
phrenic rhythm was slower than the frequency of the 
dominant sympathetic rhythm and in four out of ten cases 
the phrenic frequency was faster, the mean frequencies of 
the two rhythms were not significantly different. However, 
the mean absolute difference between the two frequencies 
was significantly different from zero. An example of such 
dissociation in a group 2 animal is shown in Fig. 5.

Group 3. In each of eleven out of seventeen cases, the 
frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm and that of 
the phrenic rhythm were different (Fig. 9). In the six cases 
where the frequency of the two rhythms were identical, the 
mean frequency was 0-80 +  0’07 Hz. In the eleven cases 
where the frequencies were different, the frequency of the 
dominant sympathetic rhythm was, on average, 0’85 ±  
O’04 Hz (not significantly different from those cases in 
which it was the same as that of the phrenic rhythm 
(unpaired t test)) and that of the phrenic rhythm was 
0’59 +  0’06 Hz. An example of such dissociation in a 
group 3 animal is shown in Fig. 10.

As with group 1, autocorrelation analysis of the discharges 
of one sympathetic postganglionic neurone revealed two 
periodicities: a dominant sympathetic rhythm at a frequency 
different from that of the phrenic rhythm and a less robust 
rhythm that had the same frequency as the phrenic rhythm.

( n  =  5 )

( n  =  1 1 )

[n =  1 8 )
( n  =  1 7 )

03 2 0

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 
Pattern type

Figure 7
Bar chart showing percentage of units, in group 1, 2, 3 
and 4 animals, having predominantly either a type A, 
B or C firing pattern. □ , type A; type B; ■ , type C.
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Group 4. In all o f eleven cases the frequency of the 
dominant sympathetic rhythm and the frequency of the 
phrenic rhythm were different (means, 0’95 +  0'06 and 
0*47 +  0*05 Hz, respectively; see Figs 9 and 6 for examples). 
Once again, in one sympathetic unit autocorrelation analysis 
revealed two periodicities in its discharge: a less robust 
rhythm at the same frequency as the phrenic rhythm and a 
dominant sympathetic rhythm at a different frequency to 
that of the phrenic rhythm.

Persistence o f the dominant sympathetic rhythm  
during hypocapnic apnoea. In five group 3 animals 
hypocapnic apnoea was induced by increasing the rate of 
the respiratory pump (from 75 +  3 to 86 +  2 cycles min“ )̂. 
This lowered the arterial 00^ pressure (Pa.coj) from 46 +  3

to 31 +  3 mmHg. The dominant sympathetic rhythm 
remained and its mean frequency was not significantly 
changed (0'86 +  0-02 Hz in normocapnia vs. 0'83 +  0-03 Hz 
in hypocapnic apnoea, n =  5; see Fig. 10).

Relationship between the frequency o f the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm  and that o f the phrenic rhythm  in  
individual cases. The scatter diagram (Fig. 9) shows the 
frequency relationship of the dominant sympathetic rhythm 
and the frequency of the phrenic rhythm in individual cases 
in groups 1 -4  under control conditions and in group 3 
during hypocapnic apnoea (absence of rhythmic phrenic 
activity). In sixteen out of fifty-one cases, the frequencies of 
the dominant sympathetic and the phrenic rhythm were the 
same (see 1:1 line in Fig. 9). In twenty-six cases the
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Figure 8. Stability of pattern (.4) and rhythmicity (B)
A, waterfall ISIHs produced from consecutive 20 s data sets taken from a unit recorded in a group 3 animal 
indicating a transient change in firing pattern (3rd histogram from top). B, waterfall autocorrelograms 
(from same data set used in A) show that the rhythmic nature of the unit’s discharge is disrupted 
concurrently with the change in firing pattern (3rd histogram from top). Thus, pattern and rhythmicity 
over longer data sets are the 'preferred’ pattern or rhythmicity of the unit.
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dominant sympathetic rhythm had a higher frequency than 
that of the phrenic rhythm. In cases where the two rhythms 
did not have the same frequency, both integer and non
integer ratios of the two frequencies were apparent. Note 
that there is no preference for these points to fall on integer 
ratio lines (i.e. 3 :1 , 2:1  and 1:2  lines; see Fig. 9). Indeed, 
many cases were scattered between. Also note that when the 
rhythmic phrenic discharges were absent (in hypocapnic 
apnoea) the dominant sympathetic rhythm was in the same 
range as that seen under control conditions (see also section 
on hypocapnic apnoea).

As stated in the Introduction, the phase relationships 
between the dominant sympathetic rhythm observed in 
these experiments and that of the rhythmic phrenic nerve 
discharges have not been considered in detail as such data 
are not critical to test the hypotheses posed. However, for 
the sake of clarity some examples are considered below.

In Fig. IIA -D , graphs c and d are autocorrelograms 
illustrating examples of 1:1, 2 :1 , 3 :1  and 5 :4  ratios, 
respectively, between the frequencies of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm and the phrenic rhythm. In A where 
there is a 1 :1 ratio of the two frequencies one peak is seen 
in the phrenic-triggered cross-correlogram that occurs

during expiration (see Fig. 11^, compare a with h). In B  
and C where there are 2:1 and 3:1  ratios, respectively, 
correspondingly two and three peaks are seen per phrenic 
cycle (see Fig. 115 and C, compare a with h). When there is 
a non-integer ratio, phase shifts between the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm and the phrenic rhythm occur in a 
cyclical manner. Thus, for example, in D, where the ratio is 
5 :4 , the phrenic-triggered cross-correlograms are flat due to 
this cyclical phase shifting (see Fig. 115, compare a with b). 
The same principle applies to other non-integer ratios.

Effect o f hyperthermia on the frequency o f the 
dominant sym pathetic rhythm and that o f the phrenic 
rhythm. Hyperthermia induced by whole-body warming 
decreased unit activity (see Johnson & Gilbey, 1994) whilst 
increasing phrenic activity (Fig. 12). The effect of hyper
thermia on the frequency of the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm and that of the phrenic rhythm was investigated in 
five cases in group 4 and in three cases in group 3.

In all cases in group 4 (n =  5), the frequency of the 
dominant sympathetic rhythm during the 100 s before the 
total silencing of sympathetic activity had slowed 
significantly compared with that seen during the prior 
normothermic control period (1'02 +  0T3 to 0'69 +  0'08 Hz;
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Figure 9. Scatter diagram relating the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm and 
phrenic rhythm
Data from fifty-one cases during normocapnia and normothermia, and five cases during hypocapnic apnoea 
(numbers 1-5 indicate points on scatter diagram taken from pairs in both hypocapnia and normocapnia).

group 3 during hypocapnic apnoea (a, 3 cases superimposed); V, group 1 (6, 2 cases superimposed); 
□, group 2 {c, 2 cases superimposed); # , group 3 {d, 3 cases superimposed); ♦ ,  group 4. Dotted lines 
represent frequencies at which sympathetic and phienic rhythms have a 3:1,  2:1,  1:1 and 1:2 
relationship. Note that integer and non-integer ratios occur.
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paired t test). In contrast, the frequency of the phrenic 
rhythm increased significantly (0-30 ±0*12 to 0'73 ±  
0*11 Hz; paired t test). Data from one such experiment are 
illustrated in Fig. 12. In this example, on warming the 
frequency of the rhythmic phrenic discharge increased and 
reached a plateau. In contrast, the frequency of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm remained relatively stable until the 
sympathetic unit discharge began its rapid decline (see 
Fig. \  and C). Interestingly, in this example, during 
recovery the frequency of the rhythmic phrenic discharge 
did not return to the control level. In contrast, the 
frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm did return 
to its control frequency. Note the period during recovery 
when the frequencies of the dominant sympathetic rhythm 
and those of the rhythmic phrenic discharges were the same. 
In three of the five cases, sympathetic and phrenic activities 
were recorded during a return to normothermia. In these

cases the mean frequency of the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm slowed (0-97 ±  0-21 Hz during normothermia to 
0'67 +  14 Hz in hyperthermia). Total recovery of the 
frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was 
observed on return to normothermia (e.g. see Fig. 12). In 
these cases the frequency of the phrenic rhythm increased 
from 0'31 +  0'04 Hz in normothermia to 0'61 +  O'll Hz 
during hyperthermia. A return to normothermia saw the 
frequency of phrenic rhythm slow to 0'45 +  0*14 Hz; the 
phrenic rhythm recovered partially in two cases and no 
recovery was observed in the third case (see Fig. 12).

The effect of hyperthermia in three group 3 animals was 
essentially the same as in group 4 animals. The frequency of 
the dominant sympathetic rhythm decreased from 0'86 +  
0'09 Hz in normothermia to 0'60 ±  0*07 Hz in hyper
thermia, whereas the frequency of the phrenic rhythm
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Figure 10. The frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm in normocapnia and hypocapnic 
apnoea
The data were collected from a group 3 animal. A, normocapnia; B, hypocapnic apnoea. In A and B: 
a, neurograms of sympathetic unit activity; b, rectified and smoothed phrenic nerve activity over the same 
period as shown in a; c, autocorrelogram of sympathetic unit activity over 300 s {A, 750 triggers; B, 730 
triggers); d, phrenic-triggered autocorrelograms over the same period as in c (d, 282 triggers; B, 0 triggers); 
e, autocorrelogram of artificial ventilation (derived from tracheal pressure; A, 360 triggers; B, 408 triggers); 
/ ,  ISIH of unit activity over same period as in c (type B firing profile). The relationship between the 
frequencies of the dominant sympathetic rhythm and the phrenic rhythm is close to 4:5.  The predicted 
sliding phase relationship between the sympathetic bursts and the phrenic activity can be seen by 
compai'ing A a with A b.
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Figure 11. Examples of relationships between particular ratios of frequencies of dominant 
sympathetic rhythm to phrenic rhythm and respiratory-related activity
A -D  each show data from a different animal (from groups 3, 4, 4 and 3, respectively) and have identical 
formats. In each panel, a, b, c and d are taken from the same 300 s data set. a, average rectified and 
smoothed phrenic activity over the period. Averages have been adjusted to allow for estimated difference in 
delay between phrenic and sympathetic activity (see Johnson & Gilbey, 1994). These were 300, 350, 400 
and 320 ms for A, B, C and D, respectively, h, phrenic-triggered cross-correlogram of sympathetic activity. 
Number of triggers: A, 230; B, 135; C, 199; D, 230. c, phrenic-triggered autocorrelogram. Same number of 
triggers as in h. d, autocorrelogram of sympathetic unit activity. Number of triggers: A, 860; B, 828; 
G 720; D, 448. In A-D, examples of 1 : 1 , 2 : 1 , 3 : 1  and 5 :4 ratios, respectively, between the frequencies of 
the dominant sympathetic rhythm and the phrenic rhythm are illustrated. In A b, one peak occurs in 
expiration. In 56 and Cb, two and three peaks, respectively, occur. When there is a non-integer ratio, such 
as in D, phase shifts between the dominant sympathetic rhythm and the phrenic rhythm occur in a cyclical 
manner. In D the phrenic-triggered cross-correlogram is flat due to the cyclical phase shifting. The same 
principle applies to other non-integer ratios.
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increased from 0'52 +  0’16 to 0’74 +  O'll Hz (n =  3). On 
return to normothermia the frequency of the sympathetic 
and phrenic rhythms returned to control values in two cases 
with partial recovery in one.

The artificial ventilation cycle and the dominant 
sym pathetic rhythm . Johnson & Gilbey (1994) showed 
that, with animals with intact vagi, discharges in the 
sympathetic supply to the tail were not prominently related 
to the artificial ventilation cycle. For all cases presented in 
this paper the frequencies of the phrenic rhythm and those 
of the dominant sympathetic rhythm were different from 
those of the artificial ventilation cycle (Figs 5, 10 and 13). In 
addition, hypocapnic apnoea was induced by increasing the 
rate of artificial ventilation and this had no effect on the 
frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm (see above 
and Fig. 10). Also, removal of afferent input from the lungs 
by vagotomy did not significantly influence the frequency of 
the dominant sympathetic rhythm (see above).

DISCUSSIO N
This study has described rhythmic discharges of single 
sympathetic postganglionic neurones that appear to be 
independent of central respiratory rhythm. Furthermore, 
uniquely, the focal recording technique used definitively 
identifies this activity as being involved in the control of an 
identified blood vessel -  the caudal ventral artery.

The frequencies of the rhythmic discharges, recorded 
concurrently from single postganglionic sympathetic 
neurones recorded focally from the caudal ventral artery of 
the rat tail and the phrenic nerve, were assessed using 
autocorrelation analysis. Nearly all sympathetic units (96 %) 
were found to have a robust rhythmic discharge, thus 
confirming and extending the findings of Johnson & Gilbey 
(1994). Irrespective of the type of preparation (groups 1-4; 
spontaneously breathing and artificially ventilated with or 
without vagal, sinus and aortic denervation), the mean 
frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was not
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Figure 12. Dominant sympathetic rhythm and phrenic rhythm during whole-body warming to 
hyperthermia and return to normothermia
Data from a group 4 animal. A, oesophageal temperature; B, histogram showing the firing rate of the 
sympathetic unit (10 s bins). Note that the unit ceases to fire action potentials -when the oesophageal 
temperature reaches 39 °C. C: # , frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm; □, frequency of the 
phrenic rhythm. As temperature increased the frequency of the phrenic rhythm increased. Meanwhile, the 
frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm remained unperturbed until just prior to the point at which 
the sympathetic unit ceased to fire. During recovery the frequencies of the dominant sympathetic rhythm 
and the phrenic rhythm were the same for about 500 s, after which the frequency of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm returned to its control value whereas that of the phrenic rhythm did not.
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significantly different. However, in each of the groups the 
frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm was often 
different from the frequency of the phrenic rhythm. 
Furthermore, the dominant sympathetic rhythm remained 
and its frequency was not significantly changed during 
hypocapnic apnoea (as indicated by the absence of rhythmic 
phrenic nerve discharge) and, importantly, whole-body 
warming differentially influenced the frequency of the 
phrenic rhythm (increased it) and that of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm (no effect and/or decreased). Therefore 
our observations substantiate the two hypotheses posed in 
the Introduction, i.e. that: (i) the frequency of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm can be different from that of the 
central respiratory rhythm (as indicated by phrenic nerve 
discharge); and (ii) the dominant sympathetic rhythm is 
relatively independent of afferent feedback carried in aortic, 
sinus and vagus nerves.

On the relationship between the frequency of the 
dominant sympathetic rhythm and phrenic 
nerve discharges
When the frequencies of the dominant sympathetic rhythm 
and phrenic rhythmic discharge were different integer ratios 
were not the rule (i.e. 2 :1, 3: 1, 1:2 , etc.; see Fig. 9). Such 
observations make it unlikely that the same ‘master’ 
oscillator was responsible for the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm and phrenic rhythms (see Selverston & Moulins, 
1985). I f  only integer ratios had been observed, a possible 
explanation for the dissociation of the two rhythms would 
have been that the frequency of the rhythm observed in the

sympathetic or respiratory efferents is determined by the 
variable ability of these outflows to follow the ‘master’ 
oscillator, i.e. they may ‘miss’ cycles of the ‘master’ 
oscillator. The observation of non-integer ratios raises the 
possibility that separate oscillators are responsible for 
generating the dominant sympathetic rhythm and rhythmic 
phrenic discharges (Stein, 1977; see also Koepchen, 
Klüssendorf & Sommer, 1981). This idea is supported by the 
observed differential effect of hyperthermia and hypocapnia 
on the frequencies of the two. The putative oscillators 
responsible for the dominant sympathetic rhythm and the 
rhythmic phrenic discharge may be coupled, at least in some 
circumstances, because when the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm and rhythmic phrenic discharges had the same 
frequency maximal sympathetic unit discharge occurred 
preferentially in one phase of the respiratory cycle 
(expiration). This possibility requires further investigation.

Are the rhythmic discharges of sympathetic 
postganglionic neurones supplying the caudal 
ventral artery synchronized?
In the present experiments, the activity of single 
sympathetic postganglionic neurones was recorded. Thus, 
from the current experiments it cannot be determined 
whether the rhythmic discharges of individual neurones 
supplying the caudal ventral artery are synchronized, i.e. in 
theory it is possible that each neurone receives input from 
an oscillator that is not necessarily coupled to other 
oscillators driving other neurones supplying the caudal 
ventral artery. Although experiments need to be carried out
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Figure 13. Scatter diagram relating the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm to that 
of the artificial ventilation cycle during normocapnia and normothermia {n =  46)
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to determine the situation (e.g. cross-correlation analysis 
on pairs of single postganglionic neurones recorded 
simultaneously), it is proposed that the discharges are 
synchronized (i.e. either the same oscillator or coupled 
oscillators drive the rhythm in all sympathetic post
ganglionic neurones innervating the caudal ventral artery). 
This contention is based on the observation that multiunit 
sympathetic discharges recorded from the caudal ventral 
artery demonstrated a similar dominant sympathetic 
rhythm to that seen in single units (Johnson & Gilbey, 
1995a) and that, when the frequencies of the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm and the phrenic rhythm are the same, 
maximal discharge of sympathetic units tends to occur 
during expiration.

Respiratory-related activity
The present study was chiefly designed to test the 
hypothesis that the frequency of the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm found in postganglionic neurones supplying the 
caudal ventral artery can be different from that of the 
central respiratory rhythm. These studies have shown that 
this can be the case in the sympathetic supply to the caudal 
ventral artery, but our findings should not be extrapolated 
to the sympathetic control of other targets (see below). The 
experiments were not designed to examine the phase 
relationships of the dominant sympathetic rhythm to 
phrenic discharge. However, for the sake of clarity some 
examples were given in Results.

Under control conditions in the majority of sympathetic 
units (92%), only one rhythm was revealed by auto
correlation analysis. Where this rhythm had the same 
frequency (i.e. 1:1 ratio) as that of the rhythmic phrenic 
discharge, phrenic-triggered histograms revealed that 
sympathetic unit discharges reached a peak during 
expiration. Such respiratory-related activity might be 
interpreted as conventional respiratory modulation. The 
distinction between ‘related’ and ‘modulation’ being that the 
latter describes the influence of respiratory networks on 
sympathetic outflow whereas the former describes a 
relationship between respiratory activity and sympathetic 
activity without implying a common origin. The 
observations made in the present study, that frequency of 
the dominant sympathetic rhythm can be different from 
that of the phrenic rhythm, suggest that under our 
experimental control conditions little if  any respiratory 
modulation of sympathetic postganglionic activity (in the 
supply to the caudal ventral artery) usually existed. Further, 
populations of sympathetic neurones with respiratory 
modulation recorded in other studies either fire tonically or 
become silent during hypocapnic apnoea (Preiss & Polosa, 
1977; Gilbey, Numao & Spyer, 1986), whereas in the present 
study the dominant sympathetic rhythm continued unabated 
in this condition. However, in 8% of sympathetic units, 
although the frequency of the dominant sympathetic 
rhythm was different from that of the phrenic rhythm, an 
additional rhythm was apparent in the autocorrelograms,

which had a frequency similar to that of the rhythmic 
phrenic nerve discharge (see Fig. 3). These observations 
indicate that in some circumstances the activity of 
sympathetic postganglionic neurones supplying the caudal 
ventral artery may be modulated by central respiratory 
drive. Experiments need to be conducted to explore this 
possibility further.

Although the information that can be gleaned from whole- 
nerve recordings is limited (the targets and the discharge 
characteristics of the neurones cannot be discerned -  see 
Gilbey et al. 1986; Johnson & Gilbey, 1994), some of the 
findings are relevant to the results of this investigation. 
Barman & Gebber (1976) observed that rhythmic discharges 
at a similar frequency to that of the phrenic discharge (in 
normocapnia) persisted at a similar frequency during 
hypocapnic apnoea. Consequently, they suggested that the 
‘entrainment’ of sympathetic and respiratory oscillators 
could explain presumed respiratory modulation of whole 
sympathetic nerve activity in the cat. Recently, Yu, Huang, 
Cohen & Gootman (1995) showed that rhythmic discharges 
are present in various sympathetic nerves in the cat that 
have frequencies that are similar, but not related to, 
respiration; these remain in hypocapnic apnoea.

Bachoo & Polosa (1987) demonstrated convincingly that 
inspiratory-related firing recorded from the cervical 
sympathetic nerve of the cat arose from a respiratory 
oscillator rather than coupled oscillators. The findings of 
other studies, from this and other laboratories, are 
consistent with the concept that some sympathetic neurones 
are influenced by inputs arising from respiratory networks 
(Preiss & Polosa, 1977; Gerber & Polosa, 1979; Gilbey ei al. 
1986y
Two other research groups have previously studied the 
discharges of sympathetic fibres in the rat identified as 
probably innervating either hindlimb muscle or skin blood 
(Yusof & Coote, 1988; Habler, Janig, Krummel & Peters, 
1993, 1994a). Yusof & Coote (1988) examined cardiac- 
related activity whereas Habler et al. (1993) in addition 
investigated respiratory-related activity. Expiratory peak 
firing was found in 75% of single units studied in a variety 
of preparations (e.g. spontaneously breathing, artificially 
ventilated and vagotomized). However, the response of unit 
firing to hypocapnic apnoea (i.e. whether the units discharged 
tonically or retained their rhythmic discharge) was not 
examined nor was their periodicity. With hindsight, the 
same comment can be made about previous studies from this 
laboratory. Thus, it is an open question as to whether a 
rhythmic component of sympathetic neuronal discharge 
observed in the sympathetic supply to the caudal ventral 
artery is found in that supplying limb and other vessels. 
However, a similar rhythmic component has been observed 
in sympathetic postganglionic neurones innervating the 
lateral vein of the rat tail (Johnson & Gilbey, 19956).

Firing rates. The discharge frequency of units in this study 
were in the range 0-40-5-9 Hz. Only four units had firing
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rates above 3-8 Hz. Thus, about 95% of the units recorded 
in this study had firing rates within the same range as those 
recorded in the rat from the sympathetic neurones running 
in the saphenous nerve (to hairy skin) and tentatively 
identified as being cutaneous vasoconstrictors (Habler et al. 
1994a). However, in our study the mean firing rates were 
higher (2T4 versus T15 Hz). This difference may have a 
number of explanations: (i) our recordings were made from 
sympathetic neurones innervating artery whereas Habler et 
al. (1994a) made their recordings from populations of fibres 
destined for either artery or vein -  our data from the lateral 
vein indicate that the firing rates of the sympathetic 
neurones innervating it are lower (1*4 Hz) on average than 
those supplying the caudal ventral artery (authors’ 
unpublished observations); (ii) it may reflect sampling bias 
due to the different recording techniques; and (iii) there may 
be a higher level of sympathetic drive (in normothermia) to 
the caudal ventral artery, reflecting its important role in 
thermoregulation (see Johnson & Gilbey, 1994).

Concluding remarks
The findings of this study, which has used a focal recording 
technique to record activity directly from a blood vessel, the 
caudal ventral artery, are unique with regard to the fact 
that the observations on pattern, frequency and rhythm of 
discharge can be related to in vitro studies on the same 
vessel (see Introduction). I f  the present findings are related 
to the in vitro studies, it appears likely that modulation of 
the frequency of the dominant sympathetic rhythm, intra
burst frequency and disruption of rhythmic discharge may 
be important in determining the efficacy of neuroeffector 
transmission and therefore the influence of the nervous 
system on vascular tone (see Introduction). Indeed, 
preliminary observations indicate that changes in blood 
volume and aortic nerve stimulation influence the dominant 
sympathetic rhythm without influencing central respiratory 
drive (Johnson & Gilbey, 1995a and authors’ unpublished 
observations). As the dominant sympathetic rhythm 
described in the present study is robust and can have a 
different frequency to, and can be influenced independently 
of, central respiratory drive, we propose that for future 
reference it should be given the generic term tail (T) rhythm.
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AORTIC .AFFERENTS INTLL'ENCE THE SNCvlPATHETIC T-RFPiTHM  
RECORDED FROM R.AT T.AIL BLOOD CESSEES. M.P Gilbev and C D 
Johnson*. Dept. Physiol.. Royal Free Hosp. Sch. Med.. London NAV3 2PF. U.K.

Our studies have shown that the dominant rhythm (T-rh>iiimj in unitary 
sympathetic activity recorded from rat caudal artery and lateral vem is often non- 
respiratory-related (Johnson & Gilbey. J Physiol.; 4 7 6 . 43''-442 1994. 483. 103P- 
1Ü4P. 1995; 489. 160P-161P. 1995). The rh\thm commonly presents as bursts of 
discharges O S Hz), Here we have examined the influence of aortic n en e  
stimulation on the T-rhythm.

In anaesthetized rats (vagotomized, ventilated and paralysed! s} mpatlietic unit 
activity was recorded from blood vessels using a focal recording technique 
(Johnson & Gilbey. 1994). Central respiratory drive was momtcred via phrenic 
nerve activity .A stimulating electrode was placed on the left aom c nerve.

.A short train of stimuli to the aortic nerxe (ten 1 ms pulses at l')0 Hz. voltage 
2 X threshold for depressor response (0 .5 -lU V) delivered every '  s for 47 trials per 
test) produced a transient, complete suppression of unit actnity in both artery 
(latency to onset 590 z  30 ms S.E.M.. n=‘") and vein (520 z  30 ms. n=6) that 
entrained the T-rhythm in artery (7/7) and in vein (p/6).  Continuous trains of 
stimuli (1 ms pulses. 50 Hz for 5 mins) slowed the frequency of the T-rhythm 
recorded from the artery during the first minute (from 0.65 ± 0.04 Hz to 0.54 ± 
0 0" Hz, 3/3) which was sustained throughout stimulation (2/3). None o f the units 
showed cardiac-related rhythmicity.

We conclude that although tlie sympathetic units did not have> cardiac-related 
activity, discharges can be influenced by aortic nerve afferents (that h a \e  mainly 
a baroreceptor function in the rat). We suggest that the baroreceptor influence on 
sympathetic activity mav be mediated via the modulation o f the T-rhythm.
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